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Abstract

This study integrated multi-temporal, multispectral optical and L-band synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) imagery to classify agricultural crops throughout a single growing
season in northeastern Ontario, Canada. Various optical and SAR band/date combinations
were tested to identify optimal dates and datasets for crop classification at various
phenological stages using both object-based decision tree rulesets and traditional per-pixel
strategies. Object-based decision tree classification of 2 pairs of SPOT-5 optical and L-Band
ALOS SAR imagery yielded crop identification accuracy results comparable with
hierarchically masked per-pixel classification, with corn classes regularly achieving high
classification accuracies (+90%). Regardless of classification approach, results indicate that
at least one complimentary date of optical imagery be used in combination with an midseason optical/ SAR imagery pair to optimally classify northeastern Ontario agricultural
landscapes.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction
1.1

Research context

With arrival of the Earth’s seven billionth person in early 2012, the demand on the
Earth's limited arable lands to provide sufficient food is steadily increasing. Further pressure
on the Earth's agricultural landscape is applied as industrial expansion and housing
developments spread outwards from urbanized centers into surrounding rural food production
areas (Zhang et al., 2011). Traditionally, agricultural census collection and vehicle crop
inventory surveys provided governments and commodities investors with estimated crop
acreages and yield data for previous growing seasons, to form the basis of future agriculture
development and trading plans. To meet local, national and international food security needs,
comprehensive and timely monitoring of agricultural production is required. In the Canadian
context, a range of stakeholders including agribusiness owners, farmers, government
agencies, investors, and environmental organizations, require immediate and accurate
information about crop production, yield estimates, and crop health to make short term
planning decisions for cost-effective agricultural productivity, as well as develop long term
strategies to avoid international market disruptions and food shortages (Blaes et al., 2005;
Clevers and Van Leeuwan, 1996; McNairn et al., 2009a).
However, the majority of readily accessible modern precision agriculture techniques used by
Canadian farmers for assessing crop condition and crop yields are geared to collecting
information both at the time of planting (e.g. Geographic Positioning Systems (GPS) for
planting rows efficiently), as well as at harvest (e.g. yield monitoring equipment connected to
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to map field production). With access to real-time
information throughout the growing season, farmers can undertake proactive and costeffective field management decisions to minimize pesticide and fertilizer input costs (e.g.
optimize fertilizer inputs to treat only nitrogen-poor portions of a field). Thus, the farmer can
recoup a better economic return upon the sale of their harvest, as well as minimize
environmental impacts from over-application of harmful pesticides and phosphates (Seelan et
al., 2003).
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To this end, government departments, regional agricultural agencies, and more recently,
private agribusinesses, have adopted remote sensing technology to provide near-time
monitoring and mapping of crops. Remote sensing satellite platforms are uniquely able to
capture large portions of landscape in a single image, and re-visit sites regularly to obtain
multiple images throughout the growing season. Satellite imagery can be used to classify
crop types present in agricultural production areas, as well as monitor changing field
conditions and estimate crop yield. Traditionally, optical remote sensing satellite platforms
capture information about target field crops on cloud-free, sunny days by detecting the
unique nature and brightness of visible and near-infrared solar radiation reflected from field
vegetation. Various spectrum wavelengths are reflected as a function of plant chlorophyll
structures and water content, and are digitally recorded as respective pixel brightness values
by the sensor (Jensen, 2007). However, given the dynamic nature of vegetative phenology for
each individual crop as the plants develop and mature throughout the growing season,
accurate identification of crops in-situ can be challenging when using only optical satellites
to capture spectral response. While non-agricultural landscape features, such as forest and
surface groundwater, provide sources of spectral diversity within imagery that can be
leveraged during classification, agricultural plant species in mixed cropping landscapes that
share high degree of spectral similarity are even less separable when their production
timeframes closely align (e.g. graminoid species, such as barley and wheat, share a similar
development pattern, and are spectrally and physically similar) (Dusseux et al., 2014).
To better differentiate between similar crops, a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) sensor can be
used to capture the geometric nature of a target crop class. With the capacity to record high
spatial resolution imagery under most weather conditions at any time, SAR sensors are
uniquely positioned to detect changes in a crop's physical dimensionality throughout the
growing season. As the plants grow, mature, and senesce, the backscattered values recorded
by the sensor are directly related to the manner in which the SAR sensor's radar pulse is
refracted by physical state of the vegetative canopy, plant structures, and underlying soil.
However, SAR sensors cannot detect the changes in chlorophyll content and spectral
reflection that accompany plant development. According to Blaes et al., (2005), most
agricultural crops are spectrally and physiologically separable (and thus, possible to delineate
and identify) when both SAR and optical remote sensing imagery are combined.
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However, due to the dynamic nature of vegetative phenological development over a single
growing season, neither a single date of optical, nor SAR remotely sensed imagery, can
comprehensively capture the full array of spectral and spatial diversity of individual crops on
an agricultural landscape. Recognizing that remotely sensed imaging applications for
precision agriculture are demanding in terms of imagery expense, as well as processing
requirements, effective timing of imaging at key junctures in the phenological development
of each individual crop is key to keeping costs to a minimum for producers (Blaes et al.,
2005).
For this reason, this thesis explores the potential of combining SAR and optical imagery of
agricultural lands with the objective of achieving the highest crop identification accuracy
possible while using the lowest number of images. Currently, Agriculture and AgriFood
Canada require crop classification of images to exceed 85% accuracy in order to be deemed
operationally acceptable for use in precision agriculture applications (Foody, 2008; McNairn
et al., 2009a). To improve the accuracy of crop identification using multi-date optical and
SAR imagery datasets, this study explores two approaches to imagery classification. A
traditional per-pixel classification method was used to consider the unique backscatter and/or
wavelength values of each digital image pixel in isolation. In contrast, object-oriented
classification approaches leverage the context of surrounding pixels to form a cluster of
similar-value pixels, then classifies the group as a whole. To focus imagery classification
efforts on the target agricultural crops of interest, two methods of hierarchical classification
were employed: i) comprehensive bitmap masking of non-agricultural crop features prior to
supervised maximum likelihood classification, and ii) a rule-based decision tree classification
strategy to differentiate between individual crops on the basis of single unique spectral or
spatial characteristics.
Overall, this study focuses on developing a reliable remote-sensing image processing
method, or prescription, to effectively identify field crops with a high degree of producer’s
and user’s accuracy. To achieve the ideal prescription, a series of multi-temporal, multifrequency, and multi-sensor imagery combinations are assessed on the basis of both
individual and collective crop identification accuracy, using both per-pixel and objectoriented supervised classification approaches. The resultant prescription identifies the
optimal multi-date combinations of synthetic aperture radar and optical remote sensing
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imagery that can be used to achieve operational crop identifications for agricultural
monitoring purposes in northeastern Ontario, Canada.

1.2

Research objective

The primary objective of this thesis is to establish a prescription for accurate agricultural
crop classification in Northeastern Ontario over a single growing season, using an integrated
optical and L-band synthetic aperture radar imagery dataset. This study seeks to a) define the
best combination of optical and SAR L-band remote sensing images required to accurately
identify individual agricultural field crops; b) define the minimum number of images
required from each sensor to achieve operationally acceptable accuracies for both overall
agricultural fields, as well as individual crops (85%+), as defined by Foody (2008). To
further improve upon baseline accuracies achieved, the effects of various SAR speckle filters
to enhance SAR imagery classification are compared. Additionally, the effects of including
various vegetation indices and polarization ratios derived from imagery during the
agriculture crop identification and classification outcomes are explored in comparison to the
use of original imagery dataset in isolation. Finally, this study compares the merits of
supervised per-pixel and object-oriented classification methods, where both methodologies
rely on a priori information about the target landbase to develop a hierarchically driven
strategy to delineate agricultural crops.

1.3

Research questions

The research in this thesis explores the use of both pixel and object hierarchical
classification strategies for optimal extraction and classification of unique agricultural crop
classes using both optical and radar remote sensing imagery over the course of a growing
season. To meet that objective, the following questions are posed:
1. Does the use of non-agricultural feature bitmap masks generated from optical
ancillary data for hierarchical masking purposes improve accuracy outcomes for
target agricultural features when applied prior to per-pixel classification of SPOT-5
Optical and ALOS PALSAR L-band imagery?
2. In a mixed cropping environment featuring both low biomass and high biomass crops
in various states of phenological development, does the inclusion of ALOS PALSAR
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L-Band SAR imagery improve upon classification outcomes achieved using optical
imagery in isolation?
3. What is the minimum number of multi-sensor SPOT-5 Optical and ALOS PALSAR
L-band images required to obtain operationally-acceptable classification accuracies
greater than 85 percent (Foody, 2008), in terms of both individual and overall
agricultural crops present?
4. Does the inclusion of either single or multiple derived vegetation indices (Normalized
Difference Water Index [NDVI], Normalized Difference Water Index [NDWI]) or
backscatter polarization ratios (HV/HH) influence classification accuracy outcomes,
in comparison to multi-sensor SPOT-5 Optical and ALOS PALSAR L-band imagery
classifications conducted with standard sensor data?
5. How do agricultural crop classification outcomes obtained using an object-based
decision tree classifier compare to those achieved using a per-pixel supervised
Maximum Likelihood classifier that incorporates hierarchical masking strategies?
6. What are the ideal combinations of SPOT-5 optical and ALOS L-Band SAR remote
sensing imagery dates and parameters that most accurately identify agricultural crops,
both individually and collectively, as crops undergo phenological change throughout
phenological change throughout a growing season?

1.4

Thesis format and outlines

This thesis is presented in monograph format. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the
context and research objectives guiding the study. Chapter 2 explores the previous literature
concerning methods of integrating multi-date optical and synthetic aperture radar remotely
sensed images to comprehensively classify agricultural crops over a growing season.
Chapter 3 describes the agricultural region under study in terms of general physical
geography, agricultural production parameters, and provides local context for crop
development over the course of the selected growing season. Chapter 4 describes two
hierarchically-based classification strategies using single pixel (per-pixel) and pixel
clustering (object-oriented) methods to identify agricultural crops on the basis of spectral and
spatial values unique to individual crops at optimal points in the growing season. The
principles and methods of per-pixel analysis, object-based analysis, hierarchical masking
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strategies and decision-tree ruleset development for crop identification are explored in detail.
Additional attention is given to various pre-processing methods employed to enhance crop
separability. Chapter 5 details and discusses the range of results obtained through the various
per pixel supervised crop classification strategies employed, as outlined in Chapters 3 and 4.
Chapter 6 relays the outcomes of the object-oriented hierarchical decision tree classification
strategy, in relation to those described in Chapter 5.
A general discussion of conclusions that can be drawn from the body of research presented
over Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6, as well as possible future directions for research, is provided in
Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

2

Literature review
The body of literature surrounding optical and radar remote sensing applications in

agriculture is focused on developing techniques that can be successfully applied in a general
sense for accurate crop classification across a range of field crop species and locations
(Clevers and Van Leeuwen, 1996). Through different combinations of optical and radar
satellite platforms and various classification techniques used on agricultural lands at critical
junctures of vegetative development over a growing season, it is anticipated that higher crop
classification accuracies can be achieved (Ban, 2003; Blaes et al. 2005; Champagne et al.,
2009; Larranga et al., 2011).

2.1
Agricultural applications of satellite-based optical and
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) remote sensing
Optical remote sensing satellites are defined as passive sensors, in that the sensor
intercepts the reflection of the Sun’s electromagnetic radiation off of the land cover
phenomena on the Earth’s surface. The sensor is capable of receiving ranges or “bands” of
reflected electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) wavelengths; the received reflections from objects
are recorded in terms of wavelength. The recorded values are displayed digitally as
brightness values attributed to each pixel of an optical satellite image (Chen et al., 2008;
Jensen, 2005). Given the passive nature of optical satellites, imaging of the Earth must be
performed during daylight, under relatively clear, cloud-free conditions so that the reflected
light can reach the satellite sensor; imaging is not possible at night or in inclement weather
(Anys and He, 1995; Balik-Sanli et al., 2009; Blaes et al., 2005; Champagne et al., 2009).
Each land cover type has a unique spectral reflection upon the interception of light, making it
possible to differentiate between various crops, and other land cover such as forests and
water (Jensen, 2007; Mohd Hasmadi et al., 2009). This unique spectral reflectance is termed
a “spectral signature”. By examining the different spectral signatures of each crop together, it
is often possible to ascertain the wavelength at which two or more crops are most separable
(i.e. dissimilar in reflectance values at that part of the wavelength) (Chen et al., 2008; Jensen,
2007; Vinicikova et al., 2010). Through graphing the various wavelength values encountered
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by each pixel in relation to reflectance values, it is possible to identify the point of
separability between two crops. Not all crops are significantly separable at the same stage of
growth (Blaes et al., 2005). Often, similarities in spectral response between two crops
hamper accurate identification (Balik-Sanli et al., 2009). However, the addition of radar
imagery to the classification process may allow researchers to further discriminate between
fields, using physical characteristics of each crop type.
Unlike optical satellites, which passively intercept EMS reflection, a synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) sensor actively sends its own pulse of microwave energy to the Earth’s surface.
Objects intercept the pulse, which reflects the pulse back to the sensor as backscatter (Figure
2.1). The amount of backscatter returned to the SAR satellite is dependent on physical
attributes of the intercepting object, such as height, width, density, dielectric properties, and
other target characteristics (Jensen, 2007). Factors such as the satellite’s look direction,
incident angle of the pulse, spatial resolution, wavelength characteristics of frequency and
polarization can also impact how backscatter received by the satellite. The time delay
occurring between initial pulse transmission and receipt of backscatter determines the range
(distance) between the satellite and the target (Jensen, 2007).

Figure 2.1: Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite actively sending a pulse of
microwave energy to the Earth’s surface. The energy beam is intercepted by the tree,
and is reflected back to the sensor as backscatter (adapted from Disney, 2009).
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Due to the exponentially higher wavelength of the microwave pulse, radar satellites can,
unlike optical imagery, easily penetrate cloud cover to reliably retrieve data day or night,
which permits a constant capture of imagery regardless of weather events. This capacity is
particularly useful in wetter continental climates that receive intermittent optical imaging due
to overcast skies (Anys and He, 1995; Ban, 2003; Blaes et al., 2005). Radar imagery can be
collected at very high spatial resolution, such that some satellites can detect phenomena less
than 3 m in size (Balik-Sanli et al., 2008; Vincikova et al., 2010).

2.2
Influence of vegetative phenology on RADAR
backscatter response
In terms of agricultural vegetation monitoring, backscatter is influenced by both technical
variables and crop characteristics such as canopy components (fruiting bodies, leaf shape,
leaf area), cropping methods (plant density, row orientation), and soil characteristics
(roughness, moisture content) (Ban et al., 1998; Clevers and Van Leeuwen, 1996; McNairn
et al., 2009a, Moran et al., 1997). The nature of backscatter received by a sensor is also
heavily affected by the pulse frequency, look direction, polarization, spatial resolution,
incident angle and polarization used by that sensor (Ban and Howarth, 1999). Frequency
describes the length of time between crests of the microwave pulse - some of the radar
frequencies typically used in agricultural monitoring (and their associated satellite platforms)
include X-band (TerraSAR-X), C-band (RADARSAT-1, RADARSAT-2), and L-band
(ALOS PALSAR) (Balik-Sanli et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2007; Jensen, 2007; McNairn et al.,
2009a; Skriver et al., 1999).
Generally, higher frequency pulses such as X-band and C-band penetrate the crop canopy
less effectively, and are better geared to interacting with fine vegetative structures rather than
soil characteristics (Champagne et al., 2009; Moran et al., 1997). As such, X-band and Cband are particularly effective for identification of thin, narrow-leaf crops with predominant
seed heads, such as cereal, canola, and hay (Champagne et al., 2009; Skriver et al., 1999). In
contrast, lower frequency pulses such as L-band penetrate through the crop canopy to reach
the soil features as well as larger, broad-leaf plant structures including overall vegetative
biomass (Basnyat et al., 2004; Champagne et al., 2009; Jiao et al., 2009; Skriver et al.,
1999). The Advanced Land Observation Satellite (ALOS) Phased Array type L-band
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Synthetic Aperture Radar (PALSAR) remote sensing satellite features L-band wavelength,
and has been shown to create higher contrast between fields than C-band and P-band
frequencies (Lee et al., 2001), especially those containing broadleaf species such as canola,
corn and soybeans (Paloscia, 2002).
Each individual SAR satellite sensor has its own operational frequency and polarization
options that may render a particular sensor more effective than another for detecting one crop
type or planting situation. Polarization describes the orientation of radar signal pulse
transmission, and the resultant backscatter (Chen et al., 2008). Transmission pulses can be
oriented both/either vertically (V) or horizontally (H); backscatter can return as both/or either
vertical or horizontal pulses (Jensen, 2007). Not all pulse orientation combinations (HH, HV,
VH, HH) are available from all remote sensing satellites. Lee, Gruens and Pottier (2001)
found that there was a stronger correlation between co-polarized (HH, VV) pulse data, in
comparison with cross-polarized (HV, VH) pulse data. Generally, vertical polarization was
better for detecting tall, thin vegetative structures such as the narrow, vertically-oriented
leaves of cereal crops (eg. C-band, VV polarization), whereas horizontal polarization is more
appropriate for crops that contain wider plant structures, such as broadleaf, horizontallyoriented leaves of potatoes (Champagne et al., 2009; Paloscia, 2002).
As all crops have unique physical properties in terms of height, density, canopy size, row
orientation, and soil characteristics, among other aspects (McNairn et al., 2009a), synthetic
aperture radar satellite imagery must be selected carefully to ensure the satellite sensors has
the technical capacity to detect and differentiate crops of interest with high accuracy. Blaes
and colleagues (2005) found that crop classification accuracy increased from 55% to 85%
through the addition of two C-band HH and HV polarization images to an existing C-band
VV image. Through combination of L-band, C-band and X-band multi-frequency imagery,
Lee and colleagues (2001) achieved accuracies of 91.2%, in contrast to a single L-band
image, which yielded 81.7% accuracy.
Both optical and radar remote sensing data must be obtained at key stages during the
development of each unique crop (Blaes et al., 2005; McNairn et al., 2009a), as the
external/internal structure and composition of chlorophyll within the plant body changes
through maturation, development of fruit, and senescence causing changes in backscatter and
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spectral reflectance (Chen et al., 2008, Ban and Howarth, 1999; McNairn et al., 2009a,
Peterson and Aunap, 1998). The majority of authors found that late season optical and radar
imagery combinations provided the most comprehensive and accurate crop coverage (Blaes
et al., 2005; Foody et al., 1994; Larranaga et al., 2011), as crops appear to be the most
phenologically and spectrally unique in late July to early September in Ontario (eg. canola
has senesced, with dark brown pods, corn has tassled) (Anys and He, 1995; Champagne et
al., 2009; McNairn et al., 2009a).

2.3
Agricultural Crop Classification with Hierarchical
Selection Strategies for both Per-Pixel and ObjectOriented methods
In order to delineate land use/land cover classes within an image, it is necessary to
classify the pixels within an image. Classification of remotely sensed images is performed to
allocate pixels of the digital image to a set of classes comprised of pixels of similar land use
type characteristics. Difficulties in classifying agricultural crops in remote sensing imagery
can often be attributed to similar development patterns within a closely cultivated farming
region. For this reason, it is valuable to obtain spectrally and spatially diverse imagery that
encompasses crop development over the growing season (Peña-Barragán et al., 2011). Often,
similarities in spectral reflectance and backscatter values of each pixel govern the
classification approach used. Per-pixel classification processes analyze each pixel on an
individual basis, regardless of context or influence of neighbouring pixels. However, in-field
variation of individual plants within a crop can lead to miscategorization of a given pixel, and
thus visually displays as erroneous speckle within a monoculture cultivated field (Jensen,
2005; McNairn et al., 2009a). Alternatively, per-parcel or object-based image analysis, is
often used to group individual pixels with similar parameters into image objects through
image segmentation. Given the speckle-prone nature of SAR backscatter, the per-parcel
method can thereby average the individual pixel values together to generate broader radar
signal values (Blaes et al., 2005).
While remotely sensed radar imagery can be an invaluable resource for separating crops on
the basis of vegetative structures, the presence of multiplicative noise, or “speckle”, within
radar imagery can complicate the crop classification process. In response, an array of
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speckle filters have been developed to minimize the effects of speckle on field boundaries
and the homogeneity of in-field reflectance values (Frost et al., 1982; Lopes et al., 1990;
Lopes et al., 1993). Some filters that have been found to be particularly useful for
agricultural crop classification at small window sizes include the Lee, Enhanced Lee
(Champagne et al., 2009; Dusseux et al., 2014), and Gamma MAP filter at a 3x3 window
kernel size (Larranga et al., 2011; McNairn, et al., 2009a). Filtering of SAR imagery is often
tested prior to classification, to ensure selection of an appropriate window size and filter type
that will enhance, rather than detract from, imagery information (Ndi Nyoungui, et al., 2002).
Radar and optical imagery combinations have been used to successfully classify a mixture of
hierarchical decision tree classification regimes, and supervised maximum likelihood
classification (Anys and He, 1995; Hermosilla et al., 2010; Mishra et al., 2011). While some
authors have used Neural Network classifiers with success, that methodology has been found
to be onerous in terms of workload and program development when compared to results
achieved (Anys and He, 1995; McNairn et al., 2009a). Based on findings from Yang et al.
(2010), and McNairn et al. (2009a), the maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) can be utilized
for supervised classification of crop identities within the imagery. The maximum likelihood
classifier assumes that all data in each land cover class is normally distributed, regardless of
spatial characteristics (Chen et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). The classifier then calculates
the probability of a pixel being assigned to a given class (McNairn et al., 2009a; Yang et al.,
2010). However, as interpretation of SAR backscatter values is reliant on the context of
spatial relationships between pixels, it is valuable to develop a supervised classification
strategy that incorporates the spatiality of raw radar backscatter products, which are typically
not normally distributed (Zhang et al., 2011).
A hierarchical decision tree supervised classifier can be used in assessing multi-date imagery
combinations, in an effort to separate non-crop land cover from agricultural crops in
preliminary stages, as well as to discriminate between agricultural crop types (Anys and He,
1995; Su et al., 2009). The decision tree classifier is capable of efficiently handling nonlinear relationships common to radar imagery without making assumptions about data
distribution (Blaes et al., 2005; McNairn et al., 2009a). Decision tree classifiers are
developed based on training site reflectance and backscatter statistics established for each
land cover class (Champagne et al., 2009; Mishra et al., 2011). From there, an empirical set
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of non-parametric decision rules arbitrating range values (brightness values or backscatter
values obtained from the training site) for each non-crop class can be established (i.e., all
values between -20 to -30 dB are assigned water classes) (Champagne et al., 2009; Chen et
al., 2008). Through the establishment of a hierarchical decision tree with dichotomous
branching, crop identities can be teased out of the whole of the image through inclusion or
exclusion from a designated crop class on the basis of whether or not a pixel (or pixel cluster)
meets the unique class requirements of the ruleset as set by the analyst on the basis of class
spectral and spatial statistics (Laliberte et al., 2007; Lucas et al., 2007). Similar hierarchical
strategies can be applied in per-pixel classification efforts, through the use of bitmap imagery
masking, which has the effect of isolating agricultural crop classes by removing non-target
land cover classes from consideration during the classification process (Blaes et al., 2005;
Laliberte et al., 2007).
As such, object-oriented supervised classification of fields as grouped pixel objects through
the use of decision tree classifiers has been found to be appropriate in classifying agricultural
regions. Given the influence of spatial relationships in governing SAR backscatter data, and
changing vegetative physiologies impacting crop spatial and spectral characteristics
throughout the growing season, diverse multi-crop landscapes rely on the establishment of
in-field and between-field context to facilitate classification (McNairn et al., 2009a; Matinfar
et al, 2007; Platt and Rapoza, 2008;). Object-oriented classification functions by clustering
neighbouring pixels into image objects on the basis of shared common spectral or spatial
characteristics. When the decision tree ruleset classifier is applied in an object-based
environment, a binary selection process is applied based on the spatial and spectral values
required for membership in a crop class at each point of branching in the decision tree; the
pixel cluster either shares those values, and becomes a member, or it does not gain
membership (Hermosilla et al., 2010; Laliberte et al., 2007; Long et al., 2013). In terms of
overall performance, object-based versus pixel-based decision tree classification methods can
produce similar overall accuracy outcomes; however, pixel-based methods are far less timeconsuming during the classification process (Duro et al., 2012).
Similar land cover classes such as agricultural crops can be challenging to discriminate using
decision tree analysis in an object-based classification paradigm. Fortunately, more distinct
classes such as water, wetlands and forest often prove to be separable from agricultural
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cropland (Hermosilla et al., 2010). Currently, the federal government department of
Agriculture and Agrifood Canada requires classification accuracy in excess of 85% in
conducting agricultural field census (Foody, 2008; McNairn et al., 2009a), underscoring the
need to derive agricultural crop classifications both accurately and efficiently for future
precision agriculture applications (Seelan et al., 2003).
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Chapter 3

3

Study area & data collection

3.1 Study area
Through the establishment of regional partnerships with agricultural producers from
the Northeastern Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association (NEOSCIA) and Nipissing
University, the Temiskaming District in Ontario, Canada (Figure 3.1) was selected as an
ideal study area for exploring the potential for multi-date, multi-frequency combinations of
optical and SAR remote sensing imagery for agricultural crop identification and inventory
purposes in northeastern Ontario. The geographic coordinates near the center of the study
region are 596108 E, 5283007 N, UTM Zone 17T. While multiple studies with similar
objectives have been undertaken in the southern areas of Ontario (Anys and He, 1995; Ban,
2003; Champagne et al., 2009; McNairn et al., 2009a; McNairn et al., 2009b), the evaluation
performed in the course of this thesis is one of the first to exclusively employ optical and
radar remotely sensed imagery to accomplish crop inventory in northeastern Ontario.

3.1.1

Physical terrain and socio-economic characteristics of the
Temiskaming District
As noted in recent agri-economic sector profiles for Temiskaming District, the region

is unique in that it has an extensive and stable agricultural land base. Due to a persistent
decrease in regional population since the 1960s, little urban expansion into farmland has
occurred. Historically, almost 243,000 acres of farmland were in regular production in 1961;
as of 2011, that number had fallen to 114,791 acres of crops, with a total of 185,401 acres in
some form of agricultural usage (Harry Cummings & Associates Inc., October 24-26, 2013).
Presumably, acreages that fell out of production were abandoned, with an expected degree of
natural vegetation growth occurring in recent years. These declining trends in population and
land usage contrast greatly with those of southern Ontario, and benefit the proposed study in
the sense that the Temiskaming District landscape has not traditionally undergone significant
changes in urban expansion. As such, the somewhat static nature of the landbase may provide
advantages in future multi-temporal classification efforts building upon the findings of this
thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Temiskaming District, Ontario, Canada. Study area outlined in red.
The agricultural production area of Temiskaming District was established on the now-dry
lake bed of ancient glacial Lake Barlow-Ojibway (Lovell & Caine, 1970). Known
colloquially as the Little Clay Belt of Northern Ontario, the soils of the region typically
include fertile clay glacial lacustrine deposits. As reported by the Canadian Land Inventory
Soil Capability for Agriculture cartographic series, Soils Classes 2, 3, and 4 are heavily
represented in the selected study area of Temiskaming District. Under this classification
system, Class 2 and 3 soils are suitable for sustained crop cultivation if best management
practices are followed; if the soils are free from significant usage constraints and can support
economical production, the soils are termed “dependable agricultural soils”. Marginal lands
bearing a Class 4 soils designation are used sparingly in crop production, and often act as
permanent pasture areas to support livestock. Overall, Temiskaming District soils are
considered to be dependable agricultural soils (Harry Cummings & Associates Inc., 2009).
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However, many soils in the region have capability constraints of both adverse climate
(Subclass C), caused by growing season temperature limitations, and excess water (Subclass
W), due to the tendency of native clay soils to become waterlogged as a result of poor
drainage (Soil Research Institute, 1973). For further exploration of study area soils, please
refer to Appendix A. To meet existing soil constraints, Temiskaming producers have invested
in tile drainage systems to ensure adequate soil aeration (Hamilton, 2013; Irwin, 1967). The
move to tile drainage has greatly improved regional soil productivity, as well as extending
the growing season to allow for earlier planting (Skepast, 2009). As soil moisture content can
influence electromagnetic spectrum reflection values and their subsequent interpretation, it is
worth noting that regular linear variation in field reflectance values may be governed by
subsoil drainage schemes (Lillesand et al., 2004).
Surrounding the prime agricultural lands of the region, grassy forage meadows have been
established on marginal lands near forested areas. Temiskaming District straddles the Upper
Great Lakes-St. Laurence Ecoregion and the southernmost portion of the Eastern Boreal
Forest Ecoregion (Crins et al., 2009). As such, the forested area surrounding the agricultural
areas of interest is a transitional mixedwood primarily comprised of hardy species such as
eastern white pine (Pinus strobus), red maple (Acer rubrum), sugar maple (Acer saccharum),
as well as boreal species including jack pine (Pinus banksiana), black spruce (Picea
mariana), and balsam poplar (Populus balsamifera) stands (Crins et al., 2009; First Resource
Management Group Inc., & Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources North-East Region,
2011). The largest district communities of New Liskeard and Haileybury borders the west
side of Lake Temiskaming, a large natural waterbody situated south of the primary
agricultural production area (Figure 3.1; Crins et al., 2009). Smaller rural communities
including Earlton, Englehart and Belle Vallee are located north of the lake, following the
Highway 11 transportation corridor running north-south. The Environment Canada weather
office at Earlton airport provides weather data for the southern portion of the region, and is of
particular value as the airport is centrally located to the district’s productive agricultural
acreage. Generally, Temiskaming District is described as having areas of warm microthermal activity, within a moist hemi-boreal continental climate (First Resource Management
Group Inc., & Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources North-East Region, 2011; Hills, 1976).
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3.1.2

Crop Production Parameters
To estimate the rates of plant growth and development for an agricultural region, it is

necessary to determine the required daily accumulations of heat and temperature needed for
each plant to thrive in the physical environment. While the amount of heat needed for a given
plant species to move into the next stage of development remains constant both spatially and
temporally, the actual number of days required to move a plant from seed to maturity is
dependent on the weather conditions of the growing season. To support farmers in selecting
appropriate crops and cultivars for production, as well as to estimate the growth stages and
maturity of a crop during the growing season, indexes of baseline temperatures for the
development of unique crop and pest species have been developed through experimentation.
In Ontario, two methods of estimating accumulated heat over a growing season exist:
Growing Degree Days, and Crop Heat Units (OMAFRA, 2009). Using these estimation tools,
local expert knowledge, and regional weather data, it is possible to determine the relative
development stages of crops throughout a growing season without extensive in-field
measurements of vegetation, which can be cost-prohibitive for large scale crop identification
initiatives.
Introduced by French scientist Réaumur in the early 1700s (McMaster and Wilhelm, 1997),
Growing Degree Days (GDD) are a commonly used heat unit calculation method for
predicting plant phenology and development to maturity. The GDD system uses the mean
daily temperature and the unique baseline temperature requirement for growth of a given
organism. In Ontario agricultural production, the GDD system is used primarily for cereals
(Base 0°C), forages (Base 5°C), and canola crops (Base 5°C) (OMAFRA, 2009). The daily
GDD is calculated by identifying the maximum and minimum temperatures of a given day,
adding the values together, and then dividing the result by 2 to determine the mean daily
temperature. The baseline temperature, as required for the organism of interest, is then
subtracted from the mean daily temperature, resulting in x Growing Degree Days (GDD)
(McMaster and Wilhelm, 1997). In the event that the calculated GDD value is negative, the
result is made equal to zero as no organism development could have occurred. Over the
course of the growing season, daily GDD are tallied to identify the accumulated GDD, and
subsequently, the likely stage of each plant species’ development (OMAFRA, 2009).
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Complimentary to the GDD system is the Crop Heat Unit (CHU) Index, an Ontario indexing
system used to assist farmers in the selection of warm-season crops such as corn and soybean
for their region. Crop Heat Units are computed using a set of conditions that depend on daily
mean temperatures, as determined by regional minimum and maximum temperatures for both
non-linear daytime and linear nighttime relationships (Brown & Bootsma, 1993). In 2009,
OMAFRA updated the CHU system to CHU-M1, where all provincial locations have a CHU
start date of May 1st, regardless of local temperature (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Isolines illustrating the provincial distribution of average seasonal
accumulated Crop Heat Units (CHU-M1), from 1971-2000 with a uniform start date of
May 1. Adapted from OMAFRA (2009).
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For plant development to occur, daily temperatures must be between 10 and 30 degrees
Celsius, and nightly temperatures must not fall below 4.4 degrees Celsius (OMAFRA, 2009).
The seasonal CHU calculation ends when daily minimum temperature is equal to, or below, 2 degrees Celsius (Brown & Bootsma, 1993; OMAFRA, 2009). By using OMAFRA’s
standardized CHU-M1 and GDD ratings for their region, farmers are better equipped to
select appropriate warm-season crop cultivars that will fully mature during the growing
season (OMAFRA, 2009).
As of the early 1960s, barley (Hordeum vulgare), spring and winter wheat (Triticum
aestivum L), oats (Avena sativa), perennial mixed forages including alfalfa (Medicago
sativa), and potatoes (Solanum tuberosum) were the most abundant crops grown in
Temiskaming District (Hoffman et al., 1972). The average annual CHU for the Temiskaming
District from 1961 until 1990 was determined to be 1934 CHU (OMAFRA, 2009).

Using

both historical and current airport weather data, OMAFRA reports concerning agricultural
development in Temiskaming District have noted the impacts of climate change on farming
practices throughout the region. Over the past 30 years, a warming trend has been noted that
has permitted the reliable productive harvest of warm-weather crops including canola
(Brassica napus L.), soybean (Glycine max), and silage grain/corn (Zea mays spp.) into the
Temiskaming region, as evidenced by increased annual crop heat units (CHU) from
approximately 1900 to 2300 CHU over the course of the growing season (Hamilton, 2013).
Examination of Statistics Canada 2006 and 2011 Agricultural Census data for Temiskaming
District by crop acreages shows a distinct trend towards oilseed production, with a significant
increase in soybean (+96%) and canola acreages (+565%) between 2006 and 2011 (Statistics
Canada, 2011); which may be related to both industry demand, as well as local soil drainage
improvement throughout district fields that allows producers to meet oil seed cropping
requirements for earlier planting dates (Skepast, 2009). In contrast, forages production
(-27%) decreased by more than a quarter in the region between 2006 and 2011 (Statistics
Canada, 2011; Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4). The clay-rich soils of the region have provided
significant canola yields in recent years, often ranking among the top three canola-producing
agricultural districts across Ontario (Harry Cummings and Associates Inc., 2009).
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Figure 3.3: Total field crop acreages of dominant crop types for Temiskaming District
for census years 2006 and 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2011)

Figure 3.4: Reported acreages by grouped classes of prominent crops for Temiskaming
District for census years 2006 and 2011 (Statistics Canada, 2011).
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According to OMAFRA (2009), the ideal seeding date for Northern Ontario crops is May 10;
canola, wheat, and corn are usually planted as soon as the environment is free of frost, and
the soil sufficiently drained. In contrast, conditions are typically appropriate for planting in
Temiskaming District by the last week of May, due to the combination of spring runoff with
the imperfect drainage of the native clay soils of Temiskaming District (Dermaine, 1965;
Tassé, 2010). As such, planting occurs at the point in time where seeding can be done
without causing irreparable damage to the soil structure. In most years, Temiskaming canola
and cereals crops are ready for harvest in mid August, with soybean and corn harvests
following in September. In contrast, soybeans and white beans are planted in late June or
early July, and are ready for harvest in late September or October (Tassé, 2010). These fields
are planted in a 3-4 year rotation for soil nutrient rejuvenation purposes and pest control.
Alternative crops such as forages, both mixed and alfalfa forages, are generally stable
throughout the crop rotation cycle with either two or three harvests upon the same field
during the growing season (Tassé, 2010).

3.1.3

2010 Crop Production Season in Temiskaming District
Based in the assumption that vegetative crops follow a regular course of development

during each growing season, a strong understanding of a crop’s phenology on a given
imaging date can be used to both inform and assess the efficacy of land cover classification
approaches, and subsequent interpretation of classification results (Hird, 2010; Reed et al.,
1994; Zhang et al., 2003). To establish the general phenological state of prominent field
crops within Temiskaming District on each imagery collection date in 2010, local weather
data was used in combination with New Liskeard Agricultural Research Station crop
development records, as well as crop-specific vegetative growth stage timelines. For the
2010 growing season, ancillary crop production data was obtained from the New Liskeard
Agricultural Research Station (NLARS) Agronomy Unit, situated centrally within the
selected Temiskaming District study area. The NLARS Agronomy Unit conducts annual
large-scale evaluation field trials of locally prominent crop cultivars. In support of their
research initiatives, the NLARS Agronomy Unit maintains rigorous crop development
records, including planting/seeding and harvest dates (Kobler, 2014).
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During the course of the 2010 growing season, the major crops of Temiskaming District
included canola, corn, soybean, and wheat, as well as some minor cereal acreages of oats and
barley (Statistics Canada, 2011; Tassé, 2010). Due to the limited nature of the growing
season in Northern Ontario, annual field crops are harvested once during the year (Kobler,
2014; Tassé, 2010). Perennial mixed forage acreages are abundant throughout the study
region, with most fields providing two harvests. In terms of crop production parameters, the
2010 growing season in Temiskaming started with drier than usual conditions in the spring;
as such, the soil was sufficiently stable for seeding by late April, rather than the norm of midto-late May (Tassé, 2010).
Cereal grain crops, including barley, wheat and oats, are members of the wide-ranging grass
family (Poaceae), and as such, share many facets of phenology with other grass species, such
as corn, fescues, and other grass hay-producing species. Barley, oats and wheat are virtually
identical in terms of vegetative structure and environmental requirements; these cereal crops
can be seeded very early in the growing season, limited only by excess soil moisture
(OMAFRA, 2009). Field trials of cereal crops, including barley, oats, and spring wheat, were
planted on April 26, 2010 at NLARS. Winter wheat had been seeded and established the
previous fall (Sept 2009) (Kobler, 2014). Upon emergence, one or two stems produce thin,
dark green, lanceolate leaf blades, and rapidly elongate upwards to approximately 100
centimeters in height (OMAFRA 2009). At peak height, the heading stage occurs and
produces a compound inflorescence composed of one or more spikelets. These spikelets
contain multiple florets that house the developing cereal grains. Barley, oats and wheat crops
can be differentiated based on the arrangement and features of their spikelets. As the grains
mature, the main vegetative structures undergo desiccation and browning as photosynthetic
products and nutrients are directed into the individual grains (Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000).
At NLARS, cereals harvest occurred over the month of August 2010, with winter wheat
being harvested first (August 6), followed by barley (August 10), oats (August 27), and
spring wheat (August 27). According to J. Kobler (2014), agronomist for NLARS, the
sequence of cereal crop species maturation is stable from year to year, with most cereal crops
maturing and turning brown within a week of each other.
The phenological development of corn closely follows that of other grain cereals. Corn
throughout the study area was seeded at various times during May 2010, depending on the
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state of soil stability within each field. For example, the agronomy unit of Co-opérative
Régionale de Nipissing Sudbury planted on May 5th,, while NLARS corn field testplots were
seeded May 27th (Kobler, 2014). Corn plants develop much like the aforementioned cereals,
but grow to many feet in height. The broad leaves provide a dense vegetative canopy,
resulting in total leaf areas at least three times greater in magnitude than the original soil area
(Nafzeiger, 2003). Unlike other grains of the grass family, the male flower develops at the
top of the stalk as a tassel, while the female flower develops below to form yellow ears of
corn sheathed by dark green husk leaves. After fertilization, tiny individual kernels of the
female ear start to fill, supported by nutrient transport from the leaves and stem (Simpson and
Ogorzaly, 2000). Plant vegetative structures start to senesce and desiccate, turning brown as
the kernels reach maturity; upon harvest, the original vegetative moisture content of the
kernels should be reduced by 70% (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000).
Typically, corn crops require at least a month of dry-down time after maturation, in order to
reduce moisture in the grain sufficiently for machine combining purposes. As such, harvest
dates for corn crops in Temiskaming District ranged from early/mid-October (October 10) to
mid-/late November (Kobler, 2014).
The physiological development of canola echoes that of other broadleaf members of the
mustard family (Brassicaceae); a dark green multi-leaf rosette develops around a growing
vertical stem, with older leaves at the base of the shoot. As this oilseed crop matures, the
multi-lobed lyrate leaves undergo a lateral increase in area nearer the plant base, with thinner,
more pinnate leaves developing nearer the top of the flowering shoot (Warwick, 2010).
During initial budding, the central shoot rapidly elongates upward. Small bright yellow
flowers form a radial inflorescence at the shoot apex for pollination; maximum plant height is
achieved at peak flowering, often in excess of one meter (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and
Ogorzaly, 2000). After fertilization, elongated seedpods develop, supported by leaf and stem
photosynthesis activities. When the seedpods have filled completely, leaf senescence occurs;
accordingly, both foliage density and photosynthetic activity decrease rapidly. Still connected
to the main stem, the canola seedpods will desiccate as the ripening seeds uptake nutritional
resources from the surrounding pod walls. At maturity, the canola plant appears brown and
desiccated, with thick seedpods, a senescing main stem, and marginal remains of leaf
structures (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). During the 2010 growing season
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at NLARS, canola field test plots were seeded on May 11, and harvested on September 10
(Kobler, 2014). Due to the warmer growing season of 2010, much of the regional canola
harvest ripened and desiccated on-stem. Some producers in the region were able to use direct
combining harvest methods on the fully desiccated standing canola crop, while others use
Roundup pesticide to kill the canola plant prior to direct combining. The direct combining
method allows for an earlier harvest date (September 10) than when using swathing methods
that require a week for cut canola to desiccate in piled rows within the field before harvest
(Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA, 2009).
As an oilseed legume, the soybean is classified as member of the bean family (Fabaceae)
(Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). Soybean crops require frost-free conditions before seeding;
accordingly, NLARS planted the soybean test plots on May 21, 2010 (Kobler, 2014). Upon
germination after planting, the soybean’s stem emerges and grows upwards, bringing the
seed leaves up through the soil. With exposure to sunlight, photosynthetic activity provides
energy for the stem to straighten up fully, and expose the full leaf surface of the seed leaves
(OMAFRA, 2009). Subsequent leaves are trifoliate, alternating down the stem. Once the
soybean plant reaches peak height, bloom begins as triggered by longer, warmer days.
Soybean seedpod growth follows the aforementioned development pattern of canola
seedpods, resulting in plant desiccation as the seedpods draw nutrients from vegetative
structures (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). Defoliation starts in the lower
canopy and moves up the stem, abscising leaves as the mature seedpods brown and dry.
While physiological maturation of the soybean occurs fairly early in the growing cycle,
producers must wait for the soybean seedpods to fully desiccate before harvesting by
machine (OMAFRA, 2009). The optimal harvesting time is variety-dependent, but generally
occurs between mid-October and early November in Temiskaming District (Kobler, 2014).
Perennial forage crops do not require spring seeding, and consist of various proportions of
legumes and grasses, such as alfalfa, clovers (Trifolium spp.), timothy grass (Phleum
pretense) and fescues (Festuca spp.), depending on which year of the four year forage growth
cycle is being monitored. Emergence of forages is closely linked to the weather; as 2010 was
particularly warm, forages started to grow within the first 2 weeks of May (Kobler, 2014).
Upon emergence, grass forage crops uniquely branch at the base of the plant to
simultaneously form multiple tillers bearing blade-like leaves. After inflorescence occurs at
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maturity, small seedheads develop (Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). In contrast, legume forage
crops follow the growth pattern of the aforementioned soybean crop, at a smaller scale. As
legume forage crops fix atmospheric nitrogen for uptake, protein values in the resultant seeds
are greatly enhanced (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). Forage fields
continue to develop during the growing season, maintaining their photosynthetic activity and
their green hue. Typically, Temiskaming District producers can expect to harvest forage
crops twice. Heading occurs between the first and second week of June, when vegetation
protein values are highest (Kobler, 2014). Depending on producer objectives for feeding
either dairy or beef cattle, the forage crop can be harvested early to take advantage of protein
values for dairy cattle (late June harvest), or later to achieve higher vegetative volumes for
beef cattle (mid-July harvest) (OMAFRA, 2009; Kobler, 2014). The second harvest of
forages occurs in late August throughout Temiskaming district, to ensure sufficient time for
plant re-growth to withstand the winter (Kobler, 2014).
To better understand the composition of crop types present in the study area at various points
during the 2010 growing season, as well as each crop’s likely respective stage of
development, an agricultural crop calendar was created for the study area (Conrad et al.,
2010, Peña-Barragán et al., 2011). Timelines for crop intra-annual development and harvest
were established using local 2010 weather data for CHU/GDD calculations, individual crop
phenology, and the 2010 crop production records from NLARS. The agricultural crop
calendar depicts the generally expected timelines employed for individual crop planting,
maturation and harvesting during the 2010 growing season in Temiskaming District (Table
3.1; Figure 3.5).
Weather observations from the 2010 growing season were obtained from the Earlton airport
in Temiskaming District, and used to calculate accumulated GDD, CHU and precipitation
over the 2010 growing season, with particular attention to conditions on imagery dates.
Recognizing that soil moisture influences both radar and optical backscatter values,
precipitation accumulation was tracked for three days prior to satellite imaging in order to
assess soil moisture conditions at time of imaging (Figure 3.6) (Lillesand et al., 2004).
However, it must be noted that rainfall is quite variable in Temiskaming District, which may
influence sensor backscatter depending on image timing. Accumulated GDD and CHU
values were tracked for the whole of the 2010 growing season, with special attention to
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Table 3.1: New Liskeard Agriculture Research Station (NLARS) 2010 crop seeding and
harvest dates
Crop

Barley
Oat
Wheat, Spring
Wheat, Winter
Corn

Seeding Date

Canola

April 26
April 26
April 26
Sept 19
May 5 (Co-op)
May 27 (NLARS)
May 11

Forage (Cut 1)
Forage (Cut 2)
Soybean

May 15 (emergence)
--May 21

Harvest Date

August 10
August 27
August 27
August 6
October 10 (Co-op)
Mid-November (dry-down)
Late August (if ripened on stem)
Swathing Sept 1, harvest Sept 8-10 (if dry-down required)
Late June (Dairy), Mid July (Beef)
Late August
November 2 (usually early October)

Figure 3.5: Agricultural crop calendar for the 2010 growing season in Temiskaming
District, representing predominant high-acreage crops in the region.
accumulations at the time of imaging for the purpose of predicting development stages for
crops of interest (Figure 3.7). As the stages of vegetative growth and reproductive
development of each crop are governed by accumulated heat units, it is possible to plot the
GDD or CHU values for a given crop, and predict the likely stage of crop development.
Using these predictions of likely in-field plant physiology, understanding and assessment of
imagery portraying multiple crop types (Figure 3.8 - Figure 3.15) in a range of development
stages is facilitated.
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Figure 3.6: Daily accumulated precipitation values over 2010 growing season imagery
dates (August 5, August 8, August 29, and September 3), as well as accumulated
precipitations values for three days preceding imaging (adapted from The Weather
Network, 2010).

Figure 3.7: Crop Heat Units (CHU) and Growing Degree Days (GDD) accumulated
between May 1 and each imaging date (August 5, August 6, August 29, and September
3) in Temiskaming District, 2010 (The Weather Network, 2010).
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Figure 3.8: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
barley plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season. Plant
depiction not to scale (Adapted from Cornell University Cooperative Extension, 2009;
Purdue University Extension, 2009a; The Weather Network, 2010; Vaculikova, 2012).

Figure 3.9: Accumulated Crop Heat Units (CHU) and relative expected stage of corn
plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season. Plant depiction
not to scale (OMAFRA, 2009; Purdue University Extension, 2009b; Nafziger, 2003; The
Weather Network, 2010).
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Figure 3.10: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
canola plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season. Plant
depiction not to scale (Hall and Robertson, 2005; Miller et al., 2001; OMAFRA, 2009;
The Weather Network, 2010).

Figure 3.11: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
alfalfa/mixed forage plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing
season. The crop is harvested twice each growing season, once in late July, and again in
early October. Plant depiction not to scale (Adapted from Meyer and NDSU Extension
Service, 1999; Teuber and Brick, 1988; The Weather Network, 2010).
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Figure 3.12: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
oat plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season. Plant
depiction not to scale (Adapted from Cornell University Cooperative Extension, 2009;
Purdue University Extension, 2009a; The Weather Network, 2010; Vaculikova, 2012).

Figure 3.13: Accumulated Crop Heat Units (CHU) and relative expected stage of
soybean plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season. Plant
depiction not to scale (Adapted from OMAFRA, 2009; The Weather Network, 2010).
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Figure 3.14: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
spring wheat plant development over the 2010 Temiskaming District growing season.
Plant depiction not to scale (Adapted from Cornell University Cooperative Extension,
2009; Purdue University Extension, 2009a; The Weather Network, 2010; Vaculikova,
2012).

Figure 3.15: Accumulated Growing Degree Days (GDD) and relative expected stage of
winter wheat development over the 2009 - 2010 Temiskaming District growing season,
with planting in Fall 2009, harvest in Summer 2010. Plant depiction not to scale
(Adapted from Cornell University Cooperative Extension, 2009; North Dakota
Agricultural Weather Network Center, 2014; Purdue University Extension, 2009a; The
Weather Network, 2010; University of Saskatchewan, 2002, Vaculikova, 2012).
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By comparing relative stages of growth and development between each crop present in the
2010 study area, a greater understanding of the individual spatial and spectral characteristics
of the various crops is possible. For instance, most winter wheat crops will be fully matured
and senescing by early August, resulting in golden brown plant structures and withered
leaves. In contrast, most canola crops will be in a late-flowering period, marked by the
presence of large, bright yellow flowers, as well as broad, thick dark green leaves in the midbottom portion of the stem. Based on these differences in vegetative characteristics, optical
and radar remotely sensed imagery can be employed to assess spectral and spatial variability,
respectively; thus, it would likely be possible to differentiate between canola fields and
winter wheat fields in the Temiskaming District study area in early August through the use of
an integrated multi-sensor image dataset.

3.2
3.2.1

Satellite and Ground Reference Data Collection
Satellite Imagery

Based on aforementioned regional expert knowledge of local crop phenological
development, the time-frames of early and late August were selected to show optimally
separable mature crop conditions of the majority of spatially-significant crops in the area
(Kobler, 2014; Tassé, 2010). The two PALSAR and optical imagery pairs were retrieved
between August 5 - 8, 2010, and August 29 - September 3, 2010. However, due to varying
crop production parameters, not all crop types are at an overly separable stage of
development in each image - a variety of fields were either in initial growth stages, had
senesced, or had been harvested at a given image date. While most crops of interest are
represented well in all images in terms of acreage, it should be noted that there would likely
be less canola and cereals present on the landscape in late August optical and SAR imagery
due to crop harvesting. Similarly, soybeans would not be fully represented in early August
optical and SAR imagery, due to the plants’ relatively immature development stage (Kobler,
2014). The cumulative remotely sensed imagery dataset is detailed in Table 3.2.
Imagery was obtained from SPOT (Systeme Probatoire d’Observation de la Terre) 5, a
medium to high-resolution Earth observation satellite that produces multispectral imagery at
a pixel resolution of 10 meters. The images were obtained on August 8, 2010
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Table 3.2: Remote Sensing Imagery Dataset
Usage

Sensor

Imagery Dates

Spatial

Polarization

Original Bands

Resolution

Processed
Imagery

Ground
Reference
Imagery
Ancillary
Imagery

Derived
Bands

ALOS PALSAR
(SAR)

2010-08-05
2010-09-03

12.5m

HH, HV

L-Band

HV/HH

SPOT-5
(Optical)

2010-08-08
2010-08-29
2009-07-18
2009-07-18

10m

N/A

G, R, NIR, SWIR

NDVI,
NDWI

10m

N/A

G, R, NIR, SWIR

N/A

2010-03-08

30m

N/A

B, G, R, NIR,
SWIR, SWIR2

N/A

SPOT-5
(Optical)
LANDSAT 5 TM
(Optical)

Figure 3.16: Original SPOT-5 optical satellite image, August 8, 2010. False-Colour
Infrared image, where R,G,B = Near Infrared, Red, and Green wavelengths,
respectively. Study area is contained within the yellow outline.
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Figure 3.17: SPOT-5 optical satellite image, August 8, 2010 (left), and August 29, 2010
(right). Both are False-Colour Infrared images, where R,G,B = Near Infrared, Red, and
Green wavelengths, respectively. Study area is contained within the yellow outline.
and August 29, 2010 (Figure 3.16, Figure 3.17), and depict a 60 km by 60 km swath of
Temiskaming District cropland using four spectral bands (green, red, near-infrared, and
shortwave infrared). An additional SPOT-5 optical remote sensing image (July 18, 2009)
was obtained for the purposes of generating a ground-reference data source through
participatory mapping with Temiskaming District farmers.
Dual-polarization radar imagery at the 1.5 product level was obtained from ALOS
(Advanced Land Observation Satellite) on August 5, 2010 (Figure 3.18), and September 3,
2010 (Figure 3.19), using the Phased Array type L-band Synthetic Aperture Radar
(PALSAR) remote sensing instrument (JAXA, 2007; Jensen, 2005). This 12.5 meter
resolution sensor features two polarization options (horizontal-horizontal [HH] and
horizontal -vertical [HV]) (Chen et al., 2008; JAXA, 2007; Zhang et al., 2011). The L-band
frequency is particularly sensitive to broadleaf crops such as canola and soybeans, both of
which are prominent crops in Temiskaming District (Paloscia, 2002; Tassé, 2010). Due to the
staggered nature of maturity times for various crops, multiple late summer dates were
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Figure 3.18: ALOS PALSAR synthetic aperture radar August 5, 2010 image, HH
polarization. Study area is outlined in red.
selected to fully encompass the range of SAR backscatter from crops throughout the growing
season (Conrad et al., 2010). It must be noted that due to differences in swath pattern, a
portion of the study area was not included in the September 3rd ALOS PALSAR image. As
such, the study area was reduced accordingly through imagery clipping and bitmap masking,
so that full overlap between all imagery dates was obtained (Figure 3.19)
A LANDSAT 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) optical remote sensing image of Temiskaming
District, retrieved March 8, 2010, was obtained courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey’s
online, publically accessible Global Visualization Viewer (GloVis) database for the purpose
of generating masks of non-crop vegetation classes. The imagery encompasses the same
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Figure 3.19: Comparison between ALOS August 5 (A) and ALOS September 3 (B)
remotely sensed imagery. To counteract differences in imagery due to swathing of
satellite, the study area (outlined in red) was reduced to overlap precisely (C).
region as the ALOS PALSAR and SPOT-5 data of interest, and covers a land swath of 185
km by 172 km, with a resolution of 30 meters in seven spectral bands including visual
spectra, near-infrared, mid-infrared, and shortwave infrared ranges (NASA, 2014).

3.2.2

Participatory Ground Reference Mapping and Digitization of
2010 Field Crop Polygons
Extensive ground reference data was collected in early August 2010 through

interviews with local farmers and a vehicle survey of the region, in partnership with the
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North-eastern Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association (NEOSCIA) and Nipissing
University. The proposed methodology efficiently and quickly gathered a large quantity of
ground reference data by utilizing the expertise of local farmers with first-hand knowledge of
the landscape (McNairn et al., 2009a). A False Colour Infrared (FCIR) composite image
(comprised of near-infrared, red and green values) encompassing the study area was
produced from the SPOT-5 June 18, 2009 imagery, and was printed onto mapping paper
(Anys and He, 1995). The printed imagery was overlaid with a legend of colour-coded crop
type stickers, as well as labelled major highways, township boundaries, urban centers, and
Québec - Ontario inter-provincial boundaries. These features were provided to assist
NEOSCIA member farmers in orienting themselves to locate and identify their cropland.
The prepared map background imagery was brought to the local NEOSCIA monthly meeting
(July 10, 2010), where members individually identified their cropland by location and crop
type. Colour-coded stickers representing each crop type were affixed to the draft ground
reference map, corresponding to the identified fields (Balik-Sanli et al., 2008) (Figure 3.21).
Study area regions unidentified by NEOSCIA members were later surveyed by vehicle for
individual field crop referencing (Figure 3.21).
The paper-based 2010 growing season ground reference data was digitized in Adobe
Photoshop CS3, version 10.0, to extrapolate sticker colours and locations from the paper map
(Figure 3.22). Using ArcGIS Version 10, an agricultural field boundary vector of geocoded
crop polygons was formed (Ban and Howarth, 1999; Champagne et al., 2009; Larranga et al.,
2011; Long et al., 2013). Fulfilling the role of a cadastral field boundary map (Conrad et al.,
2010), the resultant vector shapefile (Figure 3.23) was used to guide the development of
supervised classification training sites for both per-pixel and object-oriented supervised
classification methods in PCI Geomatica 13 and Definiens 7 software, respectively. The
digital cadastral field shapefile also informed the development of assessment testing sites for
verification purposes. Additionally, the crop boundary shapefile provided support as a
thematic layer for the development of decision tree hierarchical rulesets in object-oriented
classification. While it could be argued that the development of the cadastral field digital
boundary file was overly time-consuming given the focus of experimentation, the existence
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Figure 3.20: Paper crop sticker reference map for 2010 Temiskaming District growing
season crop distribution, as generated through both participatory mapping with
Northeastern Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement Association member farmers, and a
vehicle survey as of July 22, 2010.
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Figure 3.21: Ground reference images of various field crops, photographed July 22,
2010, as related to digital cadastral ground reference vector of study area agricultural
fields.
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classification. While it could be argued that the development of the cadastral field digital
boundary file was overly time-consuming given the focus of experimentation, the existence
of an on-going partnership between NEOSCIA and Nipissing University suggests future
applications for the generated field crop boundary file.
In comparison to traditional in-situ crop identification and measurement, the participatory
mapping method of producing ground reference data has some limitation in terms of
transcribing paper-based stickers into accurate digital boundaries. During the NEOSCIA
member interviews, it was necessary to familiarize each farmer with the paper map itself, by
identifying local landmarks on the map in order to help each person gain their bearings.
While it was evident that each farmer understood the objective of placing the stickers on the
map to identify the crops present in each field, the size of the stickers being handled caused
some overlap between neighbouring fields to occur. As the SPOT-5 image used to provide
the basis for this mapping exercise dated from July 2009, the arrangement of fields was
depicted as in 2009. While landscape perimeters tend to remain somewhat stable in the short
term (eg. cropland near forest), between growing seasons, in-field boundaries and perimeters
are subject to change as a function of the producers’ cropping requirements and production
strategies. As such, it is possible for a single field to be split into two smaller, different crops,
or for two previously smaller parcels of land to be combined into a larger field for a single
season. As a printed map of the previous year’s imagery (2009) was provided as an
orientation and background for the placement of stickers representing 2010 crops, it is
reasonable to assume that while some boundaries remained static, others may have shifted.
Thus, when the farmers were inspecting the 2009 SPOT-5 imagery provided, they were
placing stickers based on their current 2010 field boundaries. Presumably, NEOSCIA
member farmers would have accommodated for boundary adjustments in terms of their crop
sticker placement onto the 2009 background map image; however, some individuals may
have possibly erroneously perceived the 2009 background image field boundaries to be
representative of 2010 field boundaries.
Based on this line of reasoning, it was determined that either an inclusive or exclusive
approach could be used to most accurately digitize the crop polygon boundaries. Under an
inclusive approach to crop polygon identification and development, it would be hypothesized
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that all placed stickers that overlaid boundaries visible on the 2009 image were placed
intentionally. In contrast, an exclusive approach be taken under the hypothesis that any crop
identification stickers that might overlay 2009 field boundaries would only be considered for
digitization if obtained SPOT-5 August 8, 2010 imagery brightness values corresponded with
the identified crop type. Through visual inspection of an FCIR representation of SPOT-5
August 8, 2010 imagery, each crop type (canola, corn, forage, cereals, soybean) appeared to
be separable in terms of brightness values. By comparing the placement of the 2010
identified crop map stickers to corresponding 2010 brightness values at the same location,
suspected errors in crop identification or errors in map sticker placement could be readily
assessed and proactively excluded. If the boundary of the placed sticker was unclear, or the
underlying 2010 training site brightness values did not match closely with the purported crop
sticker identity, that particular ground reference data was discarded.
Recognizing that the approach selected to develop crop polygons would influence the degree
of supervised classification training site and testing site accuracy, both inclusive and
exclusive approaches to crop polygon development were tested separately and compared for
overall accuracy results through a preliminary supervised classification exercise on the
SPOT-5 August 8 image (Larranaga et al., 2011). The aforementioned hypotheses were
challenged, with results indicating an acceptable degree of difference (1%) between inclusive
and exclusive approaches within the bounds of probable error. As such, either approach
would provide equally accurate results; however, it is more parsimonious to omit sustpect
data. Thus, an exclusion approach for identifying field boundaries and crop types was
adopted for polygon digitization from the paper-based participatory mapping data source.
The resultant digital field crop polygon boundary layer is shown in Figure 3.23.
All crops and sites identified by the NEOSCIA member farmers were included in the original
paper reference map product, regardless of relative presence within the region. Crops with
less than two identified acres present in the study area ground reference map, such as forage
peas, buckwheat, and industrial/seed hemp, were also identified on the paper ground
reference map. These crop types were checked against Statistics Canada (2011) data to assess
overall representation within Temiskaming District, which confirmed limited production
acreages between 2006 and 2011. As such, these limited acreage crops were not represented
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Figure 3.22: Extrapolation of crop ground reference map stickers (A) in Adobe
Photoshop v. 10, for boundary delineation (B) and crop polygon development (C) in
ArcGIS, version 10.
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Figure 3.23: Ground-reference digital crop polygon map for the 2010 Temiskaming
District growing season within the selected study area, as generated through both
participatory mapping with Northeastern Ontario Soil and Crop Improvement
Association member farmers, and a vehicle survey as of July 22, 2010.
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All crops and sites identified by the NEOSCIA member farmers were included in the original
paper reference map product, regardless of relative presence within the region. Crops with
less than two identified acres present in the study area ground reference map, such as forage
peas, buckwheat, and industrial/seed hemp, were also identified on the paper ground
reference map. These crop types were checked against Statistics Canada (2011) data to assess
overall representation within Temiskaming District, which confirmed limited production
acreages between 2006 and 2011. As such, these limited acreage crops were not represented
in the development of crop polygons. During the participatory mapping session with the
NEOSCIA member farmers, a distinction was made between spring wheat and winter wheat
acreages. As reflected by their respective names, the temporality of planting differs between
spring wheat and winter wheat crops; for this reason, winter wheat is harvested earlier in the
summer than spring wheat. Despite minor varietal differences, spring wheat and winter wheat
crops are virtually inseparable in terms of physiology, spectral reflectance, and stages of
plant development (Kobler, 2014; Tassé, 2010). Thus, both temporalities of wheat were
grouped as a single “wheat” class for ease of identification.
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Chapter 4

4

Methodology
The methodology for this study was developed following the works of previous

contributors to the field of agricultural land use classification from optical and SAR sensor
imagery using per-pixel and object-based image analysis methods, both internationally and in
Ontario, Canada. While some aspects of the proposed methodology have been tailored to the
unique values of the Temiskaming District study area, the methodology was designed for
broad application to other regions for the purposes of agricultural field crop identification.
Figure 4.1 provides a comprehensive overview of the proposed per-pixel and object-oriented
classification processing methodologies detailed in Chapter 4.

4.1
4.1.1

Imagery Pre-Processing
Imagery Georeferencing, Clipping, and Subsetting

Prior to delivery, both the SPOT-5 optical 10-meter resolution images and the two
ALOS PALSAR dual-polarized (HH, HV) SAR radar 12.5-meter resolution images were
geometrically corrected. The original SPOT-5 images were radiometrically corrected and
combined into a single file, with identical georeferencing and projection. However, to ensure
that crop polygon and other features produced would overlay correctly on both the ALOS
and SPOT-5 imagery, all imagery was georeferenced again in PCI Geomatica to achieve
commonality using the North American Datum 1983 and the Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) coordinate system. Georeferencing of the SPOT-5 optical imagery employed 63
ground control points visually collected from previously georeferenced images of the same
site, and manually notated. The overall root mean square error was a displacement of 1.5
pixels, or 14.74 meters. The ALOS PALSAR imagery was georeferenced with 20 ground
control points, with an overall root mean square error of 0.65. All four images (SPOT-5
August 8, 2010, SPOT-5 August 29, 2010, ALOS PALSAR August 5, 2010 and ALOS
PALSAR September 3, 2010) were resampled to 10m resolution (Champagne et al., 2009;
Shang et al., 2011). The ancillary winter LANDSAT 5 TM March 8, 2010 image was
maintained at 30m resolution. Rectification on all images was performed using a rigorous
georeferencing model, to diminish the degree of error introduced through the inclusion of
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the per-pixel and object-oriented classification methodologies
proposed for identifying agricultural crops from multi-sensor, multi-date imagery
combinations.
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imagery data extracted from the scanned paper ground reference crop map. As such,
georeferencing of the imagery dataset was conducted using a third-order polynomial
transformation and the nearest - neighbour resampling technique (Champagne et al., 2009).
The ALOS PALSAR, SPOT-5, and LANDSAT 5 TM images were compiled into a single
file (including the ground reference dataset), then clipped and subset to exclude portions of
the landscape not included in the study area, as determined by the extents of ground reference
data collection.
Due to limitations in ALOS PALSAR satellite swathing, alternating dates of ALOS imagery
are not capable of capturing the same extents of the study area of interest (see previously,
Figure 3.19). To focus supervised classification efforts on the extents of study area landscape
captured in all instances of remotely-sensed imagery, the SPOT-5 and ALOS images were
clipped so that all imagery overlapped the study area comprehensively.

4.1.2

SPOT-5 & ALOS PALSAR Data Extraction
While a great variety of diverse biophysical phenomena cover the Earth’s surface,

most features reflect a universally similar level of radiation throughout the entirety of the
electromagnetic spectrum. This high degree of similarity between most materials’ reflected
energy values as recorded by remote sensing satellites, results in a generally dark, lowcontrast image when displayed on a computer monitor (Jensen, 2005). With the objective of
improving visual analysis so as to better differentiate between the respective reflectance
values of individual surface materials, a linear minimum-maximum contrast stretch
enhancement was applied to the normally distributed values of the SPOT-5 optical August 8,
2010, and August 29, 2010 scenes. First, imagery statistics were assessed to determine the
lowest and highest brightness values present in an image band. To better display the full
dynamic range of the whole imagery dataset on the monitor, the minimum and maximum
brightness values of each band were reset to the lower and upper limits of a 0 - 255 greyscale
range, respectively (Jensen, 2005). Intermediate brightness values were accordingly
dispersed throughout the greyscale range with normal distribution; pixels with low brightness
values appeared as black or dark grey, and high brightness value pixels appeared lighter or
white (Jensen, 2005). Thus, by improving the output image contrast between pixel
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reflectance values in the SPOT-5 optical images, visual identification and interpretation of
unique landscape phenomena was facilitated.
In its raw form, ALOS PALSAR imagery is a raster format image composed of many pixels,
each with a unique brightness value. However, SAR imagery data field based statistics are
not normally distributed, due to the influence of speckle (See Section 4.1.4) (Ban, 2003). In
order to be able to employ parametric classification methods such as Gaussian maximum
likelihood classifiers, as well as non-parametric methods such as decision tree classification
styles for crop imagery analysis, it was necessary to somewhat normalize the distribution of
the ALOS PALSAR brightness values using log-normalization (Hoekman and Vissers,
2003). Log-normalization assists in visualization by providing a better method of describing
homogenous areas of a class that demonstrate variation. For example, canola is a
homogenous crop class, but individual canola plants may be at slightly different stages of
health or maturity within a single canola field. The application of log-normalization to SAR
backscatter intensities transforms the intensities into decibels; as such, a normalized data
distribution results that is well suited for use with Gaussian classifiers (Hoekman and
Vissers, 2003). While log-normalization does not result in a perfectly Gaussian normalized
data distribution alone, it can improve SAR imagery data distribution for use with parametric
classification methods when used in concert with speckle filtering.
To detect backscatter characteristics specific to each crop type, it is necessary to convert the
log-normalized brightness values to more readily usable decibel values. Using brightness
values obtained from ALOS PALSAR L-band dual-polarization (HH+HV) imagery data,
relative backscatter decibel values, d, were calculated (Equation 1):
! ! !"!!!"#!"!!!! !!! ! !"

(1)

where B is the brightness (or amplitude) values in the dual-polarized ALOS scene, and CF is
the calibration factor of -83, as prescribed by ALOS satellite developer, the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA) ( Halder et al., 2012; JAXA, 2007; Shimada et al., 2009). The
resultant backscatter decibel values were then rescaled using raster arithmetic to increase
values by 100, thus becoming positive values within the range 0 - 255. Rescaling was
performed to ease classification efforts involving both SAR and optical datasets.
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4.1.3

Optical Vegetation Indices and SAR Cross-Polarized Ratio
In an effort to enhance understanding of the relative abundance and activity of

agricultural vegetation within the image, vegetation indices are commonly employed to
provide biophysical information about plants within a remotely sensed image. This
information is obtained through observation of the inverse relationship between red
reflectance values and plant biomass, as well as the direct relationship between plant health
and near-infrared reflectance values (Jensen, 2005). For the purposes of this project, the
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Rouse et al., 1974) was utilized (Equation
2):
!"#$ !

!!"# ! ! !!"#
!!"# ! ! !!"#

(2)

where !NIR represents the reflectance values in a near- infrared wavelength channel, and !RED
represents reflectance values in a red wavelength channel. The reflectance values can range
between 0.0 – 1.0; thus the resulting NDVi ratio itself ranges -1.0 to 1.0, with water indicated
by negative values and healthy green vegetation indicated by strong positive values. The use of
NDVI is well established within remote sensing vegetation monitoring applications, and is
noted for its sensitivity to seasonal change in vegetation growth and activity. As well, this
particular form of band ratioing reduces noise that might otherwise alter crop reflectance
response, such as variable atmospheric conditions or differences in sunlight illumination of
the landscape (Jensen, 2005). To facilitate interpretation of changes in plant health and
abundance in the agricultural regions of interest, NDVI were created for both the August 8
and August 29 2010 SPOT-5 optical images, using the near infrared and red portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum reflected by the crops.
Developed by Gao (1996), the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) uses two nearinfrared channels with centers ranging from 0.86 !m to 1.24 !m to detect absorbed liquid
water in vegetation through reflectance from vegetative canopies. Using the format of NDVI as
a basis for development, NDWI follows the general form of Equation 3,
!"#$ !

!!"# ! ! !!"#$
!!"# ! ! !!"#!

(3)
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, where !NIR represents the reflectance values in a near- infrared wavelength channel, and
!SWIR represents reflectance values in a short-wave infrared wavelength channel. For the
SPOT-5 optical imagery used in the course of this study, !NIR and !SWIR correspond to the
near-infrared wavelength channel and short-wave infrared wavelength channels centering at
0.84!m and 1.66!m, respectively (Jackson et al., 2004). The resultant values provide an
indirect measurement of liquid water quantities present within a vegetative canopy (Jackson
et al., 2004), and may be extrapolated to provide information about crop leaf area index
(Breunig et al., 2012).
The resulting NDWI measure was employed in this study with the objective of
accommodating adjustments in vegetative liquid water content due to changing crop
phenology throughout the growing season. As increased rainfall quantities occurred on late
season imagery dates, the NDWI measure may also account for any potential increases in
water uptake by plants, and subsequent influences on classification results. While Ustin et al.
(1998) detected changes in vegetation water content after a drought period using optical
satellite indices, current plant physiology literature suggests that plant water content does not
significantly vary within physiologically relevant ranges, with fluctuations less than 10%15% of typical water content (Ustin et al., 1998).

With that understanding, NDWI is

included in this study as supporting information for detecting the presence of crops, as well
as the moisture level of the crop relative to its’ phenological state.
As related in Jiao et al., (2009), individual linear SAR polarizations have been found by the
remote sensing community to be sensitive to a range of crop and soil characteristics, as SAR
backscatter is determined by such factors as crop phenological development and field soil
preparation measures (Halder et al., 2012). However, classification efforts that rely on
measured backscatter intensities resulting from a single polarization tend to be overly
impacted by variables including imagery speckle, sensor calibration differences, and
environmental moisture conditions of target features. In contrast, classifications using
multiple SAR images with different polarizations can leverage a broader range of horizontal
and vertical characteristics of the crop structure. As a stabilizing mechanism, backscatter
intensity ratios can be derived using two polarizations from a SAR sensor on a given date
(Jiao et al., 2009), following the aforementioned SAR pre-processing steps to generate the
ratio in decibels (Section 4.1.2).
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Cross-polarization backscatter intensity ratios, such as HV/VV, and HV/HH, have been
found to be sensitive to the Leaf Area Index (LAI) of vegetative canopies. Many crop plants
feature strong vertical development as they mature (eg. corn), or experience changing
horizontal components due to leaf senescence (eg. soybeans, canola). Thus, the dynamic
range of HV polarization backscatter is larger than that of HH polarization backscatter (Lin et
al., 2009). As a result, the HV/HH cross-polarization ratio is positively correlated with LAI,
and as such, provides an indirect measure of vegetative canopy density in relation to a crop’s
phenological state (Jiao et al., 2009). Combined with expert knowledge of expected
phenological states of target field crops at various points in the growing season, the relative
stability of the HV/HH cross-polarization ratio is used to support supervised classification
efforts using multi-frequency, multi-temporal datasets (Lin et al., 2009).
In combination, the NDVI and NDWI vegetative indices derived from optical imagery can
provide insight into general plant health and physiological status. Similarly, the use of a
cross-polarized SAR backscatter ratio (HV/HH) derived from SAR imagery, in conjunction
with NDVI can improve discrimination between crops with shared reflectance values on the
basis of canopy structure (Halder et al., 2012). The relationship between NDVI and the
HV/HH ratio may also assist in differentiating between rapidly growing vegetative crops, and
surrounding, less productive forested areas (Halder et al., 2012). With reference to individual
crop phenological development information from the 2010 growing season, the inclusion of
vegetative indices and ratios can further support classification efforts involving optical and
SAR imagery.
Both vegetation indices (NDVI, NDWI), as well as the cross-polarized ratio (HV/HH), were
generated for all imagery dates. Prior to processing, each vegetation indices and ratio were
rescaled to values higher than zero, in an effort to remove complications stemming from the
inclusion of both positive and negative value interactions during classification. During image
processing, each index and crop were individually classified to provide a baseline measure of
their expected contributions to overall study area classification results, as well as individual
crop classification accuracies. Subsequently, the two vegetative indices and the crosspolarization ratio were individually grouped with all available optical wavelengths and SAR
polarizations for supervised classification of a given multi-temporal SAR and optical dataset
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Figure 4.2: Pre-processing steps used for multi-date, multi-sensor imagery employed in
this study.
combination. Finally, various multi-temporal imagery bandset configurations, some
including a selection of vegetation indices and ratios, were established for use in supervised
classification, as detailed in Section 4.2.4. Figure 4.2 provides a flowchart of pre-processing
steps used for optical and SAR images employed in this study.

4.1.4

Imagery Window Size and Filtering
As the ALOS PALSAR L-Band satellite employs synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to

generate imagery made up of scattered signals, speckle effects can impact the resultant
images. Speckle is digital “noise”, providing an inaccurate value within a pixel due to some
interference in signal response (Ndi Nyoungui et al., 2002). This interference in signal
results from interaction between the active radiation pulse emitted and the incidence of
multiple independent scattering points near the target surface during imaging. As such, these
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multiple backscattering waves interfere with each other and generate signal noise, or speckle
(Walker et al., 2011). Thus, SAR imagery data are not normally distributed, due to the
influence of speckle (Ban, 2003).
To reduce the influence of speckle on crop classification accuracies within SAR imagery,
adaptive filters are employed to smooth out the high frequency speckle noise while
maintaining high frequency edge features, such as field boundaries, roadways, and lakeshores
(Lopes et al., 1990). Adaptive filters, such as Lee, Frost, and Gamma-MAP filters, are able to
accommodate variations in SAR backscatter signal due to diversity on the terrain. By
modeling the speckle noise as a consistent and stationary entity, the target signal of interest is
deemed to be non-stationary, as the mean backscatter signal level varies based on the feature
targeted (Lopes et al., 1993). For example, the mean backscatter signal reflected from a
short, thin individual wheat plant would vary considerably from that of a tall, broadleaf plant
like canola.

Thus, the application of adaptive filters to SAR imagery modifies the

backscatter values of individual raw SAR image pixels by extracting statistics about
neighbouring pixels to determine the overall local environment, as established by the kernel
window size selected for filtering (Lopes et al., 1990; Lopes et al., 1993).
Filters act as a moving window, delineated as a sub-array of a given X by Y size of pixels.
This subarray moves from left to right, top to bottom through an image, across each pixel.
As the subarray hovers over the central individual pixel, the local observed mean value of all
surrounding pixels within the subarray is calculated, as well as the normalized standard of
deviation between all pixels within the subarray. From these values, a revised backscatter
coefficient is assigned to the central pixel, providing an overall homogenization in areas
featuring significant speckle influence while preserving significant edge areas deemed to be
unique. For this reason, the size of window subarray selected for a filter determines the
degree of smoothing that occurs within an image; however, if the filter window is too small,
limited speckle effect removal will result. Comparatively, filter window sizes that are too
large for a given image will result in the loss of subtle image details, such as edges, during
the filtering process (Lopes et al., 1990; Lopes et al., 1993). The speckle filter type and
window size testing process is detailed in Figure 4.3.
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The adaptive filters selected included Lee, Enhanced Lee, Frost, Gamma MAP, and Touzi
filters, all of which have varying strengths. The Lee filter adjusts each individual image pixel
using gray-level values within a square box window of odd size (Shi and Fung, 1994).
Similarly, the Enhanced Lee filter uses the same mechanism as the Lee filter, but divides an
image into areas of 3 classes; homogenous areas where speckles are to be eliminated,
heterogeneous areas where speckles are to be reduced for the sake of image texture, and
isolated point target areas to preserve, such as edge features (Lopes et al., 1990; Shi and
Fung, 1994). The Frost filter functions by initially estimating scene reflectivity due to the
SAR system impulse response, against the observed image to minimize mean square error. A
smoothed or “dampened” result is brought about to remove speckle effects on the imagery.

Figure 4.3: Methodology for establishing optimal synthetic aperture radar speckle filter
type, and filter window size, for use in agricultural crop classifications involving optical
and SAR imagery.
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The Gamma - MAP filter performs similarly to the Lee filter, except that all pixels in the
image, including edge pixels, are filtered by a mechanism that replicates edge pixels in order
to provide sufficient data while preserving edges (Lopes et al., 1990; Lopes et al., 1993; Shi
and Fung, 1994). The Touzi filter is noted for preserving point targets, curvilinear features,
and sharp edges; its mechanism is detailed in Touzi (1999). Recognizing the role of filter
window sizes in smoothing homogeneous crop areas while preserving roads and field
boundaries, a number of window sizes were experimentally tested ranging from 3x3 to
11x11, for each of the aforementioned filters on all possible multi-date combinations of
imagery. In preliminary testing, the Touzi filter was applied using filter window sizes
ranging from 3x3 to 21x21; however, no noticeable change in classification outcome was
noted when using Touzi filter window sizes greater than 13x13. As such, the results for
Touzi filter window size 13x13 are presented here to provide a comprehensive overview of
adaptive SAR filter window-size testing efforts.

4.2
4.2.1

Image processing for per-pixel classification
Supervised Classification using the Maximum Likelihood
Classifier

With the objective of identifying the most efficient and accurate classification
methodology for use in a multi-frequency, multi-date system for agricultural field crop
identification, two different land cover classification paradigms were explored in the course
of this thesis.
A per-pixel, supervised classification paradigm was selected in order to successfully locate
and identify field crops within the Temiskaming District study area. Supervised classification
relies on the analyst having access to prior information about the study area conditions and
the location of homogenous examples of target areas of interest. This information is
established through a range of ground-reference data collection methods, such as
participatory mapping, fieldwork, and ancillary map analysis (Jensen, 2005). Using the
ground reference data to locate the positions of homogenous land cover on the remotely
sensed imagery, representative samples called training sites are created. These homogenous
training sites provide the computer with a sample of the expected spectral or backscatter
characteristics that would be found at any given site associated with that land cover class of
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interest; the classification algorithm extrapolates the statistical parameters associated with the
sample for application to the image as a whole (Jensen, 2005). In this manner, each image
pixel is evaluated with respect to its own statistics, and to the established training site
statistical values for each land cover class. Using this information, the classification
algorithm assigns the pixel to the predetermined class of which it is most statistically likely
to be a member (Jensen, 2005).

After classification, a post-classification accuracy

assessment is performed using an additional set of unique homogenous samples for each land
cover class, to determine the accuracy of classification and whether the pixel has been
assigned to the proper class, as established by the remote sensing analyst (Jensen, 2005).
Traditional parametric classification methods are developed on the assumption that the target
remotely sensed imagery for usage is normally distributed, while non-parametric and
nonmetric methods do not require normal distribution within imagery. As the proposed
experimentation focuses on efficiently combining normally-distributed optical data with SAR
data that is not normally distributed, two methods of agricultural field crop classification are
employed with the objective of identifying the method yielding the highest level of accuracy
(Jensen, 2005). Following the structure of previous works employing both optical and SAR
imagery (McNairn et al., 2009a), a parametric classifier was selected to contrast traditional
per-pixel, parametric classification methods with object-oriented methodologies employing
nonmetric classifiers, such as rule-based decision trees. The maximum likelihood classifier
functions based on the probability of a given imagery pixel belonging to each possible class
within a pre-defined set of classes (Jensen, 2005). According to a number of works, the
maximum likelihood classifier has been found to be useful for high-accuracy classification of
crops (Mohd Hasmadi et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010). Thus, the maximum likelihood
classifier is similarly employed to provide comparison with the rule-based decision tree
classifier used in the object-oriented classification portion of this study.
To improve classification targeting of agricultural land, a series of non-crop masks were
developed to remove sources of classification confusion from consideration, such as water
features, forested lands, urban centers and roadways.
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4.2.2

Bitmap Mask Development
In order to focus per-pixel supervised classification efforts on accurately identifying

the agricultural land of interest, rather than surrounding phenomena, a series of bitmap masks
were established in PCI Geomatica v.10. Each bitmap mask was produced to cover non-crop
phenomena, including negative space image perimeters, water features, forested areas, and
roadways. The generated masks were used in all subsequent per-pixel supervised
classification efforts (Turker and Arikan, 2005).

4.2.2.1

Image Overlap Perimeter Mask

In an effort to accommodate issues of overlap between the ALOS images of August 5
and September 3 resulting from ALOS satellite swathing effects, a study area perimeter mask
was developed. Using the georeferenced ALOS September 3 image, the study area depicted
within the image was isolated using image arithmetic functions within PCI Geomatica 10,
and thresholded to bitmap. The resultant bitmap image of the study area was subtracted from
the georeferenced ALOS September 3 image, thus permitting the isolation of all negative
space around the image. To avoid the impact of negative space non-image, non-study area
values on future classification efforts, the negative space itself was transformed into a
perimeter mask. Thus, the usage of the ALOS September 3 perimeter mask mitigated the
effects of ALOS satellite swathing through negative space exclusion; the perimeter mask was
employed in all subsequent per-pixel classification.

4.2.2.2

Water Mask

To isolate waterbodies and waterways from the classifiable portion of the SPOT-5
images, a K-means unsupervised classification was performed on the red, green, and near
infrared bands of the August 29 SPOT-5 image. These bands were selected based on water’s
low capacity to reflect near-infrared radiation, which results in low brightness values of water
in the near-infrared RGB combinations. As directed by the analyst, sixteen classes of
unidentified pixels with shared attributes were formed through this classification: to
determine which classes represented water pixels, the classification attribute table was
consulted. Of the sixteen classes produced, two classes encompassed the vast majority of
waterbodies within the image. Again, the image was thresholded to bitmap, with the
thresholds set to the values of the two waterbody classes. The resultant output bitmap
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displays regional rivers and lakes combined as a singular mask of water pixels (Jensen, 2005;
Skoupy et al., 2011).

4.2.2.3

Forest and Road Mask

In the March 8, 2010 LANDSAT 5 TM image winter image, both forested areas and
cropland are covered in snow, resulting in stark contrast between low brightness values
(BVs) and higher brightness values, respectively. Roadways and urban areas are mostly clear
of snow cover, as primary and secondary roads in the region receive regular snowplowing
services, and are thus also represented by low brightness values (BVs). By thresholding
target ranges of brightness values to bitmap, the forest and roads bitmap mask was developed
(Skoupy et al., 2011). Observation of this winter scene in LANDSAT 5 TM Band 2 (green,
0.52 µm - 0.60 µm) using grayscale visualization indicated that forested areas were highly
separable from the rest of the snow covered landscape, due to their comparatively low
brightness values (Jensen, 2005).
Originally, a March 2005 Google Earth winter image procured by the QuickBird highresolution satellite had been considered for mask development use (Google Earth, 2011).
However, closer inspection revealed that due to the sub-meter resolution of QuickBird
imagery, it was possible to identify white, snow-covered open spaces within the darker
forest. Individual deciduous trees were also visible, as well as accumulated snow beneath the
leafless limbs.

Through experimentation, it was determined that if the high-resolution

Quickbird image were to be thresholded to bitmap (allocating trees to 1 and snow to 0), the
resulting forest mask would be peppered with small holes due to the visibility of small snowcovered clearings. If such a mask were to be used for supervised classification procedures
external to a mask, the areas seemingly represented as a snow covered clearing might be
classified as cropland. The resultant “noise” would pose additional challenges in terms of
accuracy assessment and visual interpretation of classification results (Stueve et al., 2011).
In contrast, the LANDSAT 5 TM winter scene has a 30 meter by 30 meter resolution; as
such, it is not possible to identify individual trees, nor snow-covered forest clearings
measuring less than 30 meters by 30 meters. While this imagery would not be suitable for
projects requiring the ability to identify small phenomena, it is ideal for the purposes of this
project. The comparatively lower resolution nature of the LANDSAT 5 TM winter scene
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means that the minute snowy clearings peppering the landscape of the Google Earth
QuickBird winter image are not at all visible. Thus, when thresholding the LANDSAT 5 TM
winter image to bitmap using low brightness values, a solid, continuous mask of significant
forested areas is achieved. Additionally, snow-free asphalt and gravel roads have low
brightness values. These can be included in the mask, thereby removing the presence of nonfield soil and rock entities from the image. Some infringement of the roads mask onto the
borders of agricultural fields may have occurred due to the greater width of the multi-lane
provincial Highway 11 roadway and parallel ditches passing through a portion of the
agricultural area. However, minor concession roads bordering the majority of agricultural
land in the area are often less than 6m wide, and as such, are not perceptible on the 30 meter
x 30 meter resolution LANDSAT 5 TM imagery, nor the finer-resolution ALOS PALSAR
and SPOT-5 imagery data. For these reasons, Band 2 of the LANDSAT 5 TM imagery was
thresholded to bitmap to produce the forest and roads mask.
Using Band 2 (green, 0.52 µm - 0.60 µm) (NASA, 2014) of the LANDSAT 5 TM March 8,
2010 image for the purpose of isolating both healthy coniferous vegetation and dormant
deciduous vegetation free of snow cover, various brightness values of Band 2 were tested to
assess which brightness value threshold encompassed the vast majority of vegetation present
within the winter image. Brightness values ranging from 75 to 180 in Band 2 were tested
(Figure 4.4); through visual inspection, a 170 brightness value in Band 2 was found to
effectively encompass almost all of the vegetation depicted in the winter scene, as well as
non-snowy, clear asphalt and gravel roads. The winter LANDSAT 5 TM image was
thresholded to bitmap at a brightness value of 170, resulting in the generation of the forest
and roads bitmap mask (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.4: Range of LANDSAT 5 TM Band 2 (0.52 µm - 0.60 µm [NASA, 2014)
thresholded brightness values tested to establish a forest-road mask encompassing
coniferous vegetation, dormant deciduous vegetation, and roadways (without snow
cover) for use in focusing supervised classification efforts on cropland.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of LANDSAT 5 TM March 8, 2010 winter imagery to compiled
brightness value threshold experimentation results used to create a forest and road
mask for use in supervised classification.

4.2.2.4

Comprehensive Mask

As PCI Geomatica 10 software only permits the use of one mask during imagery
classification, it was necessary to compile the aforementioned masks into a single,
comprehensive bitmap mask that included image perimeter, water, forest, and roads (Figure
4.6). Harvested areas were not included in the comprehensive mask, as the influence of
harvested areas changes depending on the temporality of the images being classified. While
the capacity to identify harvested areas becomes more useful in later-season image
classification applications, those same harvested areas had contained living vegetation earlier
in the growing season. Thus, harvested areas were not included in the comprehensive mask.
Visual assessment of the comprehensive mask shows that the remaining portion of imagery
available for classification has been isolated to cropped agricultural farmland. Comparison of
the comprehensive mask coverage to an un-masked SPOT-5 August 29 NIR grey-scale
image is provided in Figure 3.26. As such, the comprehensive mask is useful for focusing
classification efforts directly on study area cropland, and minimizing confusion from other
landscape features within the classification process.
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Figure 4.6: Comprehensive bitmap mask generated by combining bitmap masks of
image perimeter, water, forest, and roads. This mask is applied during per-pixel
classification to isolate areas of interest; in this study, cropped land and field crop
identities are the primary target of classification efforts.

To determine the efficacy of using a generated comprehensive mask in improving overall
land cover classification accuracies, trial runs were conducted using a per-pixel supervised
Maximum Likelihood Classifier classification strategy, The results of land cover
classification conducted using the novel comprehensive mask were compared to the results
achieved using an imagery perimeter-only mask.
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Figure 4.7: Georeferenced SPOT-5 August 29 False Colour Infrared image (top) is
overlaid by the generated comprehensive mask (bottom) to show extent of mask
coverage for removal of non-cropland features from classification consideration,
including urban features such as airports (1) and towns (2), forests (3), and the
delineating extent of whole dataset as shown by imagery perimeter (4).
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4.2.3

Training and Testing Data Development and Evaluation
During the development of training and testing sites for classification, a range of

randomly distributed sites were selected and digitized for use as training and testing samples
for each land cover type. The identity of the training and testing datasets was informed by
importation of the agricultural field boundary cadaster vector data, as directed by Ban (2003),
and Conrad et al. (2010). For training and testing purposes, each agricultural field was
bisected, with one portion providing training sites, and the other portion providing testing
sites (Shang et al., 2011). Field bisection was preferred over the selection of individual whole
fields as solely training or testing sites, as vegetative health and development state may vary
widely both within individual fields, and between neighbouring fields. Non-agricultural land
cover training sites for features such as water and forest were created and grouped separately,
for use under the assumption that imperfections in generated masks may result in some
confusion, and may thus require training sites to differentiate from infield crops.
Table 4.1: The number of agricultural fields available to provide training/testing data
for each crop type class.
Crop Type
Number of Fields
Training Sites
Testing Sites
Barley
162
81
81
Canola
165
82
83
Corn
30
15
15
Forage – Alfalfa & Mixed
286
138
138
Oat
159
80
79
Soybean
37
18
19
Wheat – Spring & Winter
81
40
41
To determine the optimal selection of field crop classes in terms of separability and
representative landscape population, the training and testing data set was assessed in terms of
spectral separability, and sample size. Multiple trial runs of the per-pixel supervised
maximum likelihood classifier were undertaken. In terms of optimizing sample sizes, the
agricultural crop classes were initially set as canola, corn, soybean, wheat, alfalfa and mixed
forage, oats and barley, as each of these crop classes were represented by a sufficiently large
field sample set to permit reliable evaluation.
Spectral separability between land cover classes was determined by calculating transformed
divergence, a statistic that identifies the degree of separability between each of the training
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classes (Jensen, 2005). First, the degree of divergence is calculated according to Equation 4
(Mausel et al., 1990), to assesses the separability between a given set of two classes, using
the mean and covariance statistical matrices generated during training site development:
!
!
!"#$%!" ! !"! !! ! !! !!!! ! !!!! ! ! !"!!!!!! ! !!!! !!!! ! !! !!!! ! !! !! !
!
!

(4)

, where tr represents the trace of a matrix, T represents the transposition function, Vc and Vd
represent the two covariance matrices for given classes c and d; finally, Mc and Md represent
the mean vectors for classes c and d. The sizes of Vc and Vd are determined by the number of
input band channels used during the training process. To avoid disproportionate weighting of
easily separable outlying classes, transformed divergence, TDrivercd,, can be calculated using
Equation 5 (Richards, 2012).

!"#$%&!" ! ! ! ! !"#

!!!!!"#$%!" !
!

The transformed divergence statistic functions by exponentially decreasing the weight
attributed to a given class, as spatial distance increases between the normally distributed
classes. The transformed divergence values range between zero and 2, where a value of 2
suggests strong separation between two given classes. Values in excess of 1.9 indicate good
separability, while values less than 1.7 suggest poor separability (Jensen, 2005).
Preliminary trial runs using the per-pixel supervised maximum likelihood classifier resulted
in a range of separability outcomes for the crop training data sets. While the majority of
separation values fell between 1.9 and 2.0, suggesting strong separability, there were some
notable exceptions. Reduced separability was noted between the alfalfa forage and mixed
forage classes. Upon initial establishment of the training sites, separate classes were
established for alfalfa forage and mixed forage crops, as per the collected ground-referenced
dataset. As mixed forages typically include alfalfa in a range of percentages, a combination
of alfalfa and mixed forages for mapping purposes would be appropriate and reduce
confusion (OMAFRA, 2009). Preliminary classification results also indicated that mixed
forage fields were being identified within wilderness areas; changing the mixed forages
training site threshold to one standard deviation resulted in less confusion with grassy

(5)
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wilderness areas. As such, the resultant combined “forages” class offered improved training
site separability. Similarly, the spectrally and physiologically identical spring wheat crop and
winter wheat crop were combined into a single “wheat” class, as both crops were present in
each of the dataset images. Imagery obtained earlier (eg. early spring; May) or later (eg. fall
growth; October) in the growing season would provide a more separable outcome between
the two wheat crops, as they differ solely in terms of temporality.
When the feature class training sites were initially created, the spectrally, physiologically,
and phenologically-similar oats and barley crop classes were not combined into an overall
“cereals” class, as a cereals class by popular agricultural definition would also include the
well-represented (and more uniquely separable) wheat class (OMAFRA, 2009; Simpson and
Ogorzaly, 2000). To improve separability, the training site thresholds of both oats and barley
classes were set to two standard deviations (Jensen, 2005). However, after preliminary
classification attempts were assessed, statistical overlap persisted between the crop classes of
barley, wheat and oats in optical imagery (Table 4.2) and SAR imagery (Table 4.3)
Table 4.2: Transformed divergence separability statistics for individual crop training
set, for all dates SPOT-5 optical data (August 8 & 29, 2010)
INDIVIDUAL CROPS
Class
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

Barley
1.8897
2.0000
1.8635
0.7280
2.0000
1.0220

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Canola

2.0000
1.9924
1.8488
1.9994
1.9419

Corn

2.0000
2.0000
2.0000
2.0000

Forage

1.7034
1.9995
1.9315

Oat

2.0000
1.0906

Soybean

Wheat

2.0000

Table 4.3: Transformed divergence separability statistics for individual crop training
set, for all dates SAR data (August 5 & September 3, ALOS PALSAR)
INDIVIDUAL CROPS
Class
Barley
Barley
Canola
2.0000
Corn
2.0000
Forage
2.0000
Oat
1.9988
Soybean
2.0000
Wheat
2.0000

Canola
1.6932
0.0525
1.1643
0.6755
0.4169

Corn

1.8662
1.9730
1.5321
1.9503

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

1.2462
1.3357
0.4109

1.5261
1.0642

1.3517
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Table 4.4: Transformed divergence separability statistics for the cereals crop group and
other individual crops training set, for all dates optical data (August 8 & 29, SPOT-5)
CEREALS & OTHER CROPS
Class
Canola
Canola
Corn
2.0000
Forage
1.9924
Cereals
1.8474
Soybean
1.9994

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Corn
2.0000
2.0000
2.0000

1.8124
1.9995

2.0000

Table 4.5: Transformed divergence separability statistics for the cereals crop group and
other individual crops training set, for all dates SAR data (August 5 & September 3,
ALOS PALSAR)
CEREALS & OTHER CROPS
Class
Canola
Canola
Corn
1.6782
Forage
0.5249
Cereals
2.0000
Soybean
0.6755

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Corn
1.8485
2.0000
1.5250

2.0000
1.3357

2.0000

To overcome this source of confusion, all former barley, Oat, and wheat training site vector
polygons were merged together to create a new “cereals” class (Larranaga et al., 2011;
McNairn et al., 2009a, b.). Preliminary separability reports indicated that overall, the new
“cereals” class and the establishment of a tighter threshold resulted in higher separability in
both optical imagery (Table 4.4) and SAR imagery (Table 4.5) For further comparison
purposes, two sets of training site polygons were generated; one set included the major study
area cash crops as originally established. The other training site polygon set replaced the
individual barley, wheat and Oat classes with a single cereals class (Table 4.6). The same
Table 4.6: Feature class training sets used in imagery classification
Agricultural Land Cover Classes
Barley
Oat
Wheat

Individual Crop Classes

!
!
!

Cereals (Barley, Oat & Wheat)
Canola
Corn
Forage
Soybean

Individual Crop Classes with
Cereals

!
!
!
!

!
!
!
!
!
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training site polygons were used in all subsequent supervised classifications, to ensure a basis
of consistent comparison between all imagery combinations classified.

4.2.3.1

Evaluation of Cereal Crops Merging Strategies

The question of whether to merge cereal crops (barley, Oat, wheat) together before
the classification process, with a training set including an overall cereals class, or postclassification merging, where the training set included individual cereals classes, was
confronted by McNairn et al., (2009a), who found that increased overall, and per-crop,
accuracy resulted from post-classification merging of cereals. Sensitivity testing for selection
of appropriate cereals classification method was conducted for the study dataset.
Through comparison of pre-classification cereals crop grouping to post-classification cereals
crop grouping, it was found that overall accuracy increased uniformly over classifications
involving individual cereal crops. However, no substantial difference in overall accuracy
occurs throughout all multi-date combinations, regardless of whether cereals were merged
before or after classification. Generally, fluctuations of 0.5 - 1.5% in overall accuracy could
be expected, but neither pre-classification nor post-classification cereals merging was
consistently better or worse than the alternative cereals merging method. Similarly,
individual crop accuracies did not consistently improve or decrease in accuracy throughout
all multi-date combinations regardless of whether cereals were merged before or after
classification. Post-classification "cereals” merging consistently advantages the cereals crop
class to be approximately 1% - 14% higher than when assessed with pre-class merging.
However, individual non-cereal crops do not consistently receive the same benefits from the
post-classification cereals merging. Typically, per-class accuracy falls within a range of 1% 3% difference between the two methods, but neither “cereals” merging method result in
consistently boosted accuracies for any specific non-cereals class.
When dealing with classifications using variable data inputs that detail change (NDVI,
NDWI vegetation indices), the pre-classification “cereals” merging method has an
equivalent, or better producer's accuracy across the majority of crops, in the majority of date
combinations in comparison with post-classification cereals merging strategies. Furthermore,
multi-date combination results appear to be more conservative in terms of accuracy when
using a pre-classification cereals merging strategy. As an overarching objective of landscape
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classification is to ensure that ground-reference reality is depicted as accurately as possible
on all map products, it was decided that the more parsimonious approach of merging
"cereals" together prior to imagery classification would be employed.

4.2.4

Per-Pixel Classification of Imagery Combinations
In order to capture the true range of efficient agricultural crop imaging possibilities in

terms of temporality and remote sensing sensor capabilities, a multi-temporal, multifrequency approach was taken to exploring the most accurate and efficient combinations of
Temiskaming District imagery obtained from both optical (SPOT-5) and radar (ALOS
PALSAR) at various points during the 2010 growing season. Two ALOS PALSAR and
SPOT-5 images were obtained on August 5 and August 8, 2010; an additional ALOS
PALSAR and SPOT-5 imagery pair were obtained on September 3 and August 29, 2010,
respectively. The chronology of the imagery data presupposed the development of some
imagery combinations, as using a single optical or radar image from one date range with that
of another (eg. mid-season optical, late radar) would be unlikely to yield highly accurate
classifications. Multi-date imagery combinations (Table 4.7) were first established using a
given number of images in a classification; from there, images were combined on the basis of
sensor, such as optical - optical, radar - radar, and optical -radar combinations. Finally, the
dates of available radar and optical imagery were selected for combination.
Prior to classification, the comprehensive non-agricultural crop bitmap mask was applied to
each combination imagery dataset, so as to remove non-crop features such as water, forest,
urban areas, and roadways from the pixels to be classified. In this manner, the use of the
comprehensive non-crop bitmap mask served to hierarchically exclude non-crop land cover
feature pixels from per-pixel supervised classification, much in the same way as the objectbased decision tree method functions. The original datasets (SPOT-5 green, red, NIR, SWIR;
ALOS PALSAR HH, HV) of each multi-date imagery combination were classified using a
supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classifier. This strategy was repeated in its entirety
for all optical-optical combinations, radar-radar combinations, and optical-radar
combinations. The results of each multi-date combination classification was assessed,
relative to the results of the other possible multi-date classification, and ranked from highest
to lowest in terms of overall accuracy achieved across all crop classes. After the multi-date
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imagery combinations were classified and ranked, the top six imagery combinations with the
highest overall accuracies were selected for use in testing the influence of derived bands
(NDVI, NDWI, and cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH)) both separately in classification with
original imagery data, and conjointly with other derived bands (Table 4.8).
Based on the understanding that individual crops would respond uniquely to the various
indices as a function of the crops’ phenological state on a given imaging date, the range of
possible imagery band combinations for classification were generated in direct response to
the date of original imagery. For example, a possible band combination for a multi-date
August 8 (optical) and August 5 (radar) imagery dataset could include the August 8 NDVI
band, and the August 5 cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH).
Table 4.7: Combinations of optical and SAR remote sensing imagery on various dates
throughout the 2010 growing season. The dot provides a visual representation of the
imagery used in each combination.
Number of
Images &
Sensor Type
1 RADAR

Imagery Date Combinations

ALOS Aug. 5

RADAR
ALOS
PALSAR
August 5

Optical
SPOT-5
August 8

!
!

SPOT-5 Aug. 8

!

SPOT-5 Aug. 29
2 RADAR

ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3

2 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29

1 RADAR,
1 Optical

ALOS Aug. 5; SPOT-5 Aug. 8

!

2 RADAR,
1 Optical
2 RADAR,
2 Optical

ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29

!
!
!

!
!

!

!

!
!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

ALOS Sept. 3; SPOT-5 Aug. 29
1 RADAR,
2 Optical

Optical
SPOT-5
August 29

!

ALOS Sept. 3
1 Optical

RADAR
ALOS
PALSAR
September 3

!

!
!

!
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Table 4.8 Possible imagery band combinations for multi-date imagery classifications
involving original imagery data. Optionally, vegetation indices and cross-polarization
ratios can be respectively included for each imagery date classified.
Number of Images & Sensor Type
Bands

All Data
All Data
+NDVI
All Data
+NDWI
All Data
+HV/HH
All Data
+NDVI
+HV/HH
All Data
+NDWI
+HV/HH
All Data
+NDVI
+NDWI
All Data
+NDVI
+NDWI
+HV/HH

4.2.5

1
RADAR

1
Optical

2
RADAR

2
Optical

1
RADAR
1
Optical

1
RADAR
2
Optical

2
RADAR
1
Optical

2
RADAR
2
Optical

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Per-Pixel Post-Classification Processing
Post-classification, the classified imagery results output was filtered with a sieve filter

to enhance homogeneity within each field by merging similar pixel groupings, as well as
remove extraneous noise from the scene (Jensen, 2005). The sieve filter functions using a
user-defined polygon threshold of a group of pixels connected in some fashion. The grouping
of pixels can be connected to the main pixel in either four directions (sides connecting to
main pixel) or eight directions (all sides connecting to main pixel, as well as pixels on a
diagonal plane). The sieve filter then passes across and down the classified image much in
the same way as a filtering window, identifying all classified groups of pixels that are smaller
than the user-defined polygon. These small groups of pixels are then merged with a larger
neighbouring polygon (Fisette et al., 2006). Preliminary experimentation found that
performing class merging with a sieve filter polygon threshold of 32 pixels connected on 8
sides, enhanced classification result homogeneity, and subsequently, overall image
classification accuracy.
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4.2.6

Per-Pixel Post-Classification Accuracy Assessment
In order to successfully assess the degree of accuracy resulting from a classification,

the imagery analyst requires expert knowledge of individual crop spectral and spatial
characteristics (Chen et al., 2008), as well as a set of testing pixel polygons that were not
involved in the original supervised classification. This analysis is performed to determine the
degree of classification correctness using statistics, including producer’s and user’s confusion
matricies, kappa statistic, average accuracy and overall accuracy (Anys and He, 1995;
Lillesand et al., 2004). The number of accuracy assessment testing points required per class,
(N), was established using the multinomial distribution algorithm proposed by Congalton and
Green (1999). As outlined in Appendix B, it was determined that at least 66 accuracy testing
sites, for each of the ten identified land cover classes of interest, would be required to
adequately assess the results of both per-pixel and object oriented classification efforts.
Using this baseline number of 660 required accuracy testing sites, an additional 245 sites
were added to ensure complete coverage of the study area, and to reduce error resulting from
edge effects. In total, 905 accuracy testing sites were used for accuracy assessment purposes.
Within the study area, significant portions of imaged area are natural features of waterbodies
and forested land. Approximately half of the imaged study area is agricultural cropland,
which can be further subdivided into varying acreages of individual crops such as wheat and
canola; thus, not all ten land cover classes have an equal area of representation within the
study image. A random stratified sampling mechanism was used to evenly allocate accuracy
assessment points throughout the imaged study area (Platt and Rapoza, 2008). While random
stratified sampling is useful in providing comprehensive image assessment, land cover
classes covering a very small spatial area are not necessarily strongly represented in the final
accuracy testing point dataset; this lack of representation persists even when points are
stratified by relative land cover percentages. To ensure that the classification targets of
interest, locally significant agricultural crops, were fully represented for accuracy assessment
purposes, random stratified sampling was initially conducted external to the generated
forest/roads/water bitmap mask. By first isolating agricultural cropland, then stratifying
accuracy testing points directly in relation to the individual crop class acreages,
comprehensive coverage of all crops was ensured. The resultant vector of accuracy testing
points was exported to ArcGIS 10 to form a duplicate accuracy assessment dataset, where the
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established testing sites for barley, Oat and wheat crops were combined into a single
“cereals” class.
Following the generation of accuracy assessment points for agricultural classes, a separate
accuracy points dataset was developed for the non-crop classes of water and forest. The
bitmap mask images of water and forest were transformed to raster data, and added together
to produce a raster layer of just forest and water land cover classes. A random stratified
sample set of accuracy testing points was generated for this image; the resultant accuracy
assessment vector points for water and forest were then added to both agricultural crop (all
crops included, as well as the cereals crop set) accuracy assessment point vector layers in
ArcGIS. While this additional accuracy assessment dataset of forest, urban and water classes
derived from the masking process can be included in the accuracy assessment process for the
purpose of deriving a whole-image classification map, their inclusion has the effect of
increasing the crop class accuracy results higher than when assessed in isolation. During the
course of this thesis, experimental classifications were conducted that included "ideal" maskderived non-crop classes during image accuracy assessment. Results indicate that the
inclusion of these idealized classes caused a large increase (+20-40%) in overall accuracy
across all classes, despite no change in the testing/training sites of agricultural classes. As a
primary objective of this study is to ascertain how to best identify agricultural field crops
with a high degree of accuracy, results-enhancing water and forestry classes are not included
in calculating classification accuracies for agricultural cropland.
Preliminary random stratification of the accuracy assessment testing points across the
classified imagery had resulted in the rejection of numerous testing points due to unavailable
ground reference data. For this reason, the original number of samples (661 samples for 10
classes) was doubled to approximately 1400 test points, to ensure that all land use/land cover
classes would be represented fairly through random stratification of points, regardless of
necessary omissions. All resultant 1348 accuracy testing points were verified using the field
crop ground reference cadastre, and local expert knowledge (Tassé, 2010). Each sample point
was reviewed, with reference was made to the digitized field boundary and identified
fieldcrop cadastre ground-reference data to allocate each testing site to its corresponding land
cover class, based on its intersection with previously identified agricultural and natural
features polygons.
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Using the verified land cover accuracy assessment testing points for the study area, error and
accuracy matrices for each multi-date, multi-frequency imagery combination were generated
for both object-oriented and per-pixel classification results. For each classification result,
producer’s accuracies (the probability with which a site on the ground was properly
classified) and user’s accuracies (the probability with which a site identified in the classified
image was actually present on the ground), were calculated, ranging from zero to one
hundred percent accuracy (Jensen, 2005, Platt and Rapoza, 2008).

Kappa analysis was

employed to assess whether the supervised classification results proved significantly more
accurate than a random classification, as Kappa values indicate the degree to which
classification results agree with the crop cadastral reference data. A Kappa value of 1
represents total agreement between fieldcrop cadastral reference data and the imagery land
cover classification, whereas a Kappa value of 0 indicates a totally random classification
(Jensen, 2005, Yang et al., 2010).

4.3

Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA)

In contrast to pixel-based classifiers that operate at an individual pixel level, objectbased image analysis (OBIA) functions by segmenting an image into groupings of adjacent
pixels called objects, that are homogenous in terms of shared spectral or spatial
characteristics (Jensen, 2005; Laliberte et al., 2004). These image objects can be further
identified and classified into land cover classes of interest. Following the strategy employed
in the aforementioned per-pixel supervised classification of multi-date, multi-frequency
imagery over the Temiskaming District agricultural study area, an object-based classification
was conducted using a hierarchical decision tree ruleset developed through expert knowledge
and feature attribute statistics supported by the field crop ground reference cadaster.

4.3.1

Imagery Pre-processing for OBIA

In order to provide a direct and equitable comparison to the per-pixel supervised
classification method previously employed in this study, the object-based classification
methodology used the same imagery pre-processing steps as the per-pixel classification
methodology (Section 4.2). After undergoing all pre-processing steps in the PCI Geomatica
10 environment as listed in Section 4.1, all four dates of the 2010 study area imagery raster
dataset (ALOS PALSAR August 5, 2010, ALOS PALSAR September 3, 2010, SPOT-5
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August 8, 2010, SPOT-5 August 29, 2010) were prepared for use in the Definiens
Professional Earth 7.0 software (Definiens AG, Munich, Germany, 2008) environment. The
August 5 and September 3 images were filtered, using the optimum filter and window size as
experimentally derived in the course of this study (Section 4.1.4). The four images were
compiled as a single comprehensive image file containing all spectral channels and
polarization channels (heretofore referred to as bands) as well as all derived vegetation
indices, and cross-polarization ratios (heretofore referred to as layers) (Duro et al., 2012;
Laliberte et al., 2007).

4.3.2

Multi-resolution Segmentation of Study Area Imagery

The multiresolution segmentation processing capacities of Definiens 7 permits the
aggregation of individual pixels into clusters, or image objects, on the basis of spatial
relationships and homogeneity of class characteristics between neighbouring pixels. Object
clusters are formed through the weighting of input imagery channels, with regards to the
degree of spectral (colour) homogeneity and spatial (shape) homogeneity between
neighbouring pixels within the study area context (Benz et al., 2004, Conrad et al., 2010;
Laliberte et al., 2004). As multi-resolution segmentation functions using a “bottom up”
approach, starting with each pixel as an object unto itself, neighbouring pixels with similar
spectral and spatial characteristics are merged to form an image object with a uniform
homogeneity among its constituent pixels (Benz et al., 2004). Ultimately, the size of an
image object is controlled by the scale parameter selected for segmentation. The scale
parameter is a numerical descriptor of the maximum level of heterogeneity permissible when
an image object is formed; thus, as scale parameter is increased by the analyst, the size of
image objects increases as the demands of strict spectral and spatial of homogeneity between
neighbouring pixels are relaxed (Benz et al., 2004; Definiens, 2008; Frohn et al., 2011).
Visual interpretation, paired with an expert understanding of the relative forms and contexts
of the land cover components over the whole study area landscape becomes key to
establishing a useful scale parameter, whereby target landscape forms can be identified as a
single object at the scale of interest (e.g. a single agricultural field, a single lake, a single
forest of trees) (Platt and Rapoza, 2008; Flores de Santiago et al., 2013). Figure 4.8 illustrates
how clusters of pixels are grouped to form concrete objects through multi-resolution
segmentation of a remotely-sensed image.
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Figure 4.8 The pixels of a False-Colour Near-Infrared August 29, 2010, SPOT-5 optical
image (left) is divided into land cover feature objects through multi-resolution
segmentation of the original imagery (right).
Rooted in the selected scale parameter, the overall homogeneity (and subsequently, size) of
an image object is determined by weighting parameters of shape and colour that correspond
directly to the spectral and spatial nature of land class features of interest, within the broader
landscape context (Su et al., 2009). The parameter of shape reflects the homogeneity of an
image object’s spatiality, and is calculated using measures of compactness and smoothness.
Shape compactness is defined by the ratio of an object’s border length to the square root of
the number of pixels contained within the object; as such, compactness is a measure of the
degree to which an object is lengthened in any single direction, with uniform length in all
spatial directions as ideal. Smoothness is a ratio of an object’s border length to the shortest
border length that can be derived from the generated object’s bounding box; in essence, this
is a measure of how ragged or fringed the edges of an object are (Baatz et al., 2004). During
object shape calculation, the parameters of smoothness and compactness are weighted
between zero and one, where zero is least influential, and one is most influential.
For example, agricultural field pixel objects would likely have a high degree of both
smoothness and compactness, owing to both the vegetation homogeneity within the field, as
well as the potential of the presence of a linear, straight border separating a developed field
from a natural meadow without boundaries (Platt and Rapoza, 2008). As the merits of any
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selected shape parameters are driven by the form, size and identity of the objects to be
extracted, it is valuable to test a number of parameters until the resulting segmented objects
correspond to expert understanding of the study area (Benz et al., 2004).
Similarly, the parameter of colour measures the spectral homogeneity of an image object’s
constituent pixels, as indicated by the sum of standard deviations of each spectral image band
employed in the classification. Together, colour and shape parameters are weighted together
in a range from zero to one, to prioritize the relative influence of either parameter on the
resultant object’s degree of permissible heterogeneity as enforced by the overall scale
parameter (Baatz et al, 2004). For example, a waterbody may have an irregular, rocky
shoreline, but the water throughout consistently reflects a similar brightness value in satellite
imagery. In this example, preservation of image object homogeneity would be best served by
highly weighting the parameter of colour, as pixels within the known waterbody are most
strongly related in terms of their spectral reflectance (Platt and Rapoza, 2008).
A wide range of scale parameters, as governed by the spatial and spectral homogeneity of
image objects, were processed iteratively and overlaid with the previously generated
agricultural field cadastral boundary polygon thematic layer. To determine which multiresolution segmentation scale parameter set best reflected study area target classes, the
resultant objects were visually compared to see how well they corresponded to the field
boundaries of the agricultural fields cadaster thematic layer, as well as natural boundaries
between forest and cropland, water and land (Conrad et al., 2010; Platt and Rapoza, 2008).
Thus, multi-resolution segmentation is used to aggregate neighbouring pixel clusters into
image objects with relatively homogenous class characteristics, at a useful spatial scale
(Definiens, 2008).

4.3.3

Class Selection and Sample Statistic Generation
Similar to the per-pixel supervised classification proposed, the classes of interest for

object-oriented classification were water, forest, canola, corn, forage, soybean, and cereals
(composed of barley, oat and wheat classes). Employing the land cover class training sites
previously created in PCI Geomatica 10.13 for per-pixel supervised classification (Section
4.2), an assessment of general ground-reference class sample statistics, including such
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measures as mean reflectance values and standard deviation, was performed on all bands and
layers of optical and SAR data respectively (Lucas et al., 2005, Laliberte et al., 2007). The
sample statistic output reports for threshold development were compiled using comparative
analysis of land cover class training site mean values for each band and layer, for all dates of
ALOS PALSAR and SPOT-5 imagery.

4.3.4

Rule-based Decision Tree Classifier and Membership Function
A decision-tree classification methodology is a non-parametric supervised

classification method that can be applied in OBIA to allocating image objects into classes of
interest. To conduct decision tree classification, a user-defined hierarchical ruleset is
developed based on expert knowledge of study imagery, as well as sample class statistical
values across all imagery bands and derived layers (Lucas et al., 2005, Mishra et al., 2011).
In this manner, an object-oriented classification of an image using a hierarchical decision tree
ruleset functions much like a dichotomous key, as used in biological plant identification.
First, all land cover classes within an image are identified. Then, using a combination of
expert knowledge and statistical class sample ground reference values for each unique class,
a series of threshold rules are developed that facilitate the separability of each crop type
based on spectrally, spatially, or contextually significant values (Lucas et al., 2005, PeñaBarragán et al., 2011).
At the first level of a dichotomously branching decision tree classification ruleset, the most
readily separable target class (e.g. separating out water features from a forest) is selected for
identification using a unique threshold. Over the segmented image as a whole, each image
object is subdivided into either the target class membership group (e.g. water), or a nontarget class group (e.g. non-water/vegetation). A Boolean membership function of values
ranging from zero to one is used to dichotomously isolate the target land cover class from all
other objects belonging to non-target, as-of-yet-unclassified land cover classes (Platt and
Rapoza, 2008). The membership function of a decision tree uses the statistical information
about each image object in relation to all available imagery band and layer data concerning a
stated threshold ruleset value, Thus, all available image objects are subdivided into members
(1) and non-members (0) of a given target class, based on how well each image object meets
the user-defined threshold criteria to belong to the target class (Frohn et al., 2011, Platt and
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Rapoza, 2008). Following the isolation of the initial target class, all of the image objects that
were allocated to the non-target class are carried over to the next level of the decision tree; at
this next level, a different target class is selected for extraction by unique, user-defined
dichotomous threshold rules. In this manner, the imagery scene objects are further subdivided
until all objects are allocated amongst the defined feature classes of interest (Lucas et al.,
2005).
Often, the order in which feature land cover classes are selected for object-oriented
classification is dictated by the relative ease of separability between each class and all other
classes (Mishra et al., 2011). Thus, more readily separable feature classes are classified first,
while classes with many phenological and physiological similarities to other classes, (e.g. the
small grain cereal crops of barley and oats), are classified nearer the end of the decision tree.
After classification at each level of the decision tree, an output classification result vector of
member/non-member target land cover class objects can be exported.

4.3.5

OBIA Decision Tree Ruleset Development

As per Conrad et al., (2010), the hierarchical decision tree ruleset was developed using
a combination of ground reference site statistics (See Section 4.2.3), and expert knowledge to
determine the optimal value for separability for objects belonging to the target class of
interest (Mishra et al., 2011). Thus, selection of appropriate ruleset thresholds for optimal
class separability from multi-date imagery combinations was based on per-class statistical
separability reports in combination with an understanding of both individual crop vegetative
phenology, as well as broader trends in vegetative phenology throughout the study area (see
Section 3.2). The decision tree classifier ruleset was designed to capitalize on the unique
impact that various phenological states of each crop type have on energy reflectance received
by spectral and SAR satellites, throughout the growing season (Lucas et al., 2005; Long et
al., 2013). Threshold rules were iteratively developed using a trial-and-error approach,
informed by both ground-reference land cover class statistical reports and expert knowledge
of individual crop phenology (Frohn et al., 2011). Acting as a guide for preliminary accuracy
assessment, the generated 2010 fieldcrop boundary ground reference vector (Figure 3.23)
was used as a thematic layer in Definiens 7 to overlay each imagery combination dataset
during threshold rule development.
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Object-oriented classification was conducted on the three most accurate multi-date optical
and SAR imagery combinations as established by the aforementioned per-pixel classification
method. To accommodate for differences between various combinations of multi-date, multifrequency imagery, the hierarchical classification ruleset was uniquely amended to use a
secondary ruleset threshold in cases of imagery date omission. Based on all available images,
the selected object-based imagery analysis segmentation strategy was uniformly applied to
all other multi-date imagery combinations, with minor revisions to exclude any imagery
dates not included in a given process. Likewise, the object-based decision tree classification
process was conducted for each multi-date optical and SAR imagery combination, with
minor ruleset revisions as required to obtain the best classification results for each dataset
combination.

4.3.6

Post-Processing of OBIA Classification

After the object-based classification of each multi-date imagery combination was
completed, the generated results were exported from Definiens 7 in vector format. Each
individual class layer of vector classification results was compiled and reassembled in
ArcGIS 10 to form a single full-extent study area classification results vector, containing all
classes. Using ArcGIS 10 editing functions, the object-based imagery analysis results vector
file was re-labelled to correspond with the previously developed point accuracy assessment
layer employed for per-pixel accuracy assessment. The resulting study area classification
results vector layer was subsequently exported as a raster file for accuracy assessment in PCI
Geomatica.

4.3.7

Accuracy Assessment of OBIA Classification

In order to thoroughly compare per-pixel classification approaches to the object-based
classification approach, without providing advantage to either approach, it was imperative to
use the same set of ground-reference testing points for all classification accuracy
assessments. Thus, images classified in Definiens 7 were exported to PCI Geomatica 10.3 for
accuracy assessment purposes (Matinfar et al., 2007). Following the same steps as per-pixel
accuracy assessment (Section 4.2.6), accuracy reports were generated for the object-based
classification results of each multi-date, multi-frequency imagery combination. Figure 4.9
provides a comprehensive overview of the proposed per-pixel and object-oriented
classification processing methodologies detailed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 4.9. Comprehensive overview of the per-pixel and object-oriented classification
methodologies used for identifying agricultural crops from remotely-sensed imagery
employed in the study.
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Chapter 5

5

Supervised Maximum Likelihood Per-Pixel Classification
Results & Discussion

5.1 Influence of comprehensive masking strategy on per-pixel
classification results.
Supervised per-pixel classification was conducted on each single-date image from the
optical and SAR dataset to assess the effectiveness of the proposed comprehensive masking
strategy for excluding non-agricultural crop classes from the classification process.

A

supervised per-pixel classification was conducted on single-date SPOT-5 optical and ALOS
PALSAR L-band SAR imagery using a Maximum Likelihood Classifier with no null class
generated, using all individual agricultural crop land cover classes, as well as non-crop water
and forestry classes. During the post-classification process, the resultant classified image
results were sieve filtered to remove any incidental misclassified outliers. The classification
process was performed twice on the imagery dataset; once with an imagery perimeter mask
to remove overlapping artifacts from the initial optical-SAR dataset integration, and once
with the generated comprehensive mask to remove non-agricultural classes of water, roads,
and forested land cover (as detailed in Section 4.2.2). In trials where the comprehensive mask
was employed during classification, water and forest training classes were retroactively
created from the applicable portions of the bitmap mask, and included during the accuracy
assessment process. In Table 5.1, the classification accuracies achieved with and without a
comprehensive mask are detailed, with the difference between masking techniques
calculated.
Use of the comprehensive mask composed of imagery overlap perimeters and nonagricultural crop classes (water, forest and roads) resulted in increased overall accuracy in
classification (Figure 5.1). For classifications involving all individual agricultural crops,
overall accuracy results for single imagery dates ranged from 16% to 23.4% higher than
those classification results obtained using only an imagery-perimeter mask (Table 5.1).
Similarly, in classifications where barley, Oat and wheat crops were grouped as a single
“cereals” crop class alongside other individual crop classes, overall accuracy results for
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Table 5.1: Single-image date classification accuracies, with and without comprehensive
masking
Land cover
Classification
Classes
All Crops,
Water, & Forest
Merged Cereals
Class, other
Individual
Crops, Water, &
Forest

Sensor &
Imaging Date
SPOT-5 (Optical) August 8
SPOT-5 (Optical) August 29
ALOS PALSAR August 5
ALOS PALSAR September 3
SPOT-5 (Optical) August 8
SPOT-5 (Optical) August 29
ALOS PALSAR August 5
ALOS PALSAR September 3

Overall Accuracy (%)
Perimeter Comprehensive Mask
Mask
(Perimeter, Water,
Roads & Forest)
61.3
84.7
67.1
83.1
60.7
78.1
54.3
75.1
79.2
89.0
75.5
86.9
61.3
77.4
23.7
76.8

Difference in
Accuracy (%)
23.4
16
17.4
20.7
9.8
11.5
16.0
53.1

Figure 5.1: Comparison of overall classification accuracies obtained for single—image
dates from optical and radar sensors, using a comprehensive mask versus an imagery
perimeter-only mask strategy.
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single imagery dates were between 9.8% to 16% higher than classification results obtained
using only an imagery-perimeter mask (Table 5.1). In the latter class configuration, an
outlier value of 53% increase in overall accuracy was attributed to the use of a
comprehensive mask during classification of ALOS L-Band SAR September 3 imagery
(Figure 5.1). This appreciable increase in overall accuracy may be influenced by a reduction
in confusion both between individual cereals crops, and through the establishment of the
“cereals” group class. Through the use of the generated comprehensive mask, confusion
between the cereals class, which had either mostly senesced or harvested by the September 3
SAR imaging date, and surrounding forage and forest classes may be alleviated.
Turker and Arikan (2005) found that similar hierarchical masking techniques applied to
multi-temporal LANDSAT imagery yielded an average increase of 10% in overall accuracy.
Their study employed individual masking geared towards each crop class as the classification
progressed, thus eliminating identified fields from further classification efforts to reduce
confusion between yet-to-be identified crop classes. In contrast, the comprehensive masking
technique proposed in this thesis focuses on isolation of agricultural land cover classes prior
to classification, thus reducing the impact of external sources of confusion on the
development of crop class training sites. As such, the proposed comprehensive bitmap
masking strategy yielded an average boost in overall classification accuracy of 15% for
single-date SPOT-5 optical imagery. Similarly, an average improvement between 18% and
26.7% for single date ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR imagery overall classification accuracies
was achieved using the comprehensive bitmap mask, regardless of agricultural class
composition. Based on these results, the inclusion of a comprehensive non-agricultural class
mask as a hierarchical class separability feature for per-pixel supervised classification is
recommended for improving overall crop classification accuracy outcomes.

5.2

Comparison of speckle filters and filter window size

In an effort to reduce sources of classifier confusion, extraneous speckle must be
removed from the SAR imagery dataset using a speckle filter. A series of classifications were
conducted to determine the ideal speckle filter type and filter window size for optimal
enhancement of the SAR image data. Sieve filters tested included the Lee filter, the
Enhanced Lee filter, the Frost filter, the Gamma MAP filter, and the Touzi filter, as these

Figure 5.2. Speckle filter testing results for single SAR imagery dates (R) (August 5, September 3; top row), two dates of SAR imagery
(August 5 & September 3; bottom, left), an mid-season pair of optical (O) and SAR (R) imagery (August 8 & August 5, respectively; bottom,
middle), and a late season pair of optical and SAR imagery (August 29 & September 3, respectively; bottom, right). Filters used include Lee,
Enhanced Lee (EnLee), Frost, GammaMAP, Touzi, and standard deviation (STdev).
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Figure 5.3. Speckle filter testing results for two dates optical (O) , one date SAR (R) imagery (August 5, 8, 29; top row, left. August 8,
29, September 3; top row, right); one date optical, two dates SAR (August 5, 8, 29, September 3 - bottom row, left. August 5, 29,
September 3 - bottom row, middle)., and two pairs of optical and SAR (August 5, 8, 29, September 3; bottom row, right). Filters used
include Lee, Enhanced Lee (EnLee), Frost, GammaMAP, Touzi, and standard deviation (STdev).
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filters are commonly used at a range of filter window sizes (typically 3x3 and 5x5 pixel
moving frames), in existing literature for agricultural crop classification from integrated SAR
and optical imagery (Champagne et al., 2009; Halder et al., 2011, McNairn et al., 2009a,
McNairn et al., 2009b).
Supervised per-pixel classification was performed for each filter type using all multi-date
imagery combinations. Each classification was carried out under the generated
comprehensive imagery mask to focus on achieving the highest possible overall accuracy for
all individual agricultural crop classes. Post-classification processing and accuracy
assessments were conducted as described in Section 4.2.6. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 depict
the overall classification accuracy results achieved using each speckle filter at each window
size, grouped by the number of SAR images utilized in each multi-date integrated optical and
radar imagery dataset. Analysis of the classification results was undertaken with a focus on
the relative performances of the speckle filters in terms of overall effectiveness of

Figure 5.4: Averaged overall classification result of the speckle filters at each window
size, across all multi-date combinations of optical and SAR imagery.
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agricultural crop classification. To determine the best overall window size for filtering
Imagery, the focus was on the relative performances of the speckle filters in terms of overall
effectiveness of agricultural crop classification. To determine the best window size for
filtering speckle from the ALOS PALSAR imagery dataset, the overall accuracies yielded by
each filter at the given window size were tallied and averaged across all multi-date imagery
combinations, with equal weight attributed to each combination. Similarly, by averaging the
classification results obtained for all window sizes, across all imagery date combinations for
a given filter, the best overall speckle filter was identified (Figure 5.4) Inspection of the
average overall classification results indicated that the Touzi filter maintained a steady high
overall accuracy across all window sizes (53.9%; Figure 5.4). However, the Enhanced Lee
filter provided comparable results to the Touzi on a more erratic basis as governed by
window size. The Standard Deviation filter was least effective for improving overall
classification accuracies, regardless of window size.
As the objective of the speckle testing process was to find the best overall speckle filter and
filter window size that would provide the highest overall accuracy for all future
classifications using multi-date optical and SAR imagery combinations, it was determined
that the Lee filter at the 9x9 window size provided the best average overall accuracy (54.5%)
for all imagery dates (Figure 5.4). Based on this understanding, all subsequent land cover
classifications were undertaken using ALOS PALSAR dual-polarization images preprocessed using a Lee speckle filter with a 9x9 window. The Lee speckle filter enhanced
separability outcomes between non-agricultural and agricultural land cover classes, as
evidenced by a consistently improved overall accuracy in classification efforts across all
multi-date combinations of optical and SAR imagery.

5.3
Temporal sensitivity of single-date optical or SAR
imagery, and derived indices, to agricultural crop
phenology
To better understand the interactions of SAR backscatter and solar reflectance with the
diverse range of agricultural vegetation classes targeted for identification, single-date
supervised per-pixel classifications were performed for each sensor image in the integrated
optical-SAR imagery dataset. Classifications employed a supervised per-pixel classification
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strategy to classify individual agricultural crops from both the original sensor wavelength
bands (SPOT-5 optical wavelengths of Green, Red, NIR, SWIR; ALOS PALSAR L-band
frequency polarizations of HH, HV), as well as derived vegetation indices (NDVI, NDWI)
for optical imagery, and the cross-polarization ratio (HV / HH) for L-Band SAR imagery
dates. All classifications were conducted using the generated comprehensive mask, as
detailed in Section 4.2.2. The single-date classifications were performed twice, once using
the training/testing set of all individual crop classes, and once using the training/testing set of
the grouped cereals classes (barley, oats, and wheat) alongside other individual crop classes
(see Section 4.2.3). Figure 5.5 provides producer’s accuracies for single image date
classifications of all individual agricultural crop classes; Figure 5.6 explores accuracies
obtained for individual crop classes where cereals crops are merged. Appendix C provides
comprehensive results including user’s accuracy and kappa values for both the individual
agricultural crops classification, and the classification of crops with merged cereals class.
Inspection of the classification results achieved using single dates of optical and SAR
imagery for individual agricultural crops (Figure 5.5) reveals some trends in accuracy in
relation to the sensor used, as well as the influence of vegetative phenology at the time of
imaging. Using the training/testing set of all individual crops, results from single-date
optical SPOT-5 imagery classifications (August 8 and August 29) are equivalent, with both
dates achieving overall accuracies of 56.9%, with kappa coefficients of 0.493 and 0.483,
respectively (Table 5.2). In classifications where all cereals classes were assessed as a
merged group, the overall accuracy of single-date optical imagery rose by approximately
10.0 % to 67.0 % (kappa 0.579), and 68.3% (kappa 0.490) (Table 5.2)
Table 5.2: Single-date optical and radar overall classification results
Classification
Training/Testing
Set
All Individual
Agricultural Crops

Number of
Images &
Sensor Type
1 RADAR
1 Optical

All Individual
Agricultural Crops,
with Merged
Cereals Classes

1 RADAR
1 Optical

Imagery Date
Combinations

Overall
Accuracy (%)

Kappa
Coefficient

ALOS Aug. 5

39.6

0.284

ALOS Sept. 3
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5
ALOS Sept. 3

35.8
56.9
56.9
38.9
38.5

0.250
0.493
0.483
0.256
0.247

SPOT-5 Aug. 8
SPOT-5 Aug. 29

67.0
68.3

0.579
0.490

Figure 5.5: Supervised per-pixel classification results for single dates of optical imagery (August 8, August 29), and SAR imagery
(August 5, September 3), for all individual agricultural crop classes.
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Figure 5.6: Supervised per-pixel classification results for single dates of optical imagery (August 8, August 29), and SAR imagery
(August 5, September 3), for grouped cereals classes and other individual agricultural crop classes.
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Comparatively, the two single dates of ALOS PALSAR L-Band imagery, (August 5
and September 3) yielded lower overall accuracies of 39.6% and 35.8% for classification of
all individual agricultural crop classes, with respective Kappa coefficient values of 0.284 and
0.250 (Figure 5.5). Using a classification scheme where cereal crops are merged into a single
class, this finding follows that of previous studies, where agricultural crop classifications of
single-date dual-polarization ALOS L-band SAR images fail to provide adequate overall
accuracy for operationally useful crop identifications (Foody, 2008; Skriver et al., 2011).
Champagne et al., (2009) noted that longer wavelength frequencies of L-band radar allow for
deep-penetration of vegetative canopy. As such, lower-biomass crops (eg. cereal crops such
as barley, oats, wheat; forages) that have a smaller canopy than higher-biomass, tall broadleaf
crops (eg. corn and canola), provide L-band backscatter responses that are less reflective of
crop vegetative structures, and more reflective of the underlying soil conditions and structure
(Champagne et al., 2009, Skriver et al., 1999). When target crops are shorter, with narrow,
low-biomass vegetative structures (eg. barley, oats, wheat), it is challenging to discriminate
between crops using large L-band SAR wavelengths, in comparison with shorter-wavelength
SAR sensors such as Radarsat-2 (C-band SAR) and Terra-SAR X (X-band SAR) where
heads and stems contribute to backscatter in a greater degree than the soil below (Champagne
et al., 2009; McNairn et al., 2009a; McNairn et al., 2009b; Skriver et al., 1999). Champagne
et al., (2009) noted that in comparison with L-band sensors, X-band and C-band SAR
imagery provided higher land cover classification accuracies for both lower-biomass crops
and short, high-biomass crops. That study suggested that the range of biomass properties
found across all agricultural classes present within the imaging area of interest should
motivate the selection of a SAR sensor with an appropriate wavelength to accurately classify
target agricultural crops of the region.
Confirming the observations of Champagne et al., (2009), the overall producer’s accuracies
obtained for the Temiskaming District study area image (Figure 5.6) using single dates of
SAR L-band backscatter (August 5, September 3 images) is higher for taller agricultural crop
classes with higher biomass such as corn (90.7%, 88.8%, respectively) and soybean (61.2%,
36.7%, respectively), In contrast, the overall producer’s accuracies achieved using single date
SAR L-Band imagery (August 5, September 3 images) are lower for short crop classes with
less biomass,

such as cereals (0%, 2.1%, respectively), and forage (58.3%, 53.1%,
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respectively). It must be noted that the very low producer’s accuracy for cereals (0% - 2.1%)
on both dates of SAR imagery was influenced by significant classifier-based confusion
between forage and cereals training sites (Appendix C), which resulted in unrealistic
accuracy outcomes for both of these low-biomass crops. Combined with the limited capacity
of L-band SAR for detection of short, low-biomass crops, the resultant confusion with
recently-harvested forage crops rendered accurate detection and identification of the mature
cereals nearly impossible.
Producer’s accuracy results from L-band SAR imagery for canola in the mid-season image
(August 5) contrasted strongly with that of the later season image (September 3) producer’s
accuracy results, increasing from 33.3% to 48.8%, respectively. No other crop class in either
training/testing set of agricultural crop classes underwent an increase of accuracy in SAR
imagery classification results, with the exception of the low-biomass cereal crops (barley,
oats and wheat) for aforementioned reasons unique to the nature of L-band SAR imagery
(Appendix C; Champagne et al., 2009).
This unusual increase in the producer’s accuracy results for canola across both classification
datasets on each SAR image date can be attributed to changes in the phenological state for
most canola fields throughout the study area. To estimate the state of phenological
development of canola in Temiskaming District, reference was made to the reference to the
2010 agricultural crop calendar (Figure 3.5), as well as the accumulated GDD for the 2010
growing season in Temiskaming District (Figure 3.10). Based on this reasoning, majority of
canola fields in the August 5 L-Band SAR image were predicted to be fully mature in terms
of vegetative growth, and had initiated seed production (Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA, 2009;
Tassé, 2010). An additional L-band SAR image was obtained later in the season (September
3), when many canola fields were either withering in the last stages of senescence, or had
been fully harvested. As some farmers swath fields prior to harvesting, unique canola
production parameters commonly used in Temiskaming District add a further layer of
complexity to interpretation of the spatial state of the canola crop. To encourage quicker
desiccation of the canola seedpods (and by extension, the rest of the canola plant), swathing
reduces the height of the canola crop to ground level, leaving whole canola plants on the
ground in piled rows across the field (Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA, 2009; Tassé, 2010). As
detailed in Section 3.1.2, the warm dry conditions of the 2010 growing season resulted in
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some producers choosing to swath the canola crop, while others allowed the plants to
desiccate while standing in the field. In the latter situation, the formerly broad leaves of the
canola plant would have also withered during senescence, thus allowing L-band SAR to fully
penetrate through to the soil below and register a soil response rather than a true vegetative
canopy response.
Recognizing that the L-band SAR wavelength penetrates deeply into vegetative canopies,
often receiving backscatter response from the soil itself, it would be reasonable to assume
that undulating rows of densely piled canola plants might result in different backscatter
values than those that would be commonly associated with a standing canola field.
Champagne et al., (2009) provide precedence for this conclusion, as they noted that L-Band
ALOS PALSAR backscatter accurately classified potato fields where the soil had been
hilled. As canola plants are similarly “hilled” during swathing, it could be possible that a
similar response is occurring, causing a unique backscatter signature for swathed canola
fields that is inadvertently encompassed during training site development. However, if only a
portion of the canola fields were swathed prior to harvest in 2010, then confusion may arise
between canola training sites used for classification. Overall, it is evident that some canola
production-based dynamic causes an increase in single-image producer’s classification
accuracies for canola between the August 5 and September 3 L-Band SAR image, from 33%
to 48%, respectively.
For both agricultural crop classification training/testing sets, the best single-image L-Band
SAR classification date was August 5, with an overall accuracy ranging from 38.6 - 39.6%,
and a kappa of 0.248 - 0.256. The September 3 late season image classification results trailed
slightly, with an overall accuracy of 35.8 – 38.5%, and kappa coefficients ranging from 0.247
– 0.250. While neither single-date L-Band SAR image classification yielded the
operationally acceptable accuracy of 85% as defined by Foody (2008), the corn crop class in
both training/testing sets consistently met or exceeded the 85% standard in the August 5 and
September 3 image classification dates (90.7% and 86.9%, respectively) (Figure 5.5, Figure
5.6).
In terms of individual crop accuracies achieved for each single-date classification of SPOT-5
optical imagery using the merged cereals training/testing dataset, the phenological state of
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each individual crop within the context of other surrounding crop types is highly connected
to the separability of target land cover classes. The producer’s accuracy for corn (82%, kappa
0.664) and forage (58.8%, kappa 0.547) crop classes increased between August 8 and August
29 to 91.6% (kappa 0.734) for corn, and 67.8 (kappa 0.576) for forage (Figure 5.6). Both
corn and forage crops retained a mature vegetative state between August 8 and August 29, by
virtue of their development cycle (Figure 3.9, Figure 3.11, respectively). In contrast, the
canola and cereals classes identified using the merged cereals dataset experienced a decrease
in producer’s accuracy of 1% for canola (kappa 0.490), and 5% (kappa 0.710) for cereals
between August 8 and August 29 (Figure 5.6), which echoes the senescing of both canola
and cereals vegetation prior to harvesting at the end of August/early September. The cereals
crop class retains a higher kappa coefficient (0.576) than the canola crop (kappa coefficient
0.490) class, which may be attributed to the likelihood of some canola fields being harvested
by August 29. Of all the crop classes, only the corn class met or exceeded the 85% requisite
accuracy during either single-date optical imagery classification using the merged cereals
training set (Figure 5.6; Foody, 2008).
Supervised per-pixel classifications were conducted using single dates of optical imagery
(August 8 and August 29), whereby the individual wheat, barley and Oat crop training sites
were merged together as a “cereals” class. Inspection of the resultant classification accuracies
revealed that the overall accuracy is improved by 10% through the use of merged cereals
training and testing datasets, in comparison with accuracies achieved using individual barley,
oats and wheat classes is 10% less than those classifications conducted using the merged
cereals training and testing datasets. With kappa coefficient values ranging from 0.05
(Barley, August 8) to 0.469 (Wheat, August 8), the maximum likelihood classifier appears to
be unable to adequately separate the individual cereal crops using optical imagery in
isolation. This observation is supported by low average transformed divergence separability
measures of 0.02 – 0.06 between barley, oats and wheat training set classes (Appendix C). In
terms of vegetative phenology, barley, oat and wheat plants typically follow the same
development, maturity and harvest timelines. Additionally, they share a similar pattern of
spectral and spatial response to optical and SAR sensors. As previously discussed in Section
2.2, separability between individual low biomass cereals crops is further minimized due to
the influence of L-Band SAR wavelengths.
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Table 5.3: Average Single-Date Supervised Per-Pixel Classification Results for
agricultural crop classes with individual cereals classes, compared to agricultural crop
classes including a merged cereals crop class.
Classification
Set

All Individual
Agricultural
Crops

All Individual
Agricultural
Crops, with
Merged Cereals
Classes

Imagery
Date
SPOT-5
Aug. 8
SPOT-5
Aug. 29
ALOS
Aug. 5
ALOS
Sept. 3
SPOT-5
Aug. 8
SPOT-5
Aug. 29
ALOS
Aug. 5
ALOS
Sept. 3

Crop
Group
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals
Cereals
Non-Cereals

Average
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
36.7
68.2
37.6
65.5
14.2
55.78
25.8
43.1
66.7
68.9
62.4
72.5
0
60.9
2.1
56.4

Average
User’s Accuracy
(%)
31.0
67.7
31.8
69.6
23.7
44.4
39.83
48.0
75.2
64.4
80.0
66.1
0
41.9
100
42.5

Average
Kappa
Coefficient
0.232
0.616
0.241
0.633
0.176
0.324
0.406
0.266
0.640
0.573
0.710
0.587
0
0.291
1.000
0.303

The August 8 SPOT-5 optical image was used as the basis for comparison between average
cereal crop (barley, oats, wheat) and non-cereal crop (canola, corn, forage, soybean)
classification accuracy results, as all crops are represented on the landscape on August 8th,
whether in vegetative growth, reproductive, seed development, or early senescing
phenological states. In devising this basis of comparison, it is notable that no crop type is
under-represented on the imaged landscape due to harvest or field crop removal on or prior to
August 8. For a detailed explanation of vegetative phenology over the 2010 growing season,
refer to Section 3.1.3 (Kobler, 2014).

To assess the degree of confusion within the

supervised MLC classifier attributed to similarities between individual cereals crops, and
generalized cereal crops, the average producer’s accuracy and kappa coefficient for all
individual cereal crops (grouped) is compared to the corresponding average values of all
individual non-cereals classes (grouped), resulting from supervised MLC per-pixel
classification of the August 8 SPOT-5 image.
Collectively, the individual cereals crops yielded an average producer’s accuracy of 36.7%,
and an average kappa coefficient of 0.232 for the August 8 optical image classification. In
comparison, the average producer’s accuracy for all other non-cereal crops was 61.5%, with
an average kappa coefficient of 0.616 for an August 8 classification conducted on all
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individual crops (Table 5.3); thus, individual non-cereals were found to be classified with
24.8% higher accuracy than individual cereals crops. When the same classification process
was conducted using a merged cereals training/testing classification set, the average
producer’s accuracy for cereals is 66.7% (kappa 0.640). Similarly, non-crop classes have an
average of producer’s accuracy of 68.9% (kappa 0.573), which suggests that cereals classes
attained better overall classification accuracies when merged prior to classification of singledate optical or L-band SAR imagery (Table 5.3). With this understanding, it appears that
supervised per-pixel classification of both single and multi-date optical and SAR imagery
would be most accurately conducted by using a training/testing dataset where cereals were
merged as a collective group for use with other individual, non-cereal crops, so as to
compensate for the lack of separability between barley, oat, and wheat classes. As
demonstrated by merging cereal crops into a single category, the capacity of the per-pixel
maximum likelihood classifier to accurately identify both cereals and other non-cereals crops
was improved.

Thus, all subsequent classification efforts focused on providing strong

accuracies in identification of cereal crops as a whole, rather than independent barley, oats
and wheat crops. While some preliminary classification were performed with consideration
of cereals crops both individually and collectively in training/testing datasets, the main focus
of analysis and reporting of subsequent classifications of various date, band, sensor, and
vegetative indices combinations was conducted using a training/testing set featuring canola,
corn, forage, soybean and merged cereals classes.
Based on the results of the single-date supervised per-pixel classifications for merged cereal
crops and other classes, the best single optical date for identification of the majority of field
crops was August 29, with an overall accuracy of 68.3% (kappa 59.5) (Figure 5.6). In terms
of individual crops, the single-date optical per-pixel classification for August 8 yielded the
best producer’s accuracies for canola (68.1%, kappa 0.681), cereals (66.7%, kappa 0.650),
and soybeans (66.4%, kappa 0.399). However, the kappa coefficient values for cereals and
soybeans were higher in the August 29 classified image at 0.710, and 0.547 respectively,
suggesting more cohesion between user’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy on the August
29 optical image date for cereals and soybean classes. The single-date classification of the
optical August 29 image yielded the best producer’s accuracies for corn (91.6%, kappa
0.734) and forage crops (67.8%, kappa 0.576) (Table 5.4, Figure 5.6).
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From the results displayed in Table 5.4, a number of conclusions can be drawn with regards
to the effectiveness of single dates of optical or SAR imagery for classification of non-cereal
agricultural crops. The best single SAR imagery date for identification of the majority of
non-cereals field crops is August 5, with an overall accuracy of 38.6 % (kappa 0.256). In
terms of individual non-cereals crops classes, the earlier season August 5 SAR image is
preferable for separation of corn (90.7%, kappa 0.594), forages (58.3%, kappa 0.217), and
soybean (61.2%, kappa 0.184) crops. The sole exception is the canola class (48.8%, kappa
0.400), which is better represented on the L-Band SAR image date of September 3 for
aforementioned reasons.

5.4
Multi-date supervised per-pixel crop classifications
using integrated optical and SAR imagery
Multi-date supervised per-pixel classifications were conducted to ascertain the best multidate combinations for overall accuracy of land cover classification, as well as for individual
target crop classes. The classification process was primarily performed using a
training/testing dataset of main agricultural crop classes and groupings (canola, corn,
soybean, forage and cereals) for single, paired, and grouped optical and SAR images.
Resultant outcomes for each multi-date imagery combination are detailed in Table 5.4.
Appendix D provides additional classification results for all individual agricultural classes
(including barley, wheat and oats). Due to the lack of separability between individual cereals
crops in either spectral or SAR images backscatter response, it was determined that both
overall and individual accuracy outcomes for target classes would be better expressed
through the use of a training/testing dataset where cereal crops are merged together, prior to
classification (Section 4.2.3.1, Section 5.3). Classification accuracy results in this section for
each multi-date imagery combination are initially discussed in terms of overall agricultural
classes, then by individual crop classes.
In Table 5.4, Figure 5.7, and Figure 5.8, land cover classification results are presented in
order of increasing number of images employed in the combination, from either SAR (R)
imagery or from optical imagery (O). During the supervised MLC per-pixel classification
process, only image pairs of optical –SAR imagery that could be reasonably combined on the
basis of date were utilized, as suggested by McNairn et al., (2009a).
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Table 5.4: Multi-date supervised per-pixel classification results of integrated SPOT-5
optical and ALOS PALSAR SAR imagery combinations, for grouped cereals crops and
other individual agricultural crop classes (after McNairn et al., 2009a)
Producer’s Accuracy
Number of
Images &
Sensor Type
1 SAR

Imagery Date
Combinations
ALOS Aug. 5
ALOS Sept. 3

1 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8
SPOT-5 Aug. 29

2 SAR

ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3

2 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29

1 SAR,
1 Optical

ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
1 SAR,
ALOS Aug. 5;
2 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
2 SAR,
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
1 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
2 SAR,
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
2 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
Estimated State of Crop Phenology
ALOS PALSAR
August 5
(SAR)
September 3
SPOT-5
August 8
(Optical)
August 29
Phenological Stages
1. Vegetative Growth
2. Reproduction
3. Seed/Grain Development
4. Senescence
5. Harvest

Canola

Corn

Forage

Soybean

Cereals

Overall
Accuracy (%)

Kappa
Coefficient

33.3
(0.169)
48.8
(0.400)
68.1
(0.681)
67.2
(0.490)
67.6
(0.280)
58.5
(0.702)
67.2
(0.423)
74.4
(0.289)
66.7
(0.762)
69.1
(0.728)
68.1
(0.662)
68.6
(0.723)
69.6
(0.718)

90.7
(0.594)
86.9
(0.579)
82.2
(0.664)
91.6
(0.734)
85.0
(0.638)
87.9
(0.683)
86.0
(0.706)
86.0
(0.728)
92.5
(0.710)
90.7
(0.719)
84.1
(0.688)
93.5
(0.748)
92.5
(0.708)

58.3
(0.217)
53.1
(0.089)
58.8
(0.547)
67.8
(0.576)
55.9
(0.232)
52.1
(0.672)
56.9
(0.596)
64.9
(0.551)
52.1
(0.692)
48.3
(0.711)
55.0
(0.585)
61.1
(0.665)
51.7
(0.704)

61.2
(0.184)
36.7
(0.142)
66.3
(0.399)
63.3
(0.547)
48.0
(0.322)
68.4
(0.519)
71.4
(0.784)
65.3
(0.723)
69.4
(0.566)
68.4
(0.505)
69.4
(0.507)
64.3
(0.480)
71.4
(0.580)

0
(0.0)
3.5
(1.0)
49.1
(0.178)
17.5
(0.095)
5.3
(0.573)
12.3
(0.190)
7.0
(0.146)
34.8
(0.618)
42.1
(0.265)
85.1
(0.598)
47.4
(0.307)
38.6
(0.197)
15.8
(0.438)

38.6

0.256

38.5

0.247

67.0

0.579

68.3

0.595

45.2

0.324

71.4

0.617

68.3

0.566

60.2

0.492

72.4

0.644

71.7

0.635

70.2

0.594

66.1

0.631

72.8

0.650

3
4/5
3
4/5

2
3
2/3
3

1/2
3
1/2
3

1
3
1
3

2/3
4/5
2/3
4/5

Ranking of Multi-Date Combinations:
Best Combination
2nd Best Combination
3rd Best Combination

Their study suggested that it is more important to have complementary information at
multiple wavelengths on close imaging dates, rather than to attempt classification using a
broad range of multi-date imagery from various sensors that do not overlap. Thus,
complementary SAR-optical imagery pairings were established to classify agricultural crops
present for the first week of August, 2010 (August 8 optical image; August 5 SAR image), as
well as target agricultural crops present in the last week of August/first week of September,
2010 (August 29 optical image; September 3 SAR Image).

Figure 5.7: Producer’s accuracy outcomes for multi-date supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classification of integrated
SPOT-5 optical (O) (August 8, August 29) and ALOS PALSAR L-Band SAR (R) (August 5, September 3) imagery, plotted by the
number of images utilized in each combination, and the sensors involved.
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Figure 5.8: Producer’s accuracy outcomes for multi-date supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classification of integrated
SPOT-5 optical (O) and ALOS PALSAR L-Band SAR (R) imagery dates over the 2010 growing season in Temiskaming District,
Ontario, plotted by target agricultural crop/crop group classes.
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Alternatively, images obtained from the same sensor at different dates were paired to
encompass a range of phenological states over the growing season (eg. two SPOT-5 optical
images, one mid-season image (August 8) and one late-season image (August 29)). Rooted
in a complementary image pairing strategy on the basis of either sensor commonality or
temporal commonality, classification results for all multi-date imagery combinations
reflected the base complementary pair. While both figures employ the same dataset, Figure
5.7 provides insight into the overall separability between all agricultural crops provided by
each multi-date optical-SAR imagery combination. Figure 5.8 explores the relationship
between each individual crop class and the degree with which each multi-date imagery
combination accurately identifies the target crop class.
The classification of various multi-date multi-sensor imagery combinations resulted in a
range of accuracy outcomes for individual crops, often intrinsically tied to the unique
phenological development of each crop individually (and collectively) over the 2010 growing
season. Canola was particularly challenging to identify using multi-date imagery, as the
spectral response of the crop changed as many fields of canola undergo intense senescence or
harvest prior to acquisition of the late season optical-SAR imagery pair (as previously
discussed in Section 3.1.3; Figure 3.10). Thus, the multi-date imagery combination of two
temporally complimentary optical-SAR pairs (August 8 - August 5; August 29 - September
3, in order of respective sensors) encompassed both middle and late season stages of canola
phenology, yielded the highest producer’s accuracy for canola (69.6%, kappa 0.718) of all
multi-date combinations. The next highest producer’s accuracies for canola were obtained
through the incorporation of the late season optical –radar pair (August 29 and September 3
SAR), with an additional SAR or optical image derived earlier in the season (August 5 SAR
or August 8 optical). This three-date optical-SAR imagery combination resulted in
producer’s accuracies of 68.6% (kappa 0.723) and 69.1% (kappa 0.728), respectively (Table
5.4).
Multi-date classifications involving a mid-season SAR image (August 5) and a late season
optical image (August 29) uniformly resulted in strong producer’s accuracies for corn. In
comparison to other target crops, the greater height of corn vegetative structures formed a
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unique L-Band SAR backscatter response throughout the 2010 growing season. Additionally,
the majority of cornfields were in either a state of seed development or early senescence
during late-season imagery acquisition (see Section 3.1.3; Kobler, 2014). Consequently, a
stronger spectral response in the NIR and SWIR portion of the electromagnetic spectrum was
presented for corn in this imagery combination, in comparison to senesced crops such as
cereals and canola (Table 5.4).
In contrast, the inclusion of either middle or late-season L-band SAR images did not increase
forage crop classification accuracies. Forage crops were most effectively identified (67.8%,
kappa coefficient 0.576) with a late-season optical image (August 29) obtained during the
vegetative development stage of forage prior to its second harvest, which typically occurs in
the third week of September (Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA, 2009). Comparatively, Figure 3.11
illustrates that the August 8 mid-season optical image was coincidentally acquired just after
the first harvest of forage crops, around the last week of July (Kobler, 2014; Meyer et al.,
1999; OMAFRA, 2009). As such, it would be reasonable to assume that a mid-season
optical image would yield a comparatively high classification accuracy for forages, provided
that acquisition was timed prior to harvest, or obtained at some point after the initial regrowth of the forage crop.
The inclusion of a late season L-band SAR image (September 3) with the August 29 optical
image decreased the producer’s accuracy value obtained for forage crops, from 67.8% to
64.9%. With further introduction of an August 5 SAR image, the resultant classification
accuracy of the three-date imagery combination fell to 61.1% (Table 5.4, Figure 5.6). This
reduction in classification accuracy may be attributed to the poor response of L-band SAR to
low biomass crops such as forages (Champagne et al., 2009; Skriver et al., 1999). However,
the addition of a single SAR image into a multi-date combination for the forage crop
classification purposes had the effect of increasing kappa values from 0.576 to 0.665 – 0.711,
thus denoting stronger agreement between classified fields and ground reference data
(Jensen, 2005). Thus, while production accuracies for forage were higher for optical-only
multi-date classifications, multi-date combinations that included a single date of SAR
imagery more reliably reflected the ground state of identified forage fields.
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Soybean crops were found to be best classified using a single pairing of mid-season SAR and
optical images. This multi-sensor, multi-date imagery combination classification resulted in a
producer’s accuracy of 71.4%, with a kappa coefficient of 0.784 that reflects a strong
association between classified soybean fields and ground reference sites. The value of
employing a mid-season optical-SAR image pairing for soybean identification was further
demonstrated in multi-date classifications which involved additional images, whether they
were individual late-season optical images (69.4%, kappa 0.566), or a late-season optical SAR image pair (71.4%, kappa 0.580) (Table 5.4).
A clear conclusion cannot be readily drawn regarding the ideal timing of L-Band SAR
imagery for use in a multi-date per-pixel classification strategy targeting cereals classes. In
the majority of multi-date, multi-sensor classifications, the producer’s accuracy of the cereals
group was quite low (average of 19.8%). However, in multi-date image combination
classifications that involved a mid-season optical image (August 8), the average producer’s
accuracy increased to 36.9%. However, an unusually high producer’s accuracy of 85.1 %
(kappa 0598) resulted from a late season optical-SAR pairing (August 29, September 3) that
included the mid-season optical image (August 8). Given the limitations of the L-band SAR
wavelength in detecting low-biomass crops like cereals (Champagne et al., 2009), it may be
possible that given the heavily senesced or harvested phenological state of cereals in the late
season imagery (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.8, Figure 3.12, Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15), the SAR
backscatter recorded for cereals fields is, in fact, backscatter from soil. Apart from the
relatively high-biomass canola crops, the low-biomass cereals were the only other target crop
that had either senesced or had been harvested around the late season image acquisition dates
(Figure 3.10; Kobler, 2014). Contrasts in the vegetative phenology between canola and
cereals (Section 3.1.3), as well as differing crop production parameters (Kobler, 2014), may
account for the moderately strong separability between the two agricultural classes evidenced
by the multi-date combination of two optical images (August 8, August 29) with a lateseason SAR image (September 3) (Table 5.4).
However, in consideration of the use of two late season dates that coincide with the senesced
or harvested phenological status of most canola and cereals fields in the study area, it is
unclear as to what spectral or spatial aspect of canola and cereals fields led to enhanced
classification accuracies. One possibility is that while canola and cereals are separable using
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a multi-date combination with majority late season imagery, these crops are only separable
within the context of their senesced or harvested status in comparison to other crops that have
not yet senesced at that time (eg. corn, soybeans). The use of crop-specific phenologies is a
viable classification strategy in the context of this particular mixed agricultural study area, at
a time in the growing season when canola and cereals senesced. As such, the effectiveness of
the strategy is dictated by the multi-sensor imagery date combination employed, as well as
the absence of additional crops undergoing senescence or harvest at that time. Another
possibility is that through the use of the deeply-penetrative late-season SAR L-band
wavelength for imaging purposes (Champagne et al., 2009), the demonstrated higher
producer’s accuracy for canola and cereals at that late-season date using SAR imagery is
driven more by crop absence of cereals and canola (due to harvest) and higher backscatter of
the L-band frequency from the previously-obscured soils, rather than by the actual vegetative
structures of the target crop. While this may appear to be a minute distinction, it is valuable
to understand the implications of applying metrics of L-band SAR on senesced/harvested
crops, versus those same crops in an unharvested/mature state. A summary of the best multidate sensor combinations for individual crops is provided in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Best multi-date optical-SAR imagery combinations for classification of
individual agricultural crops
Number of Images
& Sensor Type
1 Optical
1 L-band SAR,
1 Optical
1 L-band SAR,
2 Optical
2 L-Band SAR,
1 Optical
2 L-band SAR,
2 Optical

Imagery Date Combinations
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29

Agricultural Crop Class
Cereals
Forage
Soybean
Canola
Forage
Corn, Soybean
Canola, Cereals
Cereals
Corn, Forage
Canola, Corn, Soybean,
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Given the previously stated limitations of L-band SAR concerning detection of low biomass
crops commonly produced in Temiskaming District, the two-date SAR imagery combination
(August 5, September 3) proved to contribute the lowest overall accuracy of crop
identification at 45.2% (kappa 0.324) (Table 5.4). The lowest accuracy resulting from a
multi-date combination involving both SAR and optical images was that of the late-season
September 3rd SAR and August 29th optical pair (60.2%, kappa 0.492). The low overall
accuracy can be attributed to the advanced state of senescence and/or complete harvest of
cereal and canola crops at this point in the 2010 growing season, which had encompassed a
large acreage in the study area. While the producer’s accuracy attained by canola in this lateseason multi-sensor imagery combination is particularly high (74.4%) in comparison to all
other multi-date combinations, inspection of the low associated kappa value (0.289) (Table
5.4) supports the conclusion of some conflict between individual canola training sites as
discussed previously in this section and in Section 5.3 (Champagne et al., 2009; Kobler,
2014). The second and third best multi-date combination results for general classification of
agricultural crops were obtained using one date of SAR imagery (either mid-season August
5, or late season September 3) with two dates of optical imagery (August 8 and August 29),
with an overall accuracy of 71.7 – 72.4% (kappa 0.635 – 0.644).
Overall, the best multi-date imagery combination was that of two dates SAR (August 5,
September 3), and 2 dates optical (August 8, August 29) imagery, which attained an overall
accuracy of 72.8% (kappa 0.650) (Table 5.4). The crops that were identified with a relatively
high degree of accuracy by this multi-date combination included canola (69.6%, kappa
0.718), corn (92.5%, kappa 0.708), and soybean (71.4%, kappa 0.580). As this multi-date
imagery combination includes middle and late season images from both optical sensors, it
leveraged the unique response characteristics of crops in both spatial and spectral aspects
throughtout the growing season. Thus, the findings of McNairn et al. (2009a) and
Champagne et al. (2009) were confirmed in this study; by increasing the number of multitemporal images from combined optical and SAR sensors, overall crop classification
outcomes are improved. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 depict the overall accuracy results
obtained through supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classification of various multidate, multi-sensor imagery combinations, with ground reference data provided for
comparison purposes.
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Figure 5.9: Overall per-pixel classification accuracy results for various multi-date
multi-sensor imagery combinations, in provided in the context of agricultural fields
near Englehart, Ontario. A ground reference data image (A) is provided for
comparison to other imagery combinations (B – G); black portions represent nonagricultural areas, white represents unsurveyed field crops (no data).
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Figure 5.10: Additional overall per-pixel classification accuracy results for various
multi-date multi-sensor imagery combinations, in provided in the context of
agricultural fields near Englehart, Ontario. A ground reference data image (A) is
provided for comparison to other imagery combinations (B – H); black portions
represent non-agricultural areas, white represents unsurveyed field crops (no data).
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Despite the range of tested multi-date imagery combinations, only the corn agricultural crop
class consistently achieved operationally-acceptable producer’s accuracies of 85% or greater
through supervised per-pixel classification of integrated L-band SAR and optical imagery
(Foody, 2008). The substitution of a SAR wavelength more appropriate to the biomass values
of target crops, such as X-band or C-band (Champagne et al., 2009; Del Frate et al., 2003;
McNairn et al., 2009a; McNairn et al., 2009b) would likely result in better overall accuracies
for multi-date classification of mixed broadleaf and graminoid agricultural crop types as
found within Temiskaming District (OMAFRA, 2009). Thus, this study found that a
minimum of four dates of paired contemporary L-band SAR and SPOT-5 optical images
covering both mid-season and late season vegetative phenologies are required to approach
operationally – acceptable accuracies for target agricultural crops, using a supervised perpixel maximum likelihood classification strategy.

5.5
Influence of derived vegetative indices and crosspolarization ratios on multi-date, multi-sensor supervised
per-pixel crop classification outcomes
For the purpose of improving classification accuracies of target agricultural classes, seven
multi-date optical-SAR imagery combinations were selected for testing the influence of
derived vegetation indices (NDVI, NDWI) and a cross-polarized ratio (HV/HH) on
supervised MLC per-pixel classification outcomes. The multi-date, multi-sensor imagery
configurations were chosen on the basis of obtaining combinations with both single and
multiple instances of both middle and late season SAR images, as well as selecting
combinations that could demonstrably classify the majority of crop classes with moderate to
good accuracy (Section 5.4).
To demonstrate the full range of effectiveness of adding derived ratios to basic sensor
wavelength channels, or “bands”, a range of overall multi-date multi-sensor combinations
were chosen for experimentation as detailed in Table 5.6, including two pairs of middle and
late-season optical and SAR imagery; a pair of middle and late-season optical images; a pair
of middle and late- season SAR images; a pair of middle season SAR and optical images; and
two unique multi-date combinations of a single optical image with both middle and late
season SAR dates. Initially, single-date classifications were carried out on each available
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image date for the individual indices and ratios uniquely derived from that date. These
preliminary results are provided in detail in Appendix E, and assist in understanding the
underlying vegetative phenology and seasonality dynamics of each crop that impact multidate classification accuracy outcomes as a whole.
Next, selected multi-date optical and SAR imagery combinations were classified as in
Section 5.4, but with the inclusion of both individual and combined indices and ratios, as
derived solely from the images within the multi-date imagery combination employed. For
example, an August 8 optical image and August 5 SAR image combination could include a
cross-polarized ratio derived from the August 5 SAR image, and an NDWI channel derived
from the August 8 optical image. Overall results from these experimental classifications are
presented in Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, and Table 5.6, with detailed graphs of individual crop
results provided in Appendix F.

Figure 5.11: Overall accuracy results for supervised per-pixel classification testing of
the impact of including single or multiple derived NDVI, NDWI and cross-polarized
(Xpol; HV/HH) ratio on classification results for multi-date integrated optical and SAR
imagery.
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Figure 5.12: Overall kappa results for supervised per-pixel classification testing of the
impact of including single or multiple derived NDVI, NDWI and cross-polarized (Xpol)
ratios on classification results for multi-date integrated optical and SAR imagery (all
data).
Table 5.6: Comparison of overall accuracy obtained from using all original SAR and
optical data during supervised per-pixel classification, to accuracies obtained when
NDWI, NDVI, and/or cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH) are employed for a given date.
Italicized numbers denote the percentage change in each indices’ overall accuracy
outcome, in comparison to classifications conducted with all original imagery data (“all
data”).
Overall Accuracy
Number of
Images &
Sensor
Type
2 SAR,
2 Optical
2 SAR,
1 Optical

Imagery Date
Combinations

ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug
29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8

1 SAR,
2 Optical
1 SAR,
1 Optical

ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug.
29
ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8

2 SAR

ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3

2 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug.
29

All
Data

72.8
66.1
70.2
72.4
68.3

All Data
+NDVI

All Data
+NDWI

All Data
+HV/HH

All Data
+NDVI
+HV/HH

All Data
+NDWI
+HV/HH

All Data
+NDVI
+NDWI

All Data
+NDVI
+NDWI
+HV/HH

72.5
(-0.3)
66.6
(+0.6)
70.7
(+0.6)
72.4
(0.0)
69.6
(+1.3)

74.6
(+1.8)
67.1
(+1.0)
70.2
(0.0)
73.8
(+1.4)
69.5
(+1.2)

70.5
(-2.3)
65.9
(-0.2)
71.1
(+0.9)
71.6
(-0.8)
68.2
(-0.1)
45.9
(+0.7)

70.6
(-2.2)
66.6
(+0.6)
71.7
(+1.5)
71.9
(-0.4)
69.6
(+1.3)

72.4
(-0.4)
67.6
(+1.5)
71.2
(+1.0)
73.7
(+1.3)
70.3
(+2.0)

72.7
(-0.1)
69.0
(+2.9)
71.8
(+1.7)
72.5
(+0.1)
70.6
(+2.3)

70.7
(-2.1)
72.6
(+6.5)
71.7
(+1.5)
71.8
(-0.6)
70.3
(+2.0)

72.5
(+1.1)
(+0.55)

73.3
(+1.9)
(+1.22)

(+1.08)

72.6
(+1.2)
(+1.35)

(+1.46)

45.2
71.4

Average Change (%)

(-0.31)

(+0.16)
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As NDWI is an index of water content within crop plant vegetative structures, NDWI values
are of use in interpreting multi-date classifications results. The range of NDWI values
associated with a given crop can assist in understanding the vegetative phenology (and
subsequently, water content), of target crops at the point in time when images are retrieved
(Gao, 1996; Jensen, 2005). For example, a crop that undergoes senescence and desiccation
during crop ripening, such as canola, would have little water present in its vegetative
structures prior to harvest. Thus, lower NDWI values would be associated with senescing
canola crop classes. This relationship is exemplified through comparison of the August 8
canola classification accuracies to the results of August 29 (Appendix F). According to
regional and local crop production parameters for canola as detailed in Section 3.1.3, Figure
3.5, and Figure 3.10, (Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA, 2009), most canola fields in Temiskaming
District were vegetatively mature at the time of imaging by the SPOT-5 optical sensor in the
first week of August (August 8). In comparison, optical imagery acquired in late August
would have captured senesced or harvested canola fields. Thus, inclusion of NDWI values in
multi-date classifications increases the accuracy with which canola is identified.
During the 2010 growing season, all cereals crops share a similar timeline of phenological
change, and subsequently, demonstrated a more dramatic change in NDVI and NDWI values
between vegetative maturity and harvest that improves separability of cereals crops
(Appendix E). In contrast, continuous vegetative growth in mature forage crops and the
associated high NDWI values, suggest that the water content of forage plant structures is
consistent over the course of the growing season as forage crops are regularly harvested prior
to plant senescence (Figure 3.11). NDVI classifications of forage also echo the stable
phenological state of forage plants over time. These understandings may facilitate separation
of senesced cereals crop from forage crops with similar biomass and physical structure at an
earlier stage of development, on the basis of respective water content (NDWI) or chlorophyll
content (NDVI) (Gao, 1996; Jensen, 2007; McNairn et al., 2009b).
The cross-polarization (HV/HH) channel classification results for single date imagery
demonstrated consistently strong accuracies for corn and forage crop classes on multi-date
combinations that include either August 5 or September 3 SAR images, as corn and forage
are the only crops that are present in a fully mature form in both middle and late season
optical-SAR imagery pairs (Kobler, 2014). During the 2010 growing season, the majority of
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corn crops were not harvested until after September 3. Accordingly, the corn crop was
vegetatively mature on all imagery dates, and was entering ripening stages on the late season
dates of optical – SAR sensor imaging (August 29, September 3, respectively) (Kobler,
2014). Consequently, the cross-polarization ratio is useful for discriminating between the tall
corn crop, and other shorter crops throughout the growing season.
As forage species undergo one or two harvests throughout the growing season in
Timiskaming District (OMAFRA, 2009; Tassé, 2010), little variation in average crosspolarization values for forage crops was observed between mid-season and late season SAR
imagery dates in 2010. Furthermore, as forages are the shortest crops of all the agricultural
crop classes, their associated cross-polarization ratio values facilitated differentiation from
other crops with a high degree of accuracy (Appendix F). Based on these crop-specific
examples, the inclusion of any optically-derived vegetation indices or SAR-derived crosspolarization ratio values for the purpose of enhancing multi-date crop classification
accuracies should be informed by the stage of development for each target crop class at a
given date.
Individually, the inclusion of either NDVI or cross-polarization ratio data for sensor images
did not appear to provide consistent improvements in crop classification accuracy outcomes.
Referring to Table 5.6, it is evident that data combinations involving either NDVI or crosspolarization ratios do not consistently increase or decrease overall classification accuracies
across all combinations, with changes in accuracy of +0.55%, and -0.31%, respectively.
Assessed as an individual crop, corn appeared to benefit from the inclusion of relevant NDVI
data during classification (Appendix F).
In contrast, the inclusion of NDWI indices with any combination of original imagery data or
derived indices, yielded consistent increases in accuracy across all multi-date combinations
involving optical imagery. The greatest gains in overall agricultural crop classification
accuracy using a single indices were achieved using four-date combination of two SAR, two
optical images (+1.8%; Table 5.6) with accompanying derived NDWI indices, and in the
combination of middle and late season optical images (+1.9%; Table 5.6). As cereals and
canola are best identified using multi-date combinations involving at least two dates of
optical imagery, and are both particularly responsive to NDWI measures, the inclusion of
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NDWI indices was observed to classification accuracy outcomes for these crops (Appendix
F). Soybean and forage crops demonstrated similar improvements in producer’s and user’s
accuracy outcomes when NDWI was included in classification. Across all tested optical-SAR
imagery combinations for the available 2010 growing season dates, the inclusion of only
NDWI indices in the classification dataset was found to consistently correspond to an
average increase of +1.22% in overall accuracy. Accordingly, the inclusion of all three
indices (NDVI, NDWI, and cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH)) resulted in an average
increase in accuracy of 1.48% (Table 5.6), The greatest increase in accuracy (+6.5%) was
obtained for the combination in which both middle and late season SAR imagery (August 5,
September 3) paired with a late-season optical date (August 29; Table 5.6).

5.6

Per-pixel classification results summary

Using a per-pixel supervised maximum likelihood classifier in concert with hierarchical
bitmap masks, a number of classification methods for identifying crops was undertaken.
Experimentation was conducted with a range of variables derived from the original optical
and SAR remote sensing imagery in terms of band wavelengths, temporality, vegetation
indices, and cross-polarization ratios. Stemming from these results, a number of conclusions
can be drawn regarding the impact of these variables on agricultural crop identification.
The use of a comprehensive non-agricultural bitmap mask to remove the influence of nonagricultural features prior to per-pixel crop classification provided a similar hierarchical
function as a decision tree classifier. Following the findings of Turker and Arikan (2005),
bitmap masking of non-target land cover features improved crop identification accuracy
outcomes by 15% on average. Additionally, pre-processing ALOS PALSAR SAR images
with a

Lee speckle filter at the 9x9 window size prior to classification subsequently

improved overall accuracy and crop separability across all multi-temporal dataset
combinations of optical and SAR imagery.
Comparison of classification results for all single dates of optical and SAR imagery, both
mid-season and late-season, revealed that the spectral detection and spatial resolutions
limitations of the SPOT-5 optical sensor could be accommodated by grouping all
inseparable, low-biomass crops with similar wavelength reflectance signatures (barley, oats,
wheat) into a single class of "cereals" crops.

This class merging resulted in a 10%
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improvement in overall classification accuracy for agricultural crops. However, no similar
improvement for detecting cereals crops was achieved for single dates of ALOS PALSAR Lband, due to the limitations of the L-band sensor in detecting and differentiating physically
narrow, low-biomass vegetation features.
In terms of overall crop identification accuracy, the best-suited single date of optical SPOT-5
imagery to identify the majority of crops was a late-season August 29, 2010 image (68.3%
overall accuracy). This single-date optical image provided the best producer's accuracies for
corn, soybean and forage crops. In contrast, a mid-season August 8 date of optical imagery
was ideal for detecting canola crops, and cereals (to a lesser degree, given the influence field
soil reflectance complicating classification due to irregular harvest dates). The best single
SAR imagery date for overall crop classification was the mid-season August 5 ALOS
PALSAR L-band image. Despite low overall accuracy (38.6% for crops in general), the
biomass detection strengths of the L-Band SAR sensor yielded operationally acceptable
accuracies in excess of 85% for corn crops (90% producer's accuracy) (Foody, 2008).
Similarly, the best multi-date, multi-sensor data combination for agricultural crop
classification was obtained using all available optical and SAR images (4), with
complementary sensor pairings at both mid-season and late-season dates to capture all target
crops at highly separable harvest-ready states. As such, the multi-date combination of ALOS
PALSAR L-Band August 5, September 3 images and SPOT-5 optical August 8, August 29
images yielded an overall accuracy of 72.8%, and a kappa coefficient of 0.650. Multi-date
combinations featuring two mid and late-season optical images with a single date of L-band
SAR imagery were found to produce similar levels of overall accuracy. These results confirm
the findings of McNairn et al. (2009a), and Champagne et al. (2009).
Upon the inclusion of derived vegetative indices of NDWI and NDVI, and cross-polarization
ratios (HV/HH) with multi-date multi-sensor imagery combination classification efforts, it
was found that the inclusion of NDWI indices with all imagery combinations yielded an
average increase of +1.22% in overall accuracy. As such, there may be value in considering
NDWI as a method of improving separability between crop classes to enhance classification
outcomes.
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Chapter 6

6

Object-Oriented Decision Tree Classification Results &
Discussion
An object-oriented decision tree classification effort was undertaken to provide an

alternative method of separating out agricultural classes prone to a high degree of confusion.
The hierarchical nature of a decision tree classification allows for strategic separation and
identification on the basis of unique spectral reflectance and backscatter values exhibited by
crops at varying points throughout the growing season. Often, the source of unique spectral
response or backscatter characteristics of a target crop is rooted in the vegetative phenology
stage captured by a given date of imagery. The decision tree classifier provides an avenue to
strategically and hierarchically separate crops using the features of a single imagery
wavelength, rather than the collective crop signature established across all bands. Without
reliance on a normalized degree of separability in all bands to identify a given crop, decision
trees provide a strong non-parametric method of crop classification for non-parametric data
sources such as SAR imagery (Shang et al., 2011).
Object-oriented classification using a decision tree classifier was undertaken for three
different multi-date imagery combinations, selected on the basis of the number of images
used from each sensor, as well as the overall accuracy previously achieved by the
combinations in per-pixel classification. The combinations of imagery chosen include two
optical and two SAR images (2O 2R), one optical image and two SAR images (1O 2R), and
finally, two optical images and one SAR image (2O 1R). These selected combinations for
assessment included the two best multi-date combinations of SAR and optical imagery (2O
2R, 2O 1R), as previously defined through supervised per-pixel classification results. The
third combination of two dates of SAR, one date of optical imagery, was selected to offset
the combination involving two dates of optical, one date of SAR imagery.
Additionally, this third combination was employed to illustrate the impact of the
addition of vegetative indices (NDVI, NDWI) and cross-polarization ratios (HV/HH) on the
success of object-based methods of classification. The decision tree classification method
employs a single imagery band or layer (eg. HH polarization, or NDVI), that is uniquely
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representative of a target land cover class on a given imaging date to identify corresponding
image objects. The resulting outcome can be readily compared to per-pixel classification
efforts, which consider the attributes of all bands and layers when delineating classes. In the
per-pixel classification portion of the study, the inclusion of the corresponding additional
vegetation indices and cross polarization ratio layers for the 2 optical – 1 middle SAR image
combination yielded a 1.2 % increase in overall accuracy of classification results (Table 5.6).
Conversely, both of the other selected image combinations (2 optical, 2 SAR; 2 optical, 1
SAR) were classified with a decreased level of accuracy when the vegetative indices and
cross-polarization ratio layers were included in the per-pixel supervised MLC classification
process.

6.1

Statistical basis for decision-tree ruleset development

For the purpose of comparing the effectiveness of a supervised per-pixel
classification strategy facilitated by hierarchical masking, to that of a supervised objectoriented classification strategy employing a hierarchical decision tree classifier, the
aforementioned three multi-date optical and SAR image combinations were classified in
Definiens. Using the supervised training sites for all agricultural crops and forested classes
previously generated during per-pixel classification, the statistics of mean value and standard
deviation were compiled for each land cover class (water, forest, corn, canola, soybean,
forage, cereals). Subsequently, graphs of the derived landclass statistics were plotted to
determine the values at which similar target classes were most separable (Figure 6.1, Figure
6.2, Figure 6.3; Long et al., 2013). The range of values encompassed by each landclass was
compared to the other landclasses, as well as between dates and sensors, to identify
appropriate points at which classes could be clearly delineated. For example, in Figure 6.3,
Graph G-1, the corn class HH backscatter values are dissimilar from the other agricultural
crops, and more closely resemble forest land cover class backscatter values. It would be
possible to separate the corn and forest classes from the other land cover classes on the basis
of their similar HH backscatter values in the August 5 ALOS PALSAR image. Thereafter, an
alterative band or layer where the corn and forest values were more dissimilar, such as the
near infrared band (NIR) of August 29 (Figure 6.1, C-2), could be used to differentiate
between the two classes. In this manner, the derived land cover class statistics of mean value
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and standard deviation were used as a basis for development of each stage of the decision
tree ruleset.

Figure 6.1: Graphs of average values and the range of standard deviation derived from
vegetative class training sites for the green band (0.5 – 0.59 !m, Graphs A-1, A-2), the
red band (0.61 – 0.68 !m, Graphs B-1, B-2), and the near-infrared (NIR) band (0.78 –
0.89 !m, Graphs F-1, F-2) for the August 8, August 29 SPOT-5 optical images.
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Figure 6.2: Graphs of average values and the range of standard deviation derived from
vegetative class training sites for the short-wave infrared (SWIR) reflectance band (1.58
– 1.75 !m, Graphs D-1, D-2). The following graphs are derived from indices ratios,
including the Normalized Difference Vegetation Indices (NDVI) (Graphs E-1, E-2), and
the Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Graphs F-1, F-2) for the August 8,
August 29 SPOT-5 optical images.
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Figure 6.3: Graphs of average values and the range of standard deviation of each
vegetative class for the HH polarization (Graphs G-1, G-2), the HV polarization
(Graphs H-1, H-2), and the Cross Polarized Ratio (HV/HH) (Graphs I-1, I-2) for the
August 5 and September 3 ALOS PALSAR images.
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6.2
Selection of multi-resolution segmentation
parameters
Initially, all multi-date, multi-sensor imagery combinations underwent multi-resolution
segmentation to determine an appropriate size of image object required for effective
classification of the target classes at each node of the decision tree. The segmentation scale
was established experimentally for each subsequent level, using visual assessment to identify
how effectively the imagery was being segmented with reference to local expert knowledge,
the field crop cadastral map, and ground reference information. Using an iterative process,
various scale, shape and colour parameters were tested to best delineate the target agricultural
crops of interest (Platt & Rapoza, 2008). For all imagery datasets, water and general
vegetation were the first classes targeted for separability, using an shape parameter of 150 to
establish grouped pixels or “objects” of ideal size. Through the use of only SPOT-5 optical
image inputs, spectral response of classes was prioritized over commonalities in shape. As
such, the parameter of colour is valued at 0.9 on the basis of diverse reflectance values ranges
between the dominant land cover types of water, forest, and agricultural land. The
compactness parameter of 0.5 was equal to that of the smoothness parameter (0.5). The initial
segmentation of each imagery combination yielded 8,864 distinct image objects (Figure 6.4,
Figure 6.5A). At the second level of multi-resolution segmentation, the general vegetation
object group was separated into tall and short general vegetation classes on the basis of Lband SAR inputs, where the ideal object size was determined to be 50. To separate short and
tall vegetation on the basis of relative vegetation heights, the segmenting process prioritized
pixel shape and spectral response equally (shape parameter was 0.5). Compaction in objects
was valued equal to smoothness, with a parameter of 0.5 (Figure 6.5B).
Table 6.1: Multi-resolution segmentation parameters for the development of image
objects at each level of decision tree classification
Level of
Segmentation
1

Sensor

Target Class

Object Size
150

Shape/
Colour
0.1/0.9

Compactness
/Smoothness
0.5/0.5

Optical

2

SAR & Optical

3
4 – 11

SAR & Optical
SAR & Optical

Water/General Vegetation
Tall Vegetation/
Short Vegetation
Corn / Forest
Various short crops

50

0.5/0.5

0.5/0.5

50
50

0.7/0.3
0.5/0.5

0.5/0.5
0.5/0.5
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Figure 6.4: Initial multi-resolution segmentation of combined optical and SAR imagery,
Level 1, targeting water and general vegetation through the use of optical imagery. The
False Colour Infrared appearance of the segmentation image is due to the use of
original August 29, 2010 SPOT-5 optical imagery bands to provide a visual reference by
which segmentation success can be assessed.
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Figure 6.5: Multi-resolution segmentation of optical and SAR imagery throughout the
decision tree classification process. Image A illustrates the initial segmentation of the
image into water and general vegetation segmentation classes (object size = 150, shape
parameter = 0.1, and compactness parameter = 0.5). Image B shows the segmentation of
general vegetation objects into short vegetation (grey-pink) and tall vegetation (dark
red, bright pink)classes (object size = 50, shape = 0.5, and compactness = 0.5). Image C
shows the segmentation of the imagery into field-like objects utilized to target most
agricultural classes, with Image D showing the outlines of each identified agricultural
class object in different colours.
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In contrast, shape (0.7) was considered to be more influential than colour when
discriminating between forest and corn classes, which resulted in 70% of segmentation
emphasis being placed on generating image objects from pixel groups featuring a similar
geometrical arrangement. In the study area, cornfields typically form a compact shape, such
as squares or rectangles, whereas forests have more irregular forms (Figure 6.5C). Finally,
the generalized short vegetation image object class was categorized into individual short
vegetative crop classes, using an image object size of 50, with both shape/colour and
compactness/smoothness parameters valued at 0.5 (Figure 6.5D). Through iterative testing
and visual inspection, it was found that this set of parameters effectively isolated each
agricultural field, echoing the field ground reference cadaster boundaries. This basis for
multi-resolution segmentation was maintained throughout the rest of the object-oriented
classification of short vegetation crops (canola, soybean, forage, cereals), as these parameters
proved to be useful in segregating individual agricultural classes.

6.3
Results of decision-tree object-based classification of
multi-date optical/SAR imagery combinations
Each of the selected multi-sensor, multi-date imagery combinations underwent multiresolution segmentation as outlined in Section 6.2, in order to maintain consistency and a
basis of comparison between the classification outcomes for each combination. Additionally,
the land cover classes for each imagery combination were segregated following a regular
hierarchical segregation of classes, using a consistent decision tree ruleset. In all imagery
combination classifications, water and general vegetation were isolated first using an optical
data source. Subsequently, vegetation classes were segregated by relative vegetation height
into tall and short vegetation classes, as determined from SAR imagery involved in each
combination. Going forward, the decision tree nodes and branches for each subsequent
segregation and classification of each target land cover class were established with reference
to the training site statistics of mean value and standard deviation, as depicted in Figure 6.1,
Figure 6.2, and Figure 6.3. Each individual decision tree ruleset was developed to best
leverage the unique statistical values of target agricultural classes resulting from each SAR
and optical image in the dataset. Thus, while the general form of the decision tree is
consistent throughout all of the multi-date imagery combinations, the ruleset governing
decision tree branching is tailored to each individual SAR and optical imagery dataset.
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6.3.1

Multi-date object-based decision tree classification: August 5,
September 3 SAR images, August 8 optical image

Preliminary separation of the dataset involving a single date of mid-season optical imagery
(SPOT-5 August 5) and a middle-late season pair of SAR images (ALOS PALSAR August 5
and September 3), segregated the image objects into water and vegetation classes. The
development of the decision tree classification rule targeting water and general vegetation
classes was facilitated by the divergent spectral values of each target class in the SPOT-5
August 8 near –infrared (NIR) band imagery data (Figure 6.1, C-1; Mishra et al., 2011).
Water was particularly separable, as evidenced random samples of pixels clustered in the
form of dark waterbodies registering less than 61 BV. In contrast, the majority of the mean
general vegetation training site statistical values remained above 61BV in August 8 NIR
band. Thus, in the first level of multi-resolution segmentation, water and vegetation classes
were satisfactorily separated (Figure 6.6).
Delineation of general vegetation by height into tall and short vegetation classes was most
effectively done using object values from the ALOS August 5 HH SAR polarization. All
backscatter values greater, or less than -71.7 dB were attributed to the short vegetation
landclass or tall vegetation landclass, respectively (Figure 6.3, G-1). The agricultural corn
crop landclass and the forest landclass were clustered together as tall vegetation with lower
values of L-band SAR HH-polarized backscatter, due to the nature of the L-band frequency
being readily scattered by tall objects (Champagne et al., 2009). To delineate between the
corn crop land cover class of interest, and forest vegetation, the cross-polarization (HV/HH)
ratio was employed to show the relative vegetative canopy density of the closely planted corn
fields, in comparison with sparser forested areas (Jiao et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2009). The
August 5 image was obtained mid-season while the corn crop was vegetatively mature. Thus
the canopy density of the corn crop was far higher than if the cross-polarization ratio was
observed for later season dates when the corn crops were entering senescence (OMAFRA,
2009).
The shorter agricultural crop classes of canola, cereals, forage and soybean were primarily
segregated on the basis of differences in vegetation indicies, as well as optical
electromagnetic spectrum bands (green, red, NIR, SWIR). First, the canola crop class was
readily separable from other short vegetation classes using a unique range of NDWI values
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Figure 6.6: Hierarchical decision tree ruleset developed for an object-oriented
classification of a single date of SPOT-5 optical imagery (August 8; mid-season image),
and two dates of ALOS PALSAR SAR imagery (August 5, September 3; middle and
late season images, respectively).
from the August 8 SPOT-5 image (Figure 6.2, F-1). Notably, the high NDWI values (above 0.8) detected in the average canola training site were directly related to the high degree of
turgor in the thick, broadleaved vegetative structures typically associated with canola plants
in a mature vegetative state mid-season (OMAFRA, 2009). While in some instances,
additional fields were erroneously misclassified as canola (Table 6.2), the user’s accuracy for
identified canola fields is 82.3%. The reliability of the NDVI-based decision tree rule used
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Table 6.2: Object-based decision tree classification confusion matrix for a multi-date
combination of two middle/late season SAR images, and one mid-season optical image
1 Optical, 2 SAR Images: August 8 Optical, August 5 & September 3 SAR [1O, 2R]
Reference Classes
User Classes
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total
Fields
Unknown
1
0
0
0
1
2
Canola
130
0
11
12
5
158
Corn
10
99
8
10
10
137
Forage
26
3
142
50
40
261
Cereals
25
3
33
205
4
270
Soybean
15
2
17
5
38
77
Total Fields
207
107
211
282
98
905
Producer’s
62.8
92.5
67.3
72.7
38.8
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
0.770
0.685
0.405
0.650
0.432
Coefficient
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)
82.3
72.3
54.4
75.9
49.4

67.9
0.584

to classify canola is further supported by a kappa coefficient value of 0.770 , which indicates
a high degree of agreement with ground-reference data. Of all the other classes, forage was
most commonly mistaken to be canola, perhaps as a result of image timing. The August 8
image from which the NDWI values were extrapolated, was obtained concurrently with the
vegetative maturing of forage crops just after initial harvest in late July (see Figure 3.5 for
agricultural crop calendar context).
Similarly, some confusion existed between the forages and cereals classes, when separated
using NDVI values from the August 8 dataset (Figure 6.6). There appeared to be a great deal
of contrast between the larger NDVI ratio associated with forages, and the smaller ratio
associated with cereals (Figure 6.2, E-1), owing to the advanced state of crop maturity in the
cereals prior to widespread cereals harvest across the study area in early August (Kobler,
2014). As the cereal grains mature, the vegetative structures of the cereal crop begin to
senesce (Simpson and Ogorzaly, 2000). This results in a corresponding decrease in
reflectance of red and near-infrared spectrum energy from the cereals, as well as lower
biomass due to water loss from pre-harvest desiccation. As well, overlapping planting and
harvest periods for the two crops provides a source of confusion, as delineated in Table 6.2.
However, the relatively high user’s accuracy for cereals (75.9%,Table 6.2) indicates that the
majority of fields identified as cereals are confirmed by ground reference data, thus
improving confidence in the decision tree rule established for identifying cereals crops.
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Forage is less reliably identified, with a kappa coefficient of 0.405 in comparison with a
kappa coefficient of 0.770 for cereal crops (Table 6.2). The image object identities at each
stage of the decision tree classification were visually assessed, and compared to ground
reference data by overlaying the generated field crop cadaster polygon feature layer over the
classification results. In instances where known ground-reference fields of a given target crop
were inaccurately identified by a selected decision tree rule, an additional node was
established to further separate out the non-target classes using a secondary unique statistical
feature. For example, the first “branch” of the decision tree to identify corn employed the
rule whereby all image objects with a mean cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH) value less than,
or equal to, 1.01 were classified as corn (Figure 6.6). Unfortunately, subsequent visual
comparison of the image objects identified as corn to the original ground reference field
cadaster revealed that a number of soybean fields had been erroneously classified alongside
the target corn class. To isolate the soybean fields, two more decision tree rules were
developed in reference to unique statistical values that would most readily permit separation
of the corn and soybean crops (mean Red and NIR band values from the August 8 optical
image). As relayed in the confusion matrix for the two SAR (August 5, September 3) images,
one optical (August 8) image dataset (Table 6.2), the cumulative efforts made to isolate the
soybean agricultural crop class from confusion with other classes proved to be ineffective.
The soybean crop class had the lowest producer’s and user’s accuracies of all crop land cover
classes, at 38.8%, and 49.4%, respectively (Table 6.2).
The persistent confusion of soybean crop fields with forage and corn crops may be attributed
to both the design of the decision tree classification ruleset used in this study. As such, the
decision tree classification strategy was reliant on the capacity of a selected value range from
a single image date band or channel to separate out the target landclass from all other classes.
Thus, when an image object that was a member of the target landclass did not fall within the
designated single-parameter value range uniquely attributed to the target class, that image
object was excluded from being appropriately classified as the target landclass. By relying on
a single unique parameter to delineate between target and non-target classes, the potential for
misclassification of image objects is contingent on a high degree of statistical separability of
mean values between each crop class in each and every spectral or spatial parameter
employed in the development of the decision tree ruleset. In comparison with per-pixel
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supervised maximum likelihood classification results that employed in-field training sites
(Appendix D), the per-pixel results were found to have a higher producer’s accuracy (68.3%,
but a similar low kappa coefficient (0.501). Additionally, the dominance of mid-season
temporality in the multi-date imagery combination dataset (a mid-season optical – SAR
image pair, August 5, 8, and one late season SAR image, September 3), had the effect of
relying on ranges of soybean spectral and backscatter values representative of a relatively
immature soybean crop as previously discussed in Section 3.1.3, and depicted in Figure 3.13.
While the majority of soybean crops in the study area were approaching vegetative maturity
at the time of mid-season imaging (August 5, 8), it appears that the statistical values of
brightness and backscatter of soybeans for optical and L-band SAR bands, respectively, were
insufficiently distinct from those of the other similarly vegetatively - mature agricultural land
cover classes to permit accurate classification. Comparison with optical and SAR datasets
that include both mid-season and late-season optical images (Appendix D) demonstrates
improved classification accuracy, as soybean plants are more readily distinguished at full
maturity. Complicating the classification effort further, the initial separation of vegetation
into general tall and short vegetation classes on the basis of height had the effect of forcing
the soybean crop to be discriminated from other “short” crop classes of canola, forage and
cereals. All of the backscatter and cross-polarization value ranges of these “short” crop
classes were virtually indistinguishable from each other on either date of SAR imagery, for
all polarizations as well as cross-polarization (HV/HH) ratio values (Figure 6.3).
Overall, the decision tree classification of the multi-date imagery combination of a midseason optical-SAR image pair, with a single late season SAR image resulted in a
classification accuracy of 67.9% across all crops, with a kappa coefficient of 0.584. This
result does not approach the required level of operationally-acceptable accuracy (85%;
Foody, 2008). As can be expected from the dominance of L-band SAR imagery in the multidate combination, the tall, high biomass density corn landclass was quite separable from the
other classes, with a producer’s accuracy of 92.5% (Champagne et al., 2009). Strong
correlation between classified canola fields and ground reference data was noted, with a
kappa coefficient 0.770. Finally, cereals crops proved to be uniquely separable using NDVI
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Figure 6.7: Object-oriented classification results map for a single mid-season optical
image (August 8) with two middle and late season L-Band SAR images (August 5,
September 3). Overall classification accuracy of 67.9%, and a kappa coefficient of
0.584.
statistics derived from the August 5 SPOT-5 image, which relayed the senesced state of the
ripe cereals crops just prior to their harvest in early August (Kobler, 2014). In contrast,
forage and soybean crops were not overly separable, due to a lack of statistical parameters for
the available image dates that uniquely corresponded to the classes apart from all others. The
object-oriented decision tree classification map of all agricultural land cover classes for this
multi-date, multi-sensor imagery combination is shown in Figure 6.7.
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6.3.2

Multi-date decision tree classification: August 5, September 3
SAR images, August 8 optical image

As previously mentioned, the object-oriented decision tree classification method used for
each unique multi-date, multi-sensor image combination was carefully developed to ensure
consistency between each of the hierarchical decision tree rulesets. To limit variability
between the decision tree classifiers, land cover class statistics for the various imagery dates’
optical bands and SAR polarizations were carefully analyzed, so as to locate

Figure 6.8: Hierarchical decision tree ruleset developed for an object-oriented
classification of two dates SPOT-5 optical imagery (August 8, August 29; middle and
late season images, respectively), and two dates ALOS PALSAR L-Band SAR imagery
(August 5, September 3; middle and late season images, respectively).
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the value ranges at which each agricultural crop was most uniquely separable from all other
land cover classes. These various unique value ranges were compared to identify the exact
imagery date, sensor, and polarization/spectral band that could be best used to optimally
establish the identity of image objects belonging to a given target land cover class. A
secondary value range for class separability using an alternative image spectral
band/polarization/indices was also identified. The secondary separability range was
determined so that in a circumstance where the ideal unique image parameter for the given
class was unavailable, there would be an alternative way to isolate the target class.
Table 6.3: Object-based decision tree classification confusion matrix for a multi-date
combination of two middle and late season optical - SAR image pairs.
August 5, September 3 (R); August 8, August 29 (O) [2R, 2O]
Reference Classes
User Classes
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

1
131
16
14
36
9
207
63.3

0
0
100
5
0
2
107
93.5

0
10
5
139
34
23
211
65.9

0
13
2
32
229
6
282
81.2

1
6
10
35
3
43
98
43.9

0.765

0.719

0.502

0.649

0.460

Total
Fields
2
160
133
225
302
83

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)
81.9
75.2
61.8
75.8
51.8

70.9
0.623

Following this rationale, the decision tree ruleset developed for classification of a multi-date,
multi-sensor image combination of a pair of optical-SAR images obtained at mid-season
(August 8, August 5, respectively), and an additional pair obtained later in the growing
season (August 29, September 3, respectively) (Figure 6.8), employed a similar ruleset as the
previous classification efforts that did not include the August 29 late season optical image
(Figure 6.6). The initial separation of the image combination into water and general
vegetation employed the same NIR parameter as the previous decision tree ruleset, albeit
using the alternative late-season August 29 optical image (Figure 6.8; Mishra et al., 2011). A
preliminary breakdown of the general vegetation image objects grouping into tall and short
vegetation classes made use again of mean August 5 HH backscatter value ranges to
delineate crop height.
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Similarly, the same August 5 HV/HH cross-polarization ratio rule was used to separate the
target corn crop class from forest using both optical-SAR mid-late season pairs (Figure 6.8),
as in the previous decision tree ruleset used to classify the mid-season optical-SAR pair, and
lone late season SAR image (Figure 6.6). Again, the same parameter of mean NDWI values
associated with canola in the August 8 optical image were used to isolate and identify image
objects corresponding to the canola agricultural class. The impact of employing these
consistent parameters for optimal crop separability can be observed through comparison of
the decision tree classification results for the two SAR, one optical image dataset (Table
6.2),to the dataset involving two pairs of optical-SAR data (Table 6.3). In both sets of
classification results, the producer’s and user’s accuracy values obtained for canola classes
and corn classes were very similar between both decision tree classification efforts, despite
the difference in imagery datasets. Thus, these results demonstrate the value of maintaining a
consistent ruleset that optimally identifies target landclasses, on the basis of the availability
of the most uniquely separable parameters for a given landclass.
The introduction of the additional August 29 late-season optical image allowed for more
accurate identification of image objects belonging to the forage and soybean classes, in
comparison with the previous three image SAR-optical dataset where mid-season dates were
dominant in developing decision tree branching rules. Inspection of the mean statistical
values for the forage crop class across all August 29 optical image bands and vegetative
indices revealed that the forage class was uniquely distinguishable from other short
vegetation classes in the NIR band. Using the agricultural crop calendar for reference (Figure
3.5), as well as the local crop production parameter of two forage harvests per growing
season (Kobler, 2014; Tassé, 2010), it is evident that forage is uniquely separable in the NIR
on August 29 (Figure 6.1, C-2). Most forage crops in the study area are in a state of robust
vegetative re-growth some weeks after the first harvest, which occurs in late July, and before
the second harvest in early October, as depicted in Figure 3.11 (Kobler, 2014; OMAFRA,
2009). Similarly, canola and cereals are low in NIR in the August 8 optical image, just prior
to harvest (Figure 6.1, C-1). Soybean crop classes were in a state of vegetative maturity on
August 8 and 29, with higher reflectance in the NIR portion of the electromagnetic spectrum
than that of most forage crops (Figure 6.1, C-2).
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Having thus isolated the NIR band of the August 29 SPOT-5 optical image as fundamentally
unique to the forage and soybean classes in late season, the various short vegetation crop
classes were successfully delineated using decision tree rules that incorporated the dynamic
change in NIR spectral values for each crop class corresponding to changes in vegetative
phenology throughout the season (Figure 6.8). Vegetatively-mature soybean classes were
initially isolated from the immature forage and harvest-ready cereals crops exhibiting low
NIR values (<160 BV) in the August 8 image. In turn, the soybean class was further
delineated from forage crops, on the basis of increased HH backscatter from the higherbiomass soybean crops in the August 5 L-band SAR image, in comparison with the recentlyharvested forage crops (Figure 6.3, G-1; Kobler, 2014).
In this fashion, the inclusion of the August 29th optical image permitted the development of
an improved decision tree ruleset that employed value ranges unique to forage and soybean
crop classes, so as to more effectively isolate image objects that shared similar image
statistics. As a result, the imagery dataset combination of two dates optical imagery (August
8, August 29), and two dates SAR L-band imagery (August 5, September 3) yielded an
overall classification average of 70.9% (Table 6.3). Through the addition of the August 29
optical image and subsequent optimization of the decision tree ruleset to reflect the unique
characteristics of soybean crop vegetative phenology throughout the growing season, the
overall classification accuracy was improved by 3%.

The degree with which the

classification results reliably corresponded with ground reference data increased by 5% to a
kappa coefficient of 0.623 (Table 6.3). While these increases in overall classification
accuracy related to the inclusion of a late-season optical image are minute, larger
improvements in forage and soybean crop classification accuracies can be attributed to
ruleset optimization. With the inclusion of the August 29th optical image in ruleset
development, the accuracies of forage and soybean class results improved approximately 5%
overall, as reflected in improvements in kappa coefficient values from 0.405 to 0.502, and
0.432 to 0.460, respectively (Table 6.2, Table 6.3). Confusion between forage and soybean
classes with the cereals class was alleviated by the inclusion of improved decision tree rules;
as a result, the producer’s accuracy of cereals increased 8.5% from 72.7 to 81.2% (Table 6.2,
Table 6.3). The accuracies of canola and corn crops remained consistent with that of the
three-date (2 SAR, 1 optical) imagery dataset tested in Section 6.3.1. The object-based
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Figure 6.9: Object-based decision tree classification results map for the multi-date
optical and SAR imagery combination of two dates SPOT-5 optical imagery (August 8,
August 29), and two dates ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR imagery (August 5, September
3). Overall classification accuracy of 70.9%, kappa coefficient 0.623.
decision tree classification results map for the multi-date, multi-sensor dataset of two optical
and L-band SAR image pairs is depicted in Figure 6.9.
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6.3.3

Multi-date decision tree classification: August 8, August 29
optical images, and a September 3 SAR image

The object-based multi-date decision tree classification process undertaken for the
combination of two optical images from the middle and late portions of the 2010 growing
season (August 8 and August 29), with a single late season L-band SAR image (September
3), was conducted identically to that of the previous four-date combination involving two
optical – SAR image pairs. The decision tree classification ruleset that had been optimized to
include the most unique value ranges for each agricultural crop for ease of allocating image
objects to classes on the basis of corresponding mean spectral value/backscatter statistics.
The object-based decision tree classification for the multi-date image combination of a midseason optical and L-band SAR pair (August 8 and August 5, respectively), with a single date
of August 29 optical imagery was conducted using the optimized decision tree ruleset as
established in Section 6.3.2. While the dataset being classified excluded the September 3
late-season L-band SAR image of the previous classification, no modification of the
optimized decision tree ruleset was required. The decision tree ruleset did not rely on any
backscatter values or a cross-polarization ratio value from the September 3 SAR image to
optimally delineate an agricultural class, and as such, was not integral to classification.
Table 6.4: Object-based decision tree classification confusion matrix for a multi-date
combination of two middle/late season optical images, and one mid-season SAR image
August 5 (R); August 8, August 29 (O) [1R, 2O]
Reference Classes
Cereals
Soybean

User Classes

Canola

Corn

Forage

Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

1
131
16
22
36
1
207
63.3

0
0
98
9
0
9
107
93.6

0
11
5
147
43
5
211
69.7

0
12
2
37
231
0
282
81.9

1
6
9
36
3
43
98
43.9

0.765

0.721

0.460

0.620

0.863

Total
Fields
2
160
130
144
313
153

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)
81.9
75.4
58.6
73.8
87.8

71.8
0.631
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Figure 6.10: Hierarchical decision tree ruleset developed for an object-oriented
classification of two dates SPOT-5 optical imagery (August 8, August 29; middle and
late season images, respectively), and a single date of ALOS PALSAR SAR imagery
(August 5; mid-season image).
The decision tree classification process (Figure 6.10) was conducted identically as performed
for the multi-date combination of two optical-SAR image pairs (Figure 6.8). As done
previously, the same rationale for initial segmentation of water and general vegetation classes
with optical imagery to capture spectral differentiation. General vegetation was subsequently
divided on the basis of crop height, using equally-weighted optical and SAR images.
However, as the September 3 SAR image was not present during the segmentation of general
vegetation image objects into tall and short vegetation classes, the equal weight attributed to
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Figure 6.11: Object-oriented classification results map for single mid-season SAR
(August 5) with two middle and late season optical imagery (August 8, August 29).
Overall classification accuracy of 71.8%, and a kappa coefficient of 0.631.
the optical images may have slightly influenced the process of image object segmentation at
this level, as well as at each additional level of the classification process. Apart from this
difference in segmentation weights, the optimized ruleset (Figure 6.10) was applied
identically at each decision tree node as in Section 6.3.2. With only these minute variations in
imagery weights for image object segmentation at each level of decision tree classification,
owing to the lack of a September 3 SAR image, the overall accuracy of the multi-date
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imagery combination involving a pair of optical-SAR images with a mid-season optical
image was 71.8%, with an overall kappa coefficient of 0.631 (Table 6.4). In comparison to
the multi-date imagery combination involving 2 pairs of optical –SAR data, the imagery
combination excluding the September 3 SAR image yielded a very small increase of
approximately 1 % in both overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. However, it is notable that
the degree of confusion between soybean and forage classes was greatly reduced during the
classification, resulting in a higher user’s accuracy (87.8%, kappa coefficient 0.863; Table
6.4) for the soybean class in contrast with the multi-date imagery combination decision tree
classification featuring two optical-SAR pairs (51.8%, kappa coefficient 0.460; Table 6.3).
The object-oriented decision tree classification results map for a dataset of two optical
images, and one SAR image is shown in Figure 6.11.

6.4
Comparison of object-based decision tree and
supervised per-pixel MLC classification outcomes
Object-based image analysis results obtained using a hierarchy-based decision tree ruleset
classifier were found to provide accuracy outcomes that were equivalent to those generated
using a supervised per-pixel classification strategy, involving preliminary masking of noncrop vegetation prior to employing a maximum likelihood classifier. Outcome comparisons
between the aforementioned object-based image classification and per-pixel classification
schemes for the same multi-date optical and SAR imagery combinations were conducted
through visual inspection of the classification map outputs, as well as comparison with
outcome accuracies (Table 6.5, Table 6.6, Table 6.7). For example, object-based image
analysis conducted on a multi-date, multi-sensor combination of two optical and two L-band
SAR using all derived vegetative indices (NDVI, NDWI), and cross-polarization ratios
(HV/HH) obtained an overall accuracy of 70.9% (kappa 0.623). Using the same dataset with
a supervised per-pixel classification strategy involving masking as described in Chapter 4
and Chapter 5, the same dataset achieved an overall accuracy of 70.7% (kappa 0.650). Thus,
similar results were achieved per-pixel and object-based classification methods involving a
hierarchical strategy, whether via decision tree or supervised per-pixel masking and MLC
classifiers. While both classification overall accuracy outcomes for a given multi-date
optical-SAR datasets were very similar for agricultural crops collectively, the levels of
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Table 6.5: Comparison of supervised per-pixel MLC classification results to objectbased decision tree classification results for a multi-date combination of two middle-late
season dates of optical imagery, and a single mid-season SAR image
2 Optical, 1 SAR Images: August 8 & 29 Optical, August 5 SAR
Supervised Per-Pixel MLC

Object-Based Decision Tree

CLASS

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

CANOLA

63.8

85.7

0.815

63.3

81.9

0.765

CORN

89.7

72.7

0.691

91.6

75.4

0.721

FORAGE

52.7

76.2

0.690

69.7

58.6

0.460

CEREALS

85.5

70.8

0.577

81.9

73.8

0.619

SOYBEAN

73.5

60.0

0.551

43.9

87.8

0.863

OVERALL

71.8

------

0.637

71.8

------

0.631

Table 6.6: Comparison of supervised per-pixel MLC classification results to objectbased decision tree classification results for a multi-date combination of two middle-late
pairs of optical and SAR imagery
2 Optical, 2 SAR Images: August 8 & 29 Optical, August 5 & September 3 SAR
Supervised Per-Pixel MLC

Object-Based Decision Tree

CLASS

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

CANOLA

66.7

75.8

0.687

63.3

81.9

0.765

CORN

88.8

71.5

0.688

93.5

75.2

0.719

FORAGE

59.2

70.6

0.617

65.9

61.8

0.502

CEREALS

71.2

76.8

0.663

81.2

75.8

0.649

SOYBEAN

71.2

58.8

0.538

43.9

51.8

0.460

OVERALL

70.7

------

0.626

70.9

------

0.623

Table 6.7: Comparison of supervised per-pixel MLC classification results to objectbased decision tree classification results for a multi-date combination of two middle-late
season dates of SAR imagery, and a single mid-season optical image
1 Optical, 2 SAR Images: August 8 Optical, August 5 & September 3 SAR
Supervised Per-Pixel MLC

Object-Based Decision Tree

CLASS

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

Producer’s
Accuracy

User’s
Accuracy

Kappa
Coefficient

CANOLA

67.6

81.4

0.759

62.8

82.3

0.770

CORN

87.9

73.4

0.699

92.5

72.3

0.685

FORAGE

59.2

75.3

0.678

67.3

54.4

0.405

CEREALS

79.1

73.4

0.613

72.7

75.9

0.650

SOYBEAN

68.4

56.8

0.515

38.7

49.4

0.432

OVERALL

71.7

------

0.637

67.9

------

0.584
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accuracy achieved for each individual crop class can differ between the two classification
methods as much as 30%. For example, when compared between the two classification
methods using a four-date multi-sensor combination of 2 pairs of optical SAR imagery, the
soybean class achieves a producer’s accuracy of 71.2% (kappa coefficient 0.538) through
per-pixel classification with hierarchical masking, versus a producer’s accuracy of 43.9%
(kappa coefficient 0.460) obtained through object oriented decision tree classification (Table
6.6).
This difference at the individual crop level highlights strengths and weaknesses of objectbased strategies, in comparison with per-pixel strategies. Object-based classification using a
dichotomous decision tree ruleset permitted separability of individual crop classes based on
unique, crop-specific values from a given parameter (eg. NIR, NDWI); however, this method
relies on consistency of the selected parameter throughout the growing season (eg, NDVI
values for mid-season canola in vegetative development are different than those of the same
field of late season canola in a senesced state). When establishing a decision tree ruleset that
relies on a single parameter to isolate classes, error can enter into the classification when not
all fields present in an image were necessarily planted at the same time. Environmental
factors that alter the pace or manner in which a particular field develops in to vegetative
maturity can further influence whether that field exhibits the same ideal unique range of
values as other surrounding fields. For this reason, it would be ideal to isolate both primary
and secondary unique parameters from training site statistics, and use an AND/OR function
within the decision tree classification process in the case that one of the ideal parameters
does not reflect the field conditions.
Generally, the overall accuracy outcomes achieved for any classification involving two dates
of optical imagery and at least one date of L-band SAR were comparable, whether achieved
through per-pixel supervised MLC classification with hierarchical masking, or through
object-oriented decision tree classification. The classification combination of two dates of
mid-season and late season optical imagery, with one mid-season L-band SAR image
resulted in an overall accuracy of 71.8% for both classification methods (Table 6.5). The
same combination with the addition of a September 3 SAR image achieved the same degree
of overall accuracy using either classification method (70.6 - 70.8%, Table 6.6). In support of
these findings, Long et al., (2013) determined that equivalent per-pixel models might be up
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to 5% better than similar object-oriented models. This finding is further supported in
comparison of the overall accuracy achieved using a dataset of two SAR images and a single
optical image using both object-oriented decision tree classification methods and per-pixel
supervised classifiers with hierarchical masking. The results of this study (Table 6.7) found
that the per-pixel classification method out-performed the object-oriented method overall
accuracy results by approximately 4% (71.7% versus 67.9%, respectively).
However, visual inspection of the classification results of the four-date imagery combination
provides insight as to how the per-pixel and object-oriented classification methods can be so
similar in terms of overall accuracy, but different in terms of results map output. In the
examples provided Figure 6.12, the ground reference crop cadaster layer is provided for
reference in sub-image A. Sub-images B-1 and B-2 offer a side by side comparison of the
per-pixel classification method to the object-oriented method, respectively. As noted by Long
et al., (2013) in comparing the field boundaries in the per-pixel classification results (B1) to
the object-oriented classification results (B2), it is evident that the object-based method
provides a linear field boundary, with the regular polygon forms being created by image
objects, which are made up of multiple grouped pixels. In contrast, the borders of most of the
fields resulting from per-pixel classification are jagged, owing to the individual classification
of pixels (B1). Thus, as the object-based classification method allocates the whole image
object to a single land cover class using a decision tree rule regarding one unique parameter,
it is vitally necessary that the selected parameter be representative of the land cover class in
all its phenological states. As such, a large grouping of pixels will be wholly classed either
correctly, or erroneously; compare the central cereals field of B1 (per-pixel) versus B2
(object-oriented) (Figure 6.12). Additionally, object-based methods are heavily dependent on
the accuracy with which the original imagery is initially segmented. If the multi-resolution
segmentation parameters of shape, size and colour are not selected in such a way that allows
isolation of individual classes, it is possible for a segmented object to contain multiple
classes. In that scenario, the initial segmentation error will be amplified throughout the
classification.
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Figure 6.12: Supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classification results comparison
to object-oriented decision tree classification results for the same multi-date imagery
combinations.
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As demonstrated by this side-by-side comparison, the per-pixel classification strategy
provides a cumulatively more conservative assessment, as each pixel is evaluated on an
individual basis. However, this also provides the opportunity for outliers to be erroneously
classified, as the surrounding spatial context is not considered in per-pixel classification. In
Figure 6.12, B-1, this is illustrated by the speckles of pixels classified as other crops within a
given field. In contrast, the object-oriented classification provides the spatial context for pixel
groupings through the multi-resolution segmentation process; however, as illustrated by the
central cereals fields in Figure 6.12, B-2, the inclusion of a whole field in a target class on the
basis of a single potentially unique parameter relies heavily on the applicability of that
unique parameter to all fields of that target class, regardless of state of phenological
vegetative development.
While the use of a comprehensive, non-agricultural class mask helps to isolate agricultural
fields, the subsequent supervised per-pixel classification strategy does not afford the analyst
an opportunity to target specific classes for identification on the basis of individual unique
parameters; rather, the separability of each class is tied to the similarities between that crop
and all others, in the context of all parameter inputs. However, there is also increased
freedom of analysis, in the sense that parameters that would not contribute to an increase in
overall accuracy can be excluded from the decision tree ruleset (Laliberte et al., 2007), once
thoroughly assessed to be of little use in classification of target land cover classes.
Essentially, it is challenging to harness unique parameter values to isolate a target crop class
using a supervised per-pixel process. Thus, while the use of unique parameters for separation
of individual crops through decision tree rulesets may be too simplistic to capture the entire
breadth of target crop fields when employing a multi-date, multi-sensor dataset, the capacity
to consider the unique target crop values associated with a particular single parameter is
useful for identification.
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6.5

Object-oriented decision tree classification summary

Informed by the multi-date multi-sensor classification results obtained using a per-pixel
supervised maximum likelihood classified with hierarchical masking of non-agricultural land
cover features, three of the most accurate multi-date optical and L-band SAR data
combinations were selected for comparison using an object-oriented decision tree
classification method.
Using the range of reflectance, backscatter, and indices values typically encompassed in each
agricultural crop class of interest, statistics of mean value and standard deviation were
compiled for each individual crop. These results informed the development of each decision
tree ruleset for each multi date, multi sensor combination in a way that enhanced separability
between classes. Through iterative testing of various scale, shape and colour parameters, the
multi-sensor imagery combination was initially segmented on the basis of spectral
reflectance to delineate water from vegetation features. Subsequently, vegetation was
segmented into short (low crops) and tall heights (forest, corn), on the basis of ALOS L-band
backscatter differences. Finally, shape and colour parameters of target objects were valued
equally to identify all remaining crops.
Under an object-based decision tree classification scheme, the dataset combination of a midseason optical-SAR pairing, with an additional late season optical image and all respective
vegetation indices and polarization ratios was found to provide the best separability between
individual crops, and the highest overall accuracy (71.8%) of all combinations tested. While
the overall accuracy obtained was identical to that of per-pixel classification results for the
same dataset, it is notable that the majority of crops demonstrated a consistently higher
degree of separability, as identified by higher kappa coefficients (up to 31% increase).
However, in datasets including two optical - SAR pairs from mid- and late-season, no
consistency in kappa coefficient increases, nor producer's or user's accuracies, persisted. This
may be attributed to the difficulty in deriving hard thresholds to be used in establishing a
decision tree for delineation of mixed crops at various stages of phenological development
between individual fields of the same crop. Without the benefit of extensive in-situ ground
referencing to detect the immediate stage of development at the time of imaging, it is difficult
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to design thresholds to fully encompass all variants in development of a single crop across
individual fields.
Coupled with the limitations of the L-Band ALOS PALSAR wavelength in detecting short,
low-biomass crops that make up the bulk of Temiskaming District's cultivation efforts,
similar challenges in establishing strong overall accuracy for all crops persist with the objectoriented decision tree approach, as with the per-pixel supervised MLC hierarchical masking
approach. As such, the results of this study are consistent with the findings of Long et al.
(2013), which suggest limited difference between the overall accuracy outcomes of per-pixel
and object-oriented approaches when using equivalent classification schemes.
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Chapter 7

7

Study Summary & Conclusions
The research in this thesis explored the use of both pixel and object hierarchical

classification strategies for the purpose of effectively extracting and identifying unique
agricultural crop classes from landscape imagery, using both optical and synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) remote sensing imagery over the course of a growing season in northeastern
Ontario. In response to that objective, the following conclusions can be drawn from the initial
research questions presented in this study:
1. Comprehensive bitmap masking of all non-agricultural features prior to per-pixel
classification, through the development of bitmap masks from ancillary data and
readily extractable imagery parameters, was found to improve target agricultural
crops from non-agricultural land cover classes. When the bitmap masking strategy
was employed to hierarchically remove non-agricultural land cover features from
consideration prior to imagery classification with the per-pixel supervised
maximum likelihood classifier, increases in classification accuracy resulted. As
per Turker and Arigan (2005), an average increase of 15.0% in overall
classification accuracy of agricultural crops was noted for single-date SPOT-5
optical imagery. Similarly, ALOS PALSAR L-Band SAR imagery classification
efforts yielded between 18.0% and 27.0% increase in overall agricultural crop
identification accuracies. Thus, the use of a comprehensive non-agricultural
features bitmap mask is recommended to improve per-pixel classification
accuracy outcomes for agricultural crops.
2. In regards to the effectiveness of combining multi-date SPOT-5 optical data with
ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR imagery to classify diverse agricultural crops, the
results of this study indicate that both sensors must be considered on their own
merits prior to integration. Crop classifications using only multi-date optical
provides high overall accuracies for most crops; the combination of a mid-season
optical image with a late-season optical image provided overall accuracy results
within approximately 1.5% of those obtained using a multi-date optical-SAR
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dataset using two optical-SAR image pairs representing mid-season and late
season crop phenology (71.4% and 72.8% respectively).
Comparatively, the use of L-band SAR imagery in isolation is insufficient for
classifying the majority of crops considered in this study, as L-band SAR is not
suited to differentiating between short, low-biomass crops, such as cereals and
forages. Tall vegetation with high biomass, such corn or non-target forest features
can be more effectively identified through the inclusion of L-band SAR imagery.
However, when combined with optical data, L-band SAR and its associated
derived parameters (cross-polarized ratio (HV/HH)) can support separability
between individual crops, provided that the SAR images are retrieved at a point in
time before target crops are either fully harvested, or undergoing senescence. As
such, the effectiveness of adding ALOS PALSAR L-band imagery to SPOT-5
optical imagery for the purposes of classifying regions with diverse cropping is
dependent on field crop biomass (Champagne et al., 2009).
3. A minimum of four dates of paired contemporary ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR
and SPOT-5 optical images covering both mid-season and late season vegetative
phenologies of all target agricultural crops are required to approach operationally
– acceptable accuracies in terms of agricultural crops in general. However, due to
limitations of L-band ALOS PALSAR wavelengths in consistently detecting low
biomass crops throughout the growing season, the operationally-acceptable
accuracy of 85%, as defined by Foody (2008) was not met by agricultural crop
classes either singly or collectively, with the sole exception of corn (90%+) using
any number of available images.
4. Trial classifications of agricultural crops using derived vegetation indices of
NDVI and NDWI, and cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH), were conducted for
threes scenarios: each derived parameter individually, grouped with another
derived parameter, and with the addition of the original SAR and optical
wavelengths for each respective date in a multi-date optical-SAR combination.
Results indicate that the addition of a single parameter of NDVI in isolation,
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marginally improves accuracy results across most multi-date combinations,
especially for corn crops.

Small increases in overall accuracy (+1.2%) and all

individual crop class accuracies were consistently achieved through the inclusion
of derived NDWI values for all relevant images employed in a given dataset
combination. Reflective of the varying phenological state and water content of
individual crops at maturity, NDWI values can be included in crop classification
to improve crop identification accuracy (Gao, 1996). The addition of the crosspolarization ratio (HV/HH) to classifications involving SAR images generally
negatively impacts accuracy results across all multi-date combinations (-0.3%);
however, this may be related to the limited efficacy with which L-band SAR can
be used to differentiate between the target low-biomass crop classes commonly
encountered in the Temiskaming District agricultural study area.
5. In terms of visual assessment of classification results, the object-oriented decision
tree classifier resulted in more linear field boundaries, and fewer in-field
discrepancies in crop type. However, the potential for compounding error in
classification was found to be higher with object-oriented methods, due to analyst
selection of scale and object parameters required during the multi-resolution
selection process. This error can compound to the extent that entire crop fields are
misclassified using object-oriented classification, in comparison with the minor
speckling effect of errors derived from per-pixel classification efforts.
Supervised per-pixel maximum likelihood classifiers, using hierarchical bitmap
masking strategies, were found to provide statistical results equivalent to those of
object-based decision tree ruleset classifiers for overall agricultural crops for the
majority of imagery combinations, as per Long et al., (2013).
In contrast, significant variation of results accuracy (+/- 30%) between the two
methods was noted for some individual crops. This discrepancy in accuracy is
attributed to the reliance of decision tree rulesets on individual crop parameters
remaining consistent throughout the growing season. In contrast, the approach of
applying all parameters detected in supervised training site development limits the
opportunity for MLC per-pixel classifiers to capitalize on the unique
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physiological separability of a given crop. As such, overall accuracy results were
similar, with the per-pixel methodology outperforming the object-oriented
approach by 4 percent (71.7% and 67.9%, respectively) as observed by Long et
al. (2013). Only the individual corn crop classes consistently met or surpassed the
target operationally acceptable accuracy (85%, Foody 2008), regardless of
classification method employed.
6. A wide range of crop type families were present in the imagery, including
broadleaf oilseeds (canola and soybean), tall grains with high biomass (corn), and
short, narrowleaf cereal crops with relatively low biomass. Owing to crop
physiological diversity, there does not appear to be a singular overarching multidate combination of L-Band ALOS PALSAR SAR, and SPOT-5 optical imagery
that will provide consistent operationally-acceptable classification accuracies
(85%+) for all individual crops collectively (Foody, 2008). Capturing mid-season
and late-season target crop phenologies, two pairs of complementary SPOT-5
optical and ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR images (including derived NDWI) can
reach an overall accuracy of 74.6 % for agricultural crops collectively.
In terms of individual crops, the same imagery dataset yields producer’s
accuracies of 86.5% and 82.9% for cereal and canola, reflecting the influence of
maturation-related desiccation on identification of these crops. Comparatively,
soybean and corn crops are most responsive to a pair of complementary late
season SPOT-5 optical and ALOS PALSAR L-band SAR images classified along
with a single mid-season optical image. Accuracy in identifying soybean fields is
improved through the inclusion of derived NDWI and cross-polarization ratio
(HV/HH), achieving a user’s accuracy of 86.7% (kappa coefficient 0.850).
Similarly, classification of corn is improved using NDVI values (93.5%, kappa
coefficient 0.744) relating to the robust foliage associated with corn. A single lateseason SPOT-5 optical image (with related NDWI values) captures the perennial
forage crop at the height of its vegetative growth cycle with 67.8% accuracy),
prior to its second harvest before winter.
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7.1

Research Contributions and Future Directions

Overall, the results of this study reinforce the concept that an understanding of both the
phenological state of all crops in an image (individual and collectively), as well as regional
crop production parameters must drive the analyst's approach to selecting appropriate
imaging dates geared to the classification of target agricultural crops in a mixed use farming
region. As the selection of a suitable multi-date optical and SAR imagery combination is
optimized when undertaken in the context of the phenological states of all crops present in
the image, the need for obtaining some source of phenological measure of crop state is
underscored, especially in environments where no first-hand measurement of fields is
necessarily possible. The use of an agricultural crop calendar helps to optimize the selection
of appropriate dates of optical and L-Band SAR imagery over the growing season, whether
the calendar is obtained from in-field measurements (Larranaga et al., 2011; McNairn et al.,
2009a), or extrapolated from regional experts, study area weather data and individual crop
parameters.
While remote sensing technology is notable for its capacity to gather near-time information
rapidly in both accessible and inaccessible areas, landscape classification and monitoring still
requires highly accurate ground reference data to confirm and support findings. Participatory
ground reference mapping was conducted with local NEOSCIA member farmers to establish
the location and crop type of fields throughout Temiskaming District. Paired with limited
vehicle survey, this alternative data collection method was explored in an effort to reduce the
time and cost required for site visits to conduct traditional in-situ measurement of crop
phenological development. As extrapolated from provincial OMAFRA agronomy guides,
local agronomists, and localized weather data, the plant development stages established for
each target crop over the 2010 growing season in Temiskaming District supported insight
into the classification accuracy outcomes yielded by various multi-sensor, multi-temporal
imagery combinations. However, one significant limitation of the participatory mapping
ground reference data collection method soon became evident; though the local farmers had
accurately identified the locations of their fields and the crop type present, they were not
asked to provide the planting date, nor the current state of crop development at the time of
survey. Without the ability to differentiate between the variety of phenological states present
within each individual crop class on a per field basis, the cohesiveness of the per-pixel
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training sites, and object-oriented decision tree rules was significantly reduced, thus
impacting classification accuracy outcomes. To permit the capacity to subdivide crop classes
by phenological stage, future research efforts may consider collecting phenological
development information for individual fields from each farmer during participatory mapping
of study area crops.
Thus, through a strong understanding of the landscape dynamics occurring due to crop
phenological development throughout the growing season, an analyst is better equipped to
select and apply single useful parameters that will enhance, rather than reduce, identification
accuracies for individual target crops. Directions for future research might explore the use of
change detection strategies to capture the effects of phenological variability on the spectral
and backscatter responses of individual crops within a single growing season, prior to the
selection and development of either per-pixel or object oriented agricultural crop
classification methods.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Canadian Land Inventory, Soil Capability for Agriculture Map for
selected study area, Temiskaming District, Ontario, Canada (adapted from Soil
Research Institute, 1973; Canadian Soil Information Service, 2013).
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Appendix B: Remote-Sensing Imagery Classification Accuracy Assessment
In order to provide both classification map makers and end-users with a sense of
confident in employing land use/land cover classification maps for real-world applications
and decisions, it is necessary to assess the accuracy of remote-sensing imagery classification
outcomes. To determine the degree of error present in a classification outcome, the resultant
classification map pixels must be compared to ground-reference information (which contains
some degree of error innately). The relationship of these two information datasets is revealed
when placed in a confusion matrix. Also called an error matrix, this tabular representation of
the datasets assists in characterizing each class of interest, as well as the associated error
within and between classes.
Ground reference data collection provides the basis for a remote sensing analyst to
determine which land cover or land use classes are present on the landscape at the time of
remote sensing imaging of the study area. It is important to ensure that the ground reference
information is collected concurrently with satellite imaging of the study area. During ground
reference data collection, random unbiased sampling of the target landscape phenomena
through careful in-situ observation and measurement at known locations helps to generate
ground reference information that is as reflective of field conditions as possible. Often,
analysts will designate one portion of the in-situ ground reference samples for use in
developing training sites during image classification; the other portion of the samples is used
to test the accuracy of resultant classification map (Jensen, 2005).
During the supervised classification process, remote sensing imagery pixels that are
representative of a given target class k (eg. canola, or forest) can be selected on the raw
satellite imagery in polygon clusters (Jensen, 2005). These training sites are used to train a
classification algorithm to designate all additional pixels with similar reflectance,
backscatter, or spatial context characteristics as belonging to the same target class as the
training site. While the selection of these training sites is inherently biased by the analyst’s a
priori understanding of where land cover types of interest are present within the imagery
(rooted in ground reference data collection), the accuracy assessment process is more robust
when both training sites and accuracy testing sites (ground reference pixels) are included
(Jensen, 2005).
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The location of testing samples is done to reduce potential analyst bias through potentially
targeting pixels known to be consistent with the standard characteristics of each target land
cover/land use class. In many assessment sampling designs, the ground reference testing site
pixels are randomly stratified across the resulting classification map. Random stratification of
testing samples is employed to ensure that all land cover classes are encompassed in the
resulting testing sample set, regardless of the proportion of the study area encompassed by a
given land cover class (k).
The number of randomly-stratified testing points required (N) for adequate accuracy
assessment of both per-pixel and object-based classification results was established using the
multinomial distribution algorithm, as proposed by Congalton and Green (1999) (Equation
A),
!!

!!!! ! ! !! !
!! !

(A)

, where ! is a population proportion in the i th class out of k classes, where the proportion !
is closest to 50%. The value of bi represents the precision of a given level of confidence; for
the purposes of this study, a 95% level of confidence and 5% precision (bi = 0.05) is ideal. A
total of ten land cover classes (barley, canola, corn, cereals, forage, oat, soybean, wheat,
forest, and water) were identified in both the object-based and pixel-based classifications (k
= 10).
Following Congalton and Green (1999) to determine B (Equation B),
! !!

!
!!!"
! ! !!
! !!!!"!
!
!"

, where B is the upper ("/k) x100th percentile of the chi square (X2) distribution table with 1
degree of freedom, X2 (1, 0.995), the value of B is established as 7.879.
Functioning under the assumption that class !i is representative of the proportion of the map
area closest to 50% of the entire classification result map, visual assessment of the
Temiskaming District study area suggests that the forest class occupies the greatest
proportion of the classification result map (approximately 30% of total image).

(B)
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With !i valued as 30%, the multinomial distribution of sample sizes can be calculated
following Equation A:
!!

!!!"#! !!!" ! ! !!!"
!!!"!
! !!

!!!"#$
!!!!"#

! ! !!!"
Thus, a total of at least 661 random samples were required to adequately represent 10 classes,
where at least 66 samples per class would provide a strong level of confidence (Jensen,
2005). For the purposes of this thesis, 905 samples were used to avoid edge influence and to
ensure more rigorous accuracy testing. The resultant training and accuracy testing sites are
presented in Figure B-1 and B-2, respectively, and concurrently in Figure B-3. The accuracy
of the selected number of land use/land cover classes is established in the confusion matrix,
where the matrix columns represent ground reference information, and the matrix rows
represent the classification generated from the analyzed remote sensing imagery data. At
each point where the rows and columns intersect, the number of pixel or polygon sample
units that were classified as a given land cover class are compared relative to the actual
number of those particular land cover class units detected during ground reference field work
(Jensen, 2005).
Table B-1: Confusion matrix table example, with N =5 classes
User Crop
Classes
Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Samples
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

Canola

Corn

Forage

1
131
16
22
36
1
207
63.29

0
0
98
9
0
9
107
93.56

0
11
5
147
43
5
211
69.67

0.765

0.721

0.460

Ground Reference Crop Classes
Cereals
Soybean
Total
Samples
0
1
2
12
6
160
2
9
130
37
36
144
231
3
313
0
43
153
282
98
81922
43.88
0.620

User’s
Accuracy (%)
81.88
75.39
58.57
73.80
87.76

0.863
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

71.82
0.631
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Figure B 1: Agricultural crop training sample sites.
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Figure B 2: Agricultural crop classification map accuracy testing site samples.
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Figure B 3: Agricultural crop classification training and accuracy testing site samples.
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The pixels assigned to the correct land cover class are summarized through the main diagonal
portion of the confusion matrix (in bold in the example confusion matrix table (Table B-1).
All pixels incorrectly classified in relation to the ground reference information are present in
the non-diagonal cells. These errors represent a sample pixel contributor to an incorrect class
category, called a commission error, as well as a loss from the pixel’s true class category,
termed an omission error.

Around the margin of the matrix, the cumulative errors of

exclusion and inclusion are employed to compute both the producer and user’s accuracy
(Jensen, 2005).
The term producer’s accuracy refers to a statistic that indicates the likelihood of correctly
classifying a testing sample pixel, as calculated by dividing the total number of correctly
identified pixel samples in a category, by the total number of ground reference pixel samples
in the category. This statistic is valuable, as the analyst who has produced the land cover map
is ultimately interested in how accurately the underlying imagery data has been classified,
using the selected classification methodology. The reliability of a classified land cover map is
calculated by dividing the sum total of ground reference sample pixels in a category by the
number of pixels that were correctly classified into the category during classification.
Overall accuracy of the generated classification map is calculated by dividing the sun total
correct pixels by the total number of all ground reference testing samples (Jensen, 2005).
Overall accuracy statistics provide a general sense of the reliability of the classification map
output, as well as the classification method employed. In contrast, producer’s and user’s
accuracy measures provide a sense of the interrelationships between the various classes.
(Jensen, 2005).
Finally, kappa analysis can be employed to yield an estimated measure of the degree of
agreement that exists between the land use/land cover map generated through classification,
and the ground reference dataset used to conduct accuracy assessment. Kappa is indicated by
the marginal perimeter row and column totals demonstrating agreement on the basis of
chance, while the major diagonal portion of the confusion matrix relays the degree of image
classification accuracy for each target land cover class category (see Congalton and Mead,
1983, for a detailed explanation of the calculation; Jensen 2005).
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Values of kappa lower than 0.40 suggest limited agreement between ground reference data
and the classification results. Similarly, values of kappa between 0.4 and 0.8 demonstrate
moderate agreement between classification esults and ground reference data. In keeping with
the trend to achieving 100% agreement between the ground reference data and classification
map results, kappa values ranging from 0.8 – 1 suggest a high degree of accuracy achieved
through strong classification methodologies, rather than by chance (Jensen, 2005; Landis and
Koch, 1977).
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Appendix C: Single Date Per-pixel Supervised Maximum Likelihood classification:
Transformed Divergence class separability measures, Confusion Error Matrix results.
Transformed Divergence (Crop Separability): Individual Agricultural Crops
APPENDIX C-1: August 8, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Class
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat

Barley
1.6633
1.9960
1.6018
0.2893
1.9999
0.3621

Canola
1.9999
1.9799
1.5770
1.9804
1.7450

Corn

1.9828
1.9918
1.8923
1.9998

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

1.3840
1.9919
1.7133

1.998
0.2584

1.9999

APPENDIX C-2: August 29, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Class
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat

Barley
0.9889
1.9999
1.2134
0.2546
1.9308
0.6119

Canola
2.0000
1.6785
1.0742
1.7452
1.4589

Corn

1.9977
2.0000
1.9994
2.0000

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

1.2301
1.5171
1.5774

1.8960
0.5643

1.9864

APPENDIX C-3: August 5, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH,HV)
Class
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat

Barley
0.2617
1.2332
0.3483
0.2703
0.6563
0.3492

Canola
1.3818
0.4672
0.2593
0.2973
0.1662

Corn

1.8109
1.6646
1.2874
1.7151

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

0.1032
1.2070
0.1690

0.9582
0.0721

0.7038

APPENDIX C-4: September 3, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Class
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat

Barley
2.0000
2.0000
2.0000
1.9988
2.0000
2.0000

Canola
1.4946
0.1566
0.8428
0.5404
0.2673

Corn

1.6989
1.7260
0.9274
1.8075

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Oat
Soybean
Wheat

0.7726
0.7882
0.0695

1.0044
1.0081

1.0649
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Confusion Matrix (Supervised MLC Classification Results): Individual Agricultural Crops
APPENDIX C-5: August 8, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Confusion Matrix - August 8 (Optical)
Reference Classes
Forage
Oats

User Classes

Barley

Canola

Corn

Unknown
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

2
28
1
1
9
2
2
12
57
49.12

6
14
134
13
11
5
11
13
207
64.73

0
0
0
90
0
4
12
1
107
84.12

8
10
10
11
122
10
32
8
211
57.82

0.178

0.744

0.657

0.649

Soybean

Wheat

3
35
11
1
10
5
11
24
100
5.00

1
1
6
13
6
4
66
1
98
67.35

1
6
10
35
3
43
1
1
125
56.00

0.051

0.415

0.469

Total
Fields
21
122
167
129
167
32
138
129
905

User’s
Accuracy (%)
22.95
80.24
69.77
73.05
15.63
47.83
54.26

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

56.91
0.493

APPENDIX C-6: August 29, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Confusion Matrix - August 29 (Optical)
Reference Classes
Forage
Oats

User Classes

Barley

Canola

Corn

Unknown
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

1
10
3
2
10
10
0
21
57
17.54

3
13
99
13
10
8
13
48
207
47.83

2
0
2
94
6
0
3
0
107
87.85

6
15
7
5
137
2
26
13
211
64.93

0.095

0.647

0.726

0.636

Soybean

Wheat

3
16
10
0
14
16
2
39
100
16.00

2
4
7
10
9
4
60
2
98
61.22

1
8
8
0
4
5
0
99
125
79.20

0.276

0.526

0.357

Total
Fields
18
66
136
124
190
45
104
222
905

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)
15.15
72.79
75.81
72.11
35.56
57.69
44.60

56.91
0.489
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APPENDIX C-7: August 5, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Confusion Matrix - August 5 (SAR)
Reference Classes
Forage
Oats

User Classes

Barley

Canola

Corn

Unknown
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

2
0
5
6
13
1
20
10
57
0.00

5
0
62
18
24
7
82
9
207
29.52

0
0
2
97
0
0
5
3
107
90.65

32
0
21
14
89
7
23
25
211
42.18

0.095

0.647

0.726

0.636

Soybean

Wheat

4
0
22
0
43
10
11
10
100
10.00

3
0
9
13
7
2
59
5
98
60.20

6
0
23
2
37
5
11
41
125
32.80

0.276

0.526

0.357

Total
Fields
52
0
144
150
213
32
211
103
905

User’s
Accuracy (%)
0.00
43.06
64.67
41.78
31.25
27.96
39.81

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

39.56
0.284

APPENDIX C-8: September 3, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Confusion Matrix – September 3 (SAR)
Reference Classes
Forage
Oats

User Classes

Barley

Canola

Corn

Unknown
Barley
Canola
Corn
Forage
Oats
Soybean
Wheat
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

3
2
1
2
3
3
7
36
57
3.51

7
0
97
19
1
2
24
57
207
46.86

0
0
3
95
2
0
6
1
107
88.79

16
0
26
17
4
3
31
114
211
1.90

1.000

0.448

0.561

-0.141

Soybean

Wheat

5
0
17
2
10
2
13
51
100
2.00

2
0
14
20
1
0
34
27
98
24.69

7
0
11
0
11
0
6
90
125
72.00

0.101

0.194

0.118

Total
Fields
40
2
169
155
32
10
121
376
905

User’s
Accuracy (%)
100.00
57.40
61.29
12.50
20.00
28.10
23.94

Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

Individual Agricultural Crops, with Merged Cereals Class
APPENDIX C-9: August 8, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.9999
1.9799
1.6580
1.9804

1.9868
1.9982
1.8951

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

1.5785
1.9919

1.9999

35.80
0.250
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APPENDIX C-10: August 29, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.9999
1.6785
0.9479
1.7453

1.9965
2.0000
1.9990

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

1.2338
1.5172

1.9297

APPENDIX C-11: August 5, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.3604
0.4672
0.1522
0.2973

1.7897
1.4547
1.2841

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.1693
1.2070

0.6547

APPENDIX C-12: September 3, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.4838
0.1567
2.0000
0.5405

1.6825
2.0000
0.9213

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

2.0000
0.7882

2.0000

Confusion Matrix (Supervised MLC Classification Results): Individual Crops & Cereals
APPENDIX C-13: August 8, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Confusion Matrix - August 8 (Optical)
Reference Classes
User Classes
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

Soybean

Total Fields
13
187
125
190
250
140
905

4
141
13
12
26
11
207
68.15

0
0
88
0
6
13
107
82.24

5
14
9
124
25
34
211
58.77

3
25
2
47
188
17
282
66.67

1
7
13
7
5
65
98
66.24

0.681

0.664

0.547

0.640

0.399
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)
75.40
70.40
65.26
75.20
46.43

66.96
0.579
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APPENDIX C-14: August 29, SPOT-5 Optical (Green, Red, NIR, SWIR)
Confusion Matrix - August 29 (Optical)
Reference Classes
User Classes
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

Soybean

Total Fields

12
229
128
212
220
104
905

3
129
14
11
28
12
207
67.15

1
0
98
5
0
3
107
91.59

3
21
6
143
13
25
211
67.77

2
58
1
43
176
2
282
62.41

3
11
9
10
3
62
98
63.27

0.490

0.734

0.576

0.710

0.547
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)

60.70
76.56
67.45
80.00
59.62

68.29
0.595

APPENDIX C-15: August 5, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Confusion Matrix - August 5 (SAR)
User Classes

Canola

Reference Classes
Corn
Forage
Cereals

Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

4
69
18
38
0
78
207
33.33

0
2
97
0
0
0
107
90.65

17
31
15
123
0
25
211
58.29

0.169

0.594

0.217

Soybean

Total Fields

10
78
8
137
0
49
282
0.00

3
12
13
10
0
60
98
61.22

34
192
151
308
0
220
905

0.00

0.184
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)

35.94
64.24
39.94
0.00
27.27

38.56
0.256

APPENDIX C-16: September 3, ALOS PALSAR L-Band (HH, HV)
Confusion Matrix - August 5 (SAR)
User Classes

Canola

Reference Classes
Corn
Forage
Cereals

Unknown
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean
Total Fields
Producer’s
Accuracy (%)
Kappa
Coefficient

7
101
16
52
0
31
207
48.79

0
3
93
3
0
8
107
86.92

16
29
16
112
0
38
211
53.08

0.400

0.579

0.087

Soybean

Total Fields

13
39
5
179
6
40
282
2.13

2
16
18
26
0
36
98
36.74

38
188
148
372
6
153
905

1.00

0.142
Overall Accuracy (%)
Overall Kappa Coefficient

User’s
Accuracy (%)

53.72
62.84
30.11
100.00
23.53

38.45
0.247
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Appendix D: Multi-date SPOT-5 optical imagery and ALOS PALSAR radar imagery
supervised per-pixel classification accuracy results for agricultural crop classes
(individual crops, and individual crops with merged cereals classes.
APPENDIX D-1: Per-pixel classification results for multi-date combinations, individual
crops (table)
Producer’s Accuracy
Number of
Images &
Sensor
Type
1 RADAR

Imagery Date
Combinations

ALOS Aug. 5
ALOS Sept. 3

1 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8
SPOT-5 Aug. 29

2 RADAR

ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3

2 Optical

SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29

1 RADAR,
1 Optical

ALOS Aug. 5;
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
1 RADAR,
ALOS Aug. 5;
2 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug. 8, Aug. 29
ALOS Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
2 RADAR,
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
1 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug. 8
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
SPOT-5 Aug. 29
2 RADAR,
ALOS Aug. 5, Sept. 3;
2 Optical
SPOT-5 Aug 8, Aug 29
Estimated State of Crop Phenology
ALOS
August 5
PALSAR
September 3
SPOT-5
August 8
(Optical)
August 29
Phenological Stages
1. Vegetative Growth
2. Reproduction
3. Seed/Grain Development
4. Senescence
5. Harvest

Canola

Corn

Forage

Soybean

Barley

Oat

Wheat

Overall
Accuracy
(%)

Kappa

30.0
(0.262)
46.9
(0.448)
64.7
(0.744)
47.8
(0.647)
51.7
(0.474)
67.2
(0.739)
61.4
(0.708)
54.6
(0.536)
65.2
(0.784)
65.7
(0.766)
66.7
(0.756)
65.7
(0.766)
66.2
(0.774)

90.7
(0.600)
88.8
(0.561)
83.1
(0.657)
87.9
(0.726)
86.9
(0.641)
85.0
(0.679)
93.5
(0.719)
87.9
(0.705)
92.5
(0.711)
91.6
(0.755)
86.0
(0.686)
86.9
(0.723)
92.5
(0.698)

42.2
(0.241)
1.9
(-0.14)
57.8
(0.649)
64.9
(0.636)
43.6
(0.305)
53.1
(0.651)
60.2
(0.653)
64.5
(0.665)
52.1
(0.713)
46.0
(0.724)
56.9
(0.662)
52.6
(0.723)
49.3
(0.708)

60.2
(0.192)
34.7
(0.194)
67.3
(0.415)
61.2
(0.526)
44.9
(0.362)
70.4
(0.529)
64.3
(0.773)
62.2
(0.703)
70.4
(0.569)
67.3
(0.471)
71.4
(0.507)
68.4
(0.480)
69.4
(0.591)

0.0
(0.0)
3.5
(1.0)
49.1
(0.178)
17.5
(0.095)
12.3
(0.573)
5.3
(0.190)
7.0
(0.146)
5.3
(0.200)
42.1
(0.265)
15.8
(0.224)
47.4
(0.307)
38.6
(0.197)
15.8
(0.438)

10.0
(0.227)
2.0
(0.101)
5.0
(0.051)
16.0
(0.276)
13.0
(0.208)
31.0
(0.281)
47.0
(0.320)
29.0
(0.219)
43.0
(0.307)
53.0
(0.211)
26.0
(0.306)
32.0
(0.331)
57.0
(0.257)

32.8
(0.302)
72.0
(0.118)
56.0
(0.469)
79.2
(0.357)
51.2
(0.255)
80.0
(0.454)
81.6
(0.466)
81.6
(0.366)
76.0
(0.600)
70.4
(0.516)
70.5
(0.503)
79.2
(0.540)
78.4
(0.583)

39.6

0.284

35.8

0.250

56.9

0.493

56.9

0.489

46.0

0.534

60.7

0.357

63.0

0.561

59.9

0.514

63.5

0.265

60.4

0.534

62.0

0.551

61.9

0.551

63.2

0.566

3
4/5
3
4/5

2
3
2/3
3

1/2
3
1/2
3

1
3
1
3

2/3
4/5
2/3
4/5

3/4
4/5
3/4
4/5

Ranking of Multi-Date Combinations:
Best Combination
2nd Best Combination
3rd Best Combination

3/4
4/5
3/4
4/5

APPENDIX D-2: Per-pixel classification results for multi-date combinations, individual crops (graph)

APPENDIX D-3: Overall producer’s accuracy, all individual crops

a
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APPENDIX D-4: Canola producer’s accuracy, all individual crops

APPENDIX D-5: Forage producer’s accuracy, all individual crops
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APPENDIX D-6: Soybean producer’s accuracy, all individual crops

APPENDIX D-7: Barley producer’s accuracy, all individual crops
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APPENDIX D-8: Oat producer’s accuracy, all individual crops

APPENDIX D-9: Wheat producer’s accuracy, all individual crops
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APPENDIX D-10: Per-pixel supervised maximum likelihood classification accuracy, all individual crops. Arranged by number of Optical
and SAR 2010 remote sensing images.
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CEREALS & INDIVIDUAL AGRICULTURAL CROPS
APPENDIX D-11: Overall producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops

APPENDIX D-12: Canola producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops
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APPENDIX D-14: Corn producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops

APPENDIX D-15: Forage producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops
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APPENDIX D-16: Soybean producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops

APPENDIX D-17: Cereals producer’s accuracy, cereals and individual crops
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Appendix E: Single-date optical and radar supervised per-pixel classification accuracy results for
agricultural (individual crops, and individual crops with merged cereals classes), from derived
Normalized Difference Vegetation Indices (NDVI), Normalized Difference Water Indices
(NDWI), and cross-polarization (HV/HH) ratios.
Cereals (merged classes) & Individual Agricultural Crops (6 graphs)
APPENDIX E-1: August 8, NDVI Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

0.2408
0.2550
0.8761
0.4114

0.7286
1.6473
0.1187

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.3978
1.1196

1.8375

APPENDIX E-2: August 8, NDVI Classification results

APPENDIX E -3: August 29, NDVI Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.5313
0.3551
0.1008
0.4489

0.6652
1.8424
0.5937

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.7374
0.0065

0.8509
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APPENDIX E -4: August 29, NDVI Classification Results

APPENDIX E -5: August 8, NDWI Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.9999
1.9647
1.1225
1.6136

1.0352
1.1503
1.3975

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.8288
0.1423

APPENDIX E -6: August 8, NDWI Classification Results

0.4783
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APPENDIX E -7: August 29, NDWI Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

1.4025
1.2666
0.2919
0.1441

0.3666
0.4335
0.6605

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.5983
0.6362

0.0399

APPENDIX E -8: August 29, NDWI Classification Results

APPENDIX E -9: August 5, Cross-polarized Ratio (HV/HH) Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals

Canola

Corn

0.1005
0.0132
0.0116
0.0197

0.1415
0.1672
0.1901

0.0226
0.0304

Soybean

0.0011

APPENDIX E -10: August 5, Cross-polarized Ratio (HV/HH) Classification Results
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APPENDIX E -11: September 3, Cross-polarized Ratio (HV/HH) Transformed Divergence Matrix
Class
Canola
Corn
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

Canola

Corn

0.1032
0.0992
0.0928
0.0820

0.1171
0.2420
0.3886

Transformed Divergence (Separability)
Forage
Cereals
Soybean

0.0373
0.2145

0.09296

APPENDIX E -12: September 3, Cross-polarized Ratio (HV/HH) Classification Results
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Appendix F: Supervised per-pixel classification results for multi-date integrated SPOT-5 optical
and ALOS PALSAR imagery data involving various original bands, vegetation indices (NDVI,
NDWI) and cross-polarization ratio (HV/HH) data combinations. Land cover classes identified
include individual agricultural crops, with a merged cereals class.
APPENDIX F-1: Canola producer’s Accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-2: Canola user’s Accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-3: Canola kappa coefficient for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-4: Cereals producer’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-5: Cereals user’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-6: Cereals kappa coefficient for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-7: Corn producer’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-8: Corn user’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-9: Corn kappa coefficient for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-10: Forage producer’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-11: Forage user’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-12: Forage kappa coefficient for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-13: Soybean producer’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification

APPENDIX F-14: Soybean user’s accuracy for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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APPENDIX F-15: Soybean kappa coefficient for multi-date, multi-indices per-pixel classification
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